


9781474937405

Pub Date: 5/15/2018

$5.50 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Pirate Puzzles

SimonTudhope

This little book of pirate puzzles is the perfect way to keep

young swashbucklersentertained. The puzzles cover

everything from mazes to spot the difference, basedon

bright and colourful scenes from the Seven Seas.Guide a

marooned pirate through shark-infestedwaters, and help

Brownbeard findhis lost parrot. Have a go at these

puzzles and many more in this fun-packed pirate puzzle

book. A ligh...

9781474937412

Pub Date: 5/7/2018

$5.50 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Space Puzzles

Sam Smith

This little book of space puzzles is the perfect way to keep

buddingastronauts entertained.The puzzles cover

everything from mazes to spot the difference, basedon

excitingscenes from outer space.Guide an astronaut

across an alienplanet, and work out which spaceship is

the fastest. Have a go at these puzzles and many more in

this fun-packed space puzzle book. A light and compact

puzzle book t...

9781474947695

Pub Date: 8/14/2018

$5.50 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

SimonTudhope

Whether you're on your holiday, or just enjoy travelling, 

you can test your brain with these fun travel puzzles. A

lightand compactpuzzle book that’s perfect for taking on

journeys. Part of a growing range of mini paperbacks, 

includingpuzzle books, sticker books and drawingbooks.

Travel Puzzles

9781474952156

Pub Date: 4/1/2019

$5.50 CAD

Trade Paperback

Sam Smith,KirsteenRobson, Stephanie Fizer Coleman

This little book is filledwith charming illustrationsof 60

different types of birds to spot. Short descriptionsprovide

extra informationand explain what to look and listenout

for, and childrencan keep track of the birds they have

seen using the stickers to fill in the spotters chart inside.

Birds to Spot

9781474952163

Pub Date: 4/1/2019

$5.50 CAD

Trade Paperback

RosamundSmith,Stephanie Fizer Coleman

This little book is filledwith charming illustrationsof 60

different types of flowers to spot. Short descriptions

provide extra information,and childrencan keep track of 

the flowers they have seen using the stickers to fill in the

spotters chart inside.

Flowers to Spot

9781474960335

Pub Date: 10/16/2019

$5.50 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

This little book is full of inspiring ideas for decorating letters

by hand, with space to copy them and to create

decorativealphabetsand words of your own. Letter

outlines,gridsand clear instructionshelp you get the best

results from the outset. Light and compact format makes

it ideal for keeping kids entertainedon the go. Part of a

growing range of mini paperbacks, includingpuzzle books, 

s...

UsborneMinis:Hand Lettering

9781474960328

UsborneMinis:Mirror Drawing

Sam Smith

This little book is packed with pictures for children to

complete, from fluffy animals, to knights and castles, to

robots and space rockets. Perfect for little ones learning to

draw, as well asa fun introduction to symmetry, each

page shows half of a drawingon a grid background, so

kids can copy itsmirror imageand finish the picture. Easy

to copy, satisfying imageswillbring out the artist in... 9781474960311

Pub Date: 10/16/2019

$5.50 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Pub Date: 10/14/2019

$5.50 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

UsborneMinis:Monster Faces Sticker Book

Sam Smith

This little book is full ofmonster faces for children to

completeusing the sticker facial features inside.They can

match the stickers to the monsters, or dream up their

own combinations to create the faces of fierce, furry fiends

or comical, cuddly critters– the choice is theirs!



9781474981101

Pub Date: 2/2/2021

$5.50 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Doodling Animals

Sam Smith

This littlewrite-inactivity book is full of animals to learn

how to doodle,with space to copy them and colour them

in. Simple instructionsmake doodlingeasy. Light and

compact format makes it ideal for keepingkids

entertained on the go. Part of a growing range of mini 

paperbacks, includingpuzzle books, sticker books, 

spottingbooks and drawingbooks. 9781474981071

Pub Date: 2/2/2021

$5.50 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Doodling Dinosaurs

Sam Smith

This littlewrite-inactivity book is full of dinosaurs to learn

how to doodle,with space to copy them and colour them

in. Simple instructionsmake doodlingeasy. Light and

compact format makes it ideal for keepingkids

entertained on the go. Part of a growing range of mini 

paperbacks, includingpuzzle books, sticker books, 

spottingbooks and drawingbooks.

9781474981088

Pub Date: 2/2/2021

$5.50 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Sam Smith

This littlewrite-inactivity book is full of people to learn

how to doodle,with space to copy them and colour them

in. Simple instructionsmake doodlingeasy. Light and

compact format makes it ideal for keepingkids

entertained on the go. Part of a growing range of mini 

paperbacks, includingpuzzle books, sticker books, 

spottingbooks and drawingbooks.

Doodling People

9781474981095

Pub Date: 2/2/2021

$5.50 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Sam Smith

This littlewrite-inactivity book is full of trucks to learn how

to doodle,with space to copy them and colour them in. 

Simple instructionsmake doodlingeasy. Light and

compact format makes it ideal for keepingkids

entertained on the go. Part of a growing range of mini 

paperbacks, includingpuzzle books, sticker books, spotting

books and drawingbooks.

Doodling Trucks

9781474947732

Pub Date: 10/22/2018

$5.50 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

SIMON TUDHOPE

This little book of puzzles is the perfect way to keep you

entertainedat Christmas.The puzzles cover everything

from mazes to spot the difference,based on bright and

colourful scenes filledwith reindeer, elves and lotsof 

festive cheer. Round up lost reindeer, help the elves in

Santa’s workshop, and guide his sleigh through the clouds

and back to the North Pole.Have a go at these puzzles

and ...

Christmas Puzzles

9781474981057

Pub Date: 7/27/2020

$5.50 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Kate Nolan

This little book is packed with quick, entertaininggames for

two players.Each one can be completed in the book with

just a pen or pencil,making it perfect for keeping children

occupiedon the go.Games likeOs and Xs, squares and

four-in-a-row will test children’s logicand ingenuity as they

play. A wide variety of logic, number and letter games.

Clear, easy-to-follow instructions. Light and co...

Pencil and Paper Games

9781474981064

Pencil and Paper Puzzles

Kate Nolan

Each entertainingpuzzle in this handy little book can be

completedwith just a pen or pencil,making it an ideal 

way to keep children occupiedwhilst on the move.With a

range of puzzle types, from Sudoku and crosswords to

mazes and spot the difference, childrenwill enjoy the

challengeof solvingeach one. A wide variety of 

brainteasers to keep young mindsactive.Clear, easy-to- 9781474952781

Pub Date: 7/27/2020

$5.50 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Pub Date: 10/16/2019

$5.50 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

follow instructi... differe...

UsborneMinis:Spot theDifference

Sam Smith

This wonderfully illustrated little book is full of vibrant

wildlife scenes to spot the differencesbetween. Each pair

of pictures is burstingwith richdetails for children to

discoveras they search for what’s not the same, and

there are more and more differences to spot as they find

their way through the book. Beautifully detailed

illustrationswill delight childrenas they hunt for the



9781474947756

Pub Date: 3/18/2019

$5.50 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

MiniBooks Colouring Book Easter with Rub

Downs

KirsteenRobson

This little book is packed with detailed illustrationsof Easter

sceneries for kids to color and bring to lifewith their pens.

The book comes with a sheet of rub-down transfers. The

pack containseverything you need to play

–wipe-cleancards, a pen, answer cards and a plain card

so you can make notes and keep score. Fun, stylish

illustrationsand characters bring the cards to life. Easy-to-

follo...

9781474947770

Pub Date: 3/18/2019

$5.50 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

MiniBooks Easter Puzzles

SimonTudhope

Help the Easter bunny findall the lost eggs, guide the

spring lambback to her mother and piece together a

broken Easter egg. Have a go at these puzzles and many

more in this fun-packedpuzzle book. Coveringpuzzles

from mazes, spot the difference,dot-to-dot and more, all 

based on bright and colourful scenes filledwith bunnies, 

eggs and other springparaphernalia, this little book of 

puzzles is...

9781474947787

Pub Date: 3/18/2019

$5.50 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Sam Smith

This little book is full of ideas for kids to create all kinds of 

Easter scenes using the simple sticker shapes inside. They

can follow the tipsand suggestionsprovided, or try out

their own combinationsas they fill each page with Easter

bunnies, eggs etc. Easy to use stickerswill provide plenty

of fun as children assemble their own Easter scenes.The

lightand compact format makes it ideal for...

MiniBooks Sticker Shapes Easter

9781474981040

Pub Date: 7/27/2020

$5.50 CAD
26 pages • Trade

Paperback

Kate Nolan

This little book is filledwith colourful illustrationsof 60

different types of truck to spot. Short descriptionsprovide

extra information, explainingwhat each type of truck is for

and the different features that make it useful. Childrencan

keep track of all the trucks they have seen by filling in the

spottingchart with the stickers.Trucks are grouped by

where they mightbe seen, helping chi...

Truck Spotting

9781474981033

Pub Date: 7/27/2020

$5.50 CAD
26 pages • Trade

Paperback

Kate Nolan

This little book is filledwith colourful illustrationsof 60

buildings, vehicles, planesand other itemsto spot at an

airport. Short descriptionsprovide extra information, 

explaining the different features and uses of each one. 

Childrencan keep track of the things they have seen at

the airport by filling in the spottingchart with the stickers. 

Things to spot are grouped by type and location, ...

Airport Spotting

9780062868428

Pub Date: 6/23/2020

$5.99 CAD

24 pages • StickerBook

JamesDean, Kimberly Dean

After some unusual activity, Pete the Cat must go under

cover as Secret Agent Meow to solve the town’s mystery.

Withhis handy spy watch, secret-catcher, and his

meow-mobile,Agent Meow is ready to crack the case! 

What could the big surprisebe?

Pete theCat: Secret Agent

9780062983336

Pub Date: 6/9/2020

$5.99 CAD

24 pages • StickerBook

Nancy Parent, DisneyStorybook Art Team

When Nancy auditions for the leading role in the mermaid

ballet, she isdisappointed to discover that not only was

she not chosen, but her best friendwillplay the lead! This

beautifully illustratedstorybook will include a sheet of 

fancy stickers.

Disney Junior’s Fancy Nancy is an animated preschool

series starring six-year-old Nancy, a girl who is fancy in

everything from her advanced vocabulary...

DisneyJunior Fancy Nancy: Nancy and the

Mermaid Ballet

9780062950468

Pub Date: 6/2/2020

$5.99 CAD

24 pages • StickerBook

Molly of Denali:Tubing Rocks!

WGBH Kids

In “TubingRocks!,”Molly and friendshave their eye on a

spectacularwater tube for sale at the TradingPost, but

they don’t have enough money to buy it. They’ll need a

solution fast, because Auntie Midge has her eye on the

tubular tube, too!

Produced by WGBH Boston Molly of Denali is an action-

adventure comedy that follows the adventures of feisty

and resourceful ten-year-old Molly Mabray, an Ala...



9780062983121

Pub Date: 9/1/2020

$5.99 CAD

24 pages • StickerBook

The Adventuresof Paddington:The Magic

Trick

Megan Roth

With the help of Mr. Gruber and a new magicset, 

Paddingtonbecomes Paddington the Magnificent!

The Adventures of Paddington is an animatedpreschool 

series starringPaddington, a polite little bear who lives

with the Brown family at 32 WindsorGardens. He is kind, 

curiousand rather accident-prone.Taking a lead from

Michael Bond’soriginal books, and the spirit of the hugely

successful Paddington...

9780062983107

Pub Date: 7/21/2020

$5.99 CAD

24 pages • StickerBook

The Adventuresof Paddington:The Monster

Hunt

RosinaMirabella

When Paddingtongoes on a monster hunt with Mrs.Bird, 

he discovers something spooky lurking at 32 Windsor

Gardens!

The Adventures of Paddington is an animatedpreschool 

series starringPaddington,a polite little bear who lives

with the Brown family at 32 WindsorGardens. He is kind, 

curiousand rather accident-prone.Taking a lead from

Michael Bond’soriginal books, and the spirit of the hugely

s...

9780060756383

Pub Date: 5/27/2008

$5.99 CAD

32 pages • Paperback

Sarah Weeks, Jane Manning

A visit from his friendMax turns Pip Squeak into a

cleaningwhirlwind.He scrubs and brushes and vacuums

and flushesuntil hishouse is perfectly neat. But after all 

that hard work, Max doesn’t even wipe his feet before he

comes inside!And that’s only the beginning.Before long

PipSqueak’s house is a completedisaster.

Sarah Weeks’s animatedstory and Jane Manning’s

delightful illustrationswill...

Pip Squeak

9781474960038

Pub Date: 8/13/2019

$6.50 CAD
16 pages • Trade

Paperback

Magic PaintingFlowers

Fiona Watt

This book is packed with beautiful scenes to bring to life–

simplydip the brush in water and sweep it across the

black and whitepages to fill the imageswith glorious

colours.There’s alsoa handy fold-out back cover that

prevents colours running onto the page beneath.

9781474960014

Pub Date: 8/13/2019

$6.95 CAD
16 pages • Trade

Paperback

Fiona Watt

This book is packed with beautiful scenes to bring to life–

simplydip the brush in water and sweep it across the

black and whitepages to fill the imageswith glorious

colours.There’s alsoa handy fold-out back cover that

prevents colours running onto the page beneath.

Magic PaintingBugs

9781474960021

Pub Date: 8/12/2019

$6.95 CAD
16 pages • Trade

Paperback

Fiona Watt

This book is packed with beautiful scenes to bring to life–

simplydip the brush in water and sweep it across the

black and whitepages to fill the imageswith glorious

colours.There’s alsoa handy fold-out back cover that

prevents colours running onto the page beneath.

Magic PaintingFairies

9781474960045

Magic PaintingSeashore

Fiona Watt

This book is packed with beautiful scenes to bring to life–

simplydip the brush in water and sweep it across the

black and whitepages to fill the imageswith glorious

colours.There’s alsoa handy fold-out back cover that

prevents colours running onto the page beneath.

9781474969215

Pub Date: 8/13/2019

$6.95 CAD
16 pages • Trade

Paperback

Pub Date: 6/9/2020

$7.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Encourages mark-maki...

Little First Colouring Animals

KirsteenRobson

From cats and dogs to flamingosand frogs, thisbook is

full of children's favourite animals to colour.The bold

outlinesprovide the perfect way for young children to

develop their pen control and colouringskills,while simple

words on each page for parents or older children to read

encourage a love of language from an early age.

Charmingoutlinesof over 30 popular animals.



9781474969222

Pub Date: 4/9/2020

$7.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little First Colouring Dinosaurs

KirsteenRobson

From Triceratopsand Iguanodon to T. rex and

Pteranodon, this book is full of children's favourite

dinosaurs to colour. The boldoutlinesprovide the perfect

way for young children to develop their pen control and

colouringskills,while simplewords on each page for

parents or older children to read encourage a love of 

language from an early age. Charmingoutlinesof over 30

popular dinosaurs.En...

9781474981149

Pub Date: 10/13/2020

$7.95 CAD
48 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little Children's AnimalsColouring Book

Mary Cartwright

A bright and friendly first colouringbook for little ones, with

animals to colouron every page. The backgrounds are

already coloured in, so little childrencan focus on the

excitingparts. Fantastic for developingessential fine motor

skillsand pencil control.Clear outlinesmake colouring-in

achievable for even the very young. Withbright colours

and friendly animal characters on every page. I...

9781474968645

Pub Date: 9/18/2019

$7.95 CAD
64 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little Children's Colouring Book

Mary Cartwright

A bright and friendly first colouringbook for little ones, 

with simpleobjects to colouron every page. The

backgrounds are already coloured in, so little children can

focus on the excitingparts. Fantastic for developing

essential fine motor skillsand pencil control.Clear outlines

make colouring-inachievable for even the very young.

Withbright coloursand friendly animal characters on

every ...

9781474980555

Pub Date: 6/2/2020

$7.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

From bees and butterflies to ladybirdsand snails, this book

is full of creepy crawlies to colour. The bold outlines provide

the perfect way for young children to develop their pen

control and colouringskills,while simplewords on each

page for parents or older children to read encourage a

curiosity for information from an early age. Charming

outlinesof over 30 popular bugs. Encourages mark-mak...

Little First Colouring:Bugs

9781474985413

Pub Date: 11/3/2020

$7.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

From Santa to snowmen, this book containsa wealthof 

Christmas-themedcolouring for little children,while

gingerbread houses,mittensand hot chocolategive it a

deliciousScandi feel.Bold outlinesprovide the perfect way

for young children to develop their pen control and

colouringskills,while simplewords on each page for

parents or older children to read encourage a curiosity for

informati...

Little First Colouring:Christmas

9781474980562

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$7.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

From flowersand bees to birds and trees, thisbook is full 

of all kinds of garden-themedpictures to colour.The bold

outlinesprovide the perfect way for young children to

develop their pen control and colouringskills,while simple

words on each page for parents or older children to read

encourage a curiosity for information from an early age. 

Charmingoutlinesof over 30 thingsyou might find ...

Little First Colouring:Garden

9781474981286

Little First Colouring:Trucks

KirsteenRobson

This book is full of all kindsof fascinating trucks to colour, 

from tipper trucks and tankers to forkliftsand fire engines. 

The bold outlinesare a perfect way to developpen control 

and colouring skills,while simple text on each page for

parents to read encourages young children to be curious

about the world. Charmingoutlinesof over 30 popular

trucks. Encourages mark-makingand developmento... 9781474980579

Pub Date: 1/5/2021

$7.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Pub Date: 8/24/2020

$7.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

develop...

Little First Colouring:Underthe Sea

KirsteenRobson

From dolphinsand dories to starfishand stingrays, this

book is full of all kinds of sea creatures to colour. The bold

outlinesare a perfect way to developpen control and

colouringskills,while simple text on each page for parents

to read encourages young children to be curiousabout the

world.Charmingoutlinesof over 30 thingsyou might find

under the sea. Encourages mark-makingand



9781474968201

Pub Date: 12/8/2020

$7.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little First Stickers: Woodlands

CarolineYoung

This beautifully illustratedbook is packed with woodland

scenes to decorate and fillwith deer, foxes, squirrels, 

badgers and more woodland creatures. Childrencan use

the stickers to bringeach page to life. Stickerbooks are

brilliant for developingessential fine motor skills. They

encourage creativity as children can carefully select

stickers for each scene and choose where they go. The

compa...

9781474968638

Pub Date: 3/17/2020

$7.95 CAD
48 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little Children's Drawing Book

Mary Cartwright

Introduce little ones to drawingand pen control with this

charmingactivity book. Childrencan learn how to draw

squiggles,wiggles, spots, stripes, curly lines,straight lines

and lots more,with the help of the friendly animal 

characters throughout the book. Withdelightful 

illustrationsby Luana Rinaldo throughout. A great way for

young children to start practisingpen control. Improves

hand e...

9781474954778

Pub Date: 7/31/2019

$8.50 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

Wipe-cleanpages, stylish illustrationsand a wipe-clean

pen combine to provide endlessopportunities for children

to practise their pen control skills. There are dotted picture

outlinesof all kinds of animalsand birds to trace, and a

second set of outlines to trace again,with missingdetails

for children to copy in themselves.

Little Wipe-Clean Animals to Copy and Trace

9781474962599

Pub Date: 11/12/2019

$8.95 CAD

Trade Paperback

Poppy and Sam's Wipe-Clean Christmas

Activities

Sam Taplin

JoinPoppy and Sam at Christmas for a mixture of simple, 

fun wipe-clean activities for young children. Including

mazes, spot the difference, spotting, countingand tracing, 

this festive collection is a perfect present and alsoan

excellentway to practisepen control. Part of the relaunch

of the classicbrand Farmyard Tales. Loved by families for

over 30 years, Usborne are delighted to bring Poppy...

9781474954785

Pub Date: 8/14/2019

$8.95 CAD

Trade Paperback

KirsteenRobson

Wipe-cleanpages, stylish illustrationsand a wipe-clean

pen combine to provide endlessopportunities for children

to practise their pen control skills. There are dotted picture

outlinesof all kinds of dinosaurs to trace, and a second set

of outlines to trace again,withmissingdetails for children

to copy in themselves.

Little Wipe-Clean Dinosaurs to Copy and

Trace

9781474968157

Pub Date: 4/23/2020

$8.95 CAD
20 pages • Trade

Paperback

FelicityBrooks, Marta Cabrol

Wipe-cleanpages, stylish illustrationsand a pen combine

to provide endlessopportunities for children to practise

readingand writingover 100 useful words to do with life

on a farm. Formations for both upper and lower-case

letters are shown, and there is advice about helping

children learn to read and write at the Usborne Quicklinks

website. The compact format is ideal to slip into a bag

when o...

Little Wipe-Clean Word Book On theFarm

9781474985208

Look and Find Puzzles: In The Forest

KirsteenRobson

A wonderfully illustratedpuzzle book teemingwith forest

creatures to spot, match, and count. Finda fox witha

frying pan, spot a squirrel on a swingand enjoy searching

for all kindsof other animalsand objects. Convenient

format for slipping into a bag or rucksack to entertain

childrenwhen on journeys and on holiday.Delightful 

details provide further spot-and-talk-aboutopportunities. 9781409597780

Pub Date: 12/8/2020

$8.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Pub Date: 3/10/2016

$8.95 CAD

Trade Paperback

An ac... ComparableTitles:

Wipe-CleanMazes | 9781409524724 | $8.95

BigWipe-CleanActivityBook | 9781409551577 | $14.95

WIPE CLEAN DOT TO DOT DINOSAURS

Brooks Felicity

Using the special pen provided, preschool childrencan

draw dinosuarsby joiningup the dots, wipe off and repeat.

Little ones need lots of practice controllinga pen as they

start writingand this book allowsendless opportunities for

that.

WIPE-CLEAN DOT-TO-DOT DINOSAURS



9781409587538

Pub Date: 7/24/2015

$8.95 CAD
18 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe-Clean Dot-to-dot Farm

Katrina Fearn

Little children need lots of practicewith pen control, and

this book provides plenty of opportunities for that, as they

can complete the dot-to-dot puzzles as many timesas

they likeusing the specialwipe-cleanpen provided.

9781409597797

Pub Date: 12/10/2015

$8.95 CAD
20 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe-clean Dot-to-dot Pirates

FelicityBrooks

Twenty pages of wipe-cleandot-to-dot activities to give

pre-schoolerspracticewith counting andpen control. 

Comes with a specialwipe-cleanpen which is really

satisfying to writewith, yet easy to wipe off the shiny

pages.

9781409597803

Pub Date: 10/21/2015

$8.95 CAD
20 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe-clean Dot-to-dot Thingsthat Go

FelicityBrooks

Twenty pages of wipe-cleandot-to-dot activities to give

pre-schoolerspracticewith counting andpen control. 

Comes with a specialwipe-cleanpen which is really

satisfying to writewith, yet easy to wipe off the shiny

pages.

9781409564799

Pub Date: 2/7/2014

$8.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

JessicaGreenwell, KimberleyScott

This fun book is a perfect way for young children

to improve their basic number recognition and

counting skills.

With the help of a group of friendly monsters, children will

learn to be confident with first numbers as they complete

the entertainingactivitiesagain and again.

Not suitable for childrenunder 36 months because of 

small parts.

Wipe-Clean First Numbers

9781409563273

Pub Date: 1/6/2014

$8.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

JessicaGreenwell, Stacey Lamb

This super wipe-clean book gives young children

essential practise holding a pen and learning to

make it do what they want it to do.

A variety of fun puzzles will helpdevelopvital preschool 

skillsas well as providing funand entertainment.

Not suitable for childrenunder 36 months because of 

small parts.

Wipe-Clean First Puzzles

9781474922357

Pub Date: 12/20/2016

$8.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

KATE FEARN

Young childrenwill have fun practising their pen control as

they complete the picturesof cats and dogs in this

step-by-stepdrawingbook. A special wipe-cleanpen

means that childrencan enjoy drawing the picturesover

and over again.

WIPE-CLEANCATS AND DOGS TO DRAW

9781474988766

Look and Find Puzzles: Dinosaurs

KirsteenRobson

Each page in this vibrantly illustratedbook is teemingwith

dinosaursand other prehistoric creatures to look for, count

and compare. Children will enjoyexploring the

entertainingpictures, from Pterosaur twins to

tambourines,while simple spottingactivitiesencourage

the developmentof reading, countingand observation

skills.Convenient size to pop in a bag to keep children 9781474962551

Pub Date: 10/13/2020

$8.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Pub Date: 8/1/2019

$8.95 CAD

Trade Paperback

entertainedand oc... over 30 years, Usborne are delighted to bring Poppy and

Sam to a whole-ne...

Sam Taplin

JoinPoppy and Sam for a range of fun mazes,
dot-to-dots, copyingand other wipeclean activities, all 

themed around summertime fun on AppletreeFarm. The

simplepuzzles are perfect for developingpen control in

young children in an enjoyable way. Part of the relaunchof 

the classicbrand Farmyard Tales. Loved by families for

Farmyard Tales: Poppy & Sam's Wipe-Clean

Summer ActivityBook



9781409597742

Pub Date: 8/10/2016

$8.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

WIPLE-CLEAN WORDS TO COPY

JESSICA GREENWELL

Little ones need lotsof practice controllinga pen as they

start writingand this book allowsendlessopportunities for

that. Using the special pen provided, young children can

practisewritingwords, tracing the letters to help improve

handwriting.They can then wipe off and repeat.

9781474922975

Pub Date: 10/12/2016

$8.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

WIPE-CLEANCHRISTMAS ACTIVITIES

KIRSTEEN ROBSON

A colourfulactivity book full of Christmasscenes with

mazes, dot-to-dots and drawingpuzzles to help little

childrendevelop the pen control skills that are essential for

learning to write.

9781474952231

Pub Date: 2/5/2019

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little First Stickers Unicorns

Hannah Watson

Withover 150 stickers to add to magical scenes of 

waterfalls, rainbows, forests, lagoons, crystal caves, cloud

castlesand other placeswhere unicornsare found, this

charmingbook will appeal to all young unicorn fans. The

stickerseasily peel off the shinypages and can be parked

on the gatefold at the back of the book, ready for re-use. 

Stickerbooks are brilliant for developingessential fine... 9781474919029

Pub Date: 11/2/2016

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

WIPE-CLEANLETTERSTO COPY

Hannah Watson, Marina Aizen

Parents can give their childrena head-start at schoolwith

this easy-to-usewipe-cleanbook that helps children to

read and write their first letters.Get Ready for School 

series is now beingadapted to the ever-popular

wipe-clean format.More interactiveand fun, it also

represents value for money as well as hours of fun and

practice.

9781474918992

Pub Date: 1/26/2017

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

HANNAH WATSON

Draw over the dotted lineswith the wipe-cleanpen

provided, and copy them out below to help the comical 

monsters characters complete the words. Thisdurable, 

wipe-cleanbook allowschildren to trace over the dotted

letter-shapesagain and again, helping them to develop

importantpen-control skills and practise letter formation

skills.Will help with reading and literacy skillsas well as

letter f...

WIPE-CLEANDOING WORDS TO COPY

9781474922333

Pub Date: 7/13/2017

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

HANNAH WATSON

A wipe-clean activity book that encourages children to

carefully trace and copy the most frequently ocurring

words in English. Includesa wipe-cleanpen so children

can practiseagain and again,without worrying about

mistakes.Childrenare encouraged to draw over the

dotted lines to copy each word, in the brightly-illustrated

scene. A great way to developpen control and firstwriting

skills.

WIPE-CLEANHIGH-FREQUENCYWORDS TO

COPY

9781474919036

WIPE-CLEANWORDS TO COPY

HANNAH WATSON

A wipe-clean activity book that encourages children to

write and copy words as carefully as they can, using the

wipe-cleanpen included. Children are encouraged to draw

over the dotted lines to copy each word, in the brightly-

illustratedscene so childrencan practiseagain and again, 

without worryingabout mistakes.A great way to develop

pen control and firstwritingskillswith the support of s... 9781474954761

Pub Date: 3/8/2017

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Pub Date: 3/20/2019

$9.95 CAD
20 pages • Trade

Paperback

ab...

Little Wipe-Clean Join The Dots

KirsteenRobson

Wipe-cleanpages, stylish illustrationsand a wipe-clean

pen combine to provide endlessopportunities for children

to practisenumber recognitionand pen control skills.

There are dot-to-dot pictureswith numbers from 1 to 10, 

dotted pictureoutlines to trace, as well as objects to spot

and count and suggestionsof details to draw. The new

compact format is ideal to slip into a bag when out and



9781474976718

Pub Date: 2/10/2020

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

First Sticker Book Easter

FelicityBrooks

Brimmingwith fluffy chicks,bouncingbunnies and leaping

lambs, this charmingstickerbook is a perfect activity book

for Easter; little childrenwill love adding stickers to all the

lively scenes and bringing them to life. Themes include

decoratingeggs, an Easter egg hunt, Spring flowers, 

Easter baking, an Easter party and an Easter parade.

Stickerbooks are brilliant for developingessential f... 9781474968294

Pub Date: 3/10/2020

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

First Sticker Book Narwhals

Holly Bathie,Gareth Lucas

This bright, fun stickerbook is filledwith playful narwhals, 

furry sea otters, slinky sharks and more amazing sea

creatures. Children will love adding stickers, bigand small, 

to bring the deep sea, kelp forest and icy oceans to life.

Sticker books are brilliant for developing essential fine

motor skills and creativity as children carefully choose

stickers for each scene.Withover 100 stickers,...

9781474968256

Pub Date: 4/9/2020

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Holly Bathie, Jean Claude

This colourful and informative sticker book isa perfect way

to introduce young children to the different seasons. There

are over 100 flower, bird, insect and animal stickers to

create lively scenes,plus simplekey facts on the life cycle

of a butterfly; fruits and vegetables through the seasons

and animal hibernation. Stickerbooks are brilliant for

developingessential fine motor skillsand cre...

First Sticker Book Seasons

9781474950985

Pub Date: 4/17/2019

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little First Stickers Aquarium

Hannah Watson, MarcellaGrassi

Little children will lovebringinga coral reef, a lagoon or a

penguin pool to lifewith hundreds of reusable stickers. 

Informative labelsand easy-to-read introductionson each

spread mean childrenalso learn interesting facts about

the creatures they encounter on each page. Stickerbooks

are brilliant for developingessential finemotor skills and

creativity as childrencarefully choose stickers...

9781474971324

Pub Date: 1/30/2020

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson, DesideriaGuicciardini

Add sparkly stickers to create scenes from the worldof 

ballet.Show the hard work of a class, the glamour of a

costume fitting, the fun of a rehearsal and the excitement

of performingSwan Lake, The Nutcracker and other

favouriteballets. This book is ideal for keepingballet-lovers

entertainedat weekends, on journeys, or in the holidays. 

Stickerbooks are brilliant for developingessential fine...

Little First Stickers Ballet

9781474952255

Pub Date: 3/20/2019

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Hannah Watson

The perfect book for any childwho is fascinatedby building

sitesand big machines.Childrenwill enjoy bringingscenes

to life and seeing their favourite vehicles in actionwith

characterful animalsbusy at work driving the diggers and

cranes.Hundreds of stickersare provided to fill scenes

such as “Carrying cargo”, “In a quarry”, and “Demolition”.

Stickerbooks are brilliant for developing ess...

Little First Stickers Diggers and Cranes

9781474959513

Little First Stickers Dinosaurs

KirsteenRobson

Add stickers to bring the prehistoric scenes to life: show
T-rex pursuing its prey, and gentle giants munching their

leafy lunch,meet some reptilesof sea and sky, and

discoverwhat may have happened on the day that sealed

the dinosaurs’doom.This book is ideal for keeping children

entertainedat weekends, on journeys, or in the holidays.
9781474950992

Pub Date: 7/31/2019

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Pub Date: 3/10/2020

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little First Stickers Farm

JessicaGreenwell

This beautifully illustratedbook containsall the animals

you'd expect to findon the farm. Add the stickers to bring

each page to life.Scenes includea farmyard, a pigsty, a

cowshed, sheep fields, farm machines, a farm shop and a

country show.With labels and information on every page, 

there's lots to learn and talk about. Sticker books are

brilliant for developingessential fine motor skills. ...



9781474952248

Pub Date: 6/4/2019

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little First Stickers Pets

Hannah Watson

The perfect book for any childwho has a pet or has

dreamed of owningone – or several!Childrenwill enjoy

filling sceneswith playful kittens, snoozy chinchillas, 

adorable dogs and chirpy canaries. The hundreds of 

reusable stickersmean that scenes can be rearranged

again and again.
9781474960342

Pub Date: 5/17/2019

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little First Stickers Pirates

KirsteenRobson

Add stickers to the scenes to help the pirate crew on their

swashbucklingadventures as they load their provisions, 

survive a storm, fight a fierce sea battle, finda treasure

map and force their captives to walk the plank. This book

is ideal for keeping children entertained at weekends, on

journeys, or in the holidays.Stickerbooks are brilliant for

developingessential fine motor skillsand cre...

9781474951296

Pub Date: 8/14/2019

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

AbigailWheatley

Add stickers to the scene to create your perfect store! 

Childrenwill be able to play storekeeper by adding the

stickersand opening their own stores.With over 150

reusable stickers, this title is guaranteed to provide hours

and hours of fun! Stickerbooks are brilliant for developing

essential fine motor skillsand creativity as children

carefully choose stickers for each scene.Withover 100

st...

Little First Stickers Shops

9781474971348

Pub Date: 7/7/2020

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

Add stickers to complete the scenesand let your

imagination take you flamingowatching.Visit a bustling

wateringhole and a flamingocreche, see birds flying, 

fishingand dancing, and recreate the breathtaking beauty

of a sunset gathering. Thisbook is ideal for keeping

animal-loversentertainedat weekends, on journeys, or in

the holidays.Stickerbooks are brilliant for developing

essential fi...

Little First Stickers: Flamingos

9781474968126

Pub Date: 9/18/2019

$9.95 CAD
20 pages • Trade

Paperback

FelicityBrooks

Wipe-cleanpages and stylish illustrations combine to

provide endlessopportunities for children to practise

readingand writingover 100 useful words. Themes

include ‘My body’, ‘My clothes’, ‘My home’and ‘My food’. 

Formations for both upper and lower-case lettersare

shown, and there is advice at the Usborne Quicklinks

website. The compact format is ideal to slip into a bag

when out and about an...

Little Wipe-Clean Word Book: About Me

9781474968140

Pub Date: 9/19/2019

$9.95 CAD
20 pages • Trade

Paperback

FelicityBrooks

Wipe-cleanpages and stylish illustrations combine to

provide endlessopportunities for children to practise

readingand writingover 100 useful words. Themes

include ‘At the farm’, ‘At the park’ and ‘Out and about’. 

Formations for both upper and lower-case lettersare

shown, and there is advice at the Usborne Quicklinks

website. The compact format is ideal to slip into a bag

when out and about an...

Little Wipe-Clean Word Book: Outdoors

9781474968171

Little Wipe-Clean Word Book: School

FelicityBrooks

Wipe-cleanpages, stylish illustrationsand a wipe-clean

pen combine to provide endlessopportunities for children

to practise readingand writingover 100 usefulwords to

do with school. Formations for letters are shown, and

there is advice about helpingchildren learn to read and

write at the Usborne Quicklinks website. The compact

format is ideal to slip intoa bag when out and about and 9781474968133

Pub Date: 8/22/2019

$9.95 CAD
20 pages • Trade

Paperback

Pub Date: 8/22/2019

$9.95 CAD
20 pages • Trade

Paperback

the sp... website. The compact format is ideal to slip into a bag

when out an...

FelicityBrooks

Wipe-cleanpages, stylish illustrationsand a pen combine

to provide endlessopportunities for children to practise

readingand writingover 100 useful words to do with

transport. Formations for both upper and lower-case

letters are shown, and there is advice about helping

children learn to read and write at the Usborne Quicklinks

Little Wipe-Clean Word Book: ThingsThat

Go



9781409582809

Pub Date: 12/14/2015

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe-clean Castle Activities

KirsteenRobson

Lots of castle themed activities, such as dot-to-dots, 

mazes and spot the difference, using the special 

wipe-cleanpen provided.

9781409587521

Pub Date: 7/24/2015

$9.95 CAD
18 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe-Clean Dot-to-dot Animals

Katrina Fearn

Little children need lots of practicewith pen control, and

this book provides plenty of opportunities for that, as they

can complete the dot-to-dot puzzles as many timesas

they likeusing the specialwipe-cleanpen provided.

9781474968409

Pub Date: 6/29/2020

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe-Clean Monster Mazes

Jane Bingham

This lively, interactivebook welcomesyoung children to a

maze-filledmonster park. Childrenwill gain confidence in

problem-solvingand pen control as they help the

monsters find their way through the mazes. The durable, 

wipe-cleanpages allow children to try out the mazes again

and again, and there are fun things to spot on every page.

Offers practice in importantearly learningskills in a hum... 9781474968287

Pub Date: 12/4/2019

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

First Sticker Book: Ballet Show

JessicaGreenwell

Little dance enthusiastswill love bringing the beautiful 

ballet scenes to lifewith over 200 colourful stickers. From

ballet lessonsand rehearsals to the big show itself, children

can experience the excitementand the buildup, see the

costumes, the props and the scenery and enjoy adding

dancers in differentpositions to every page. Sticker books

are brilliant for developingessential finemotor...

9781474968263

Pub Date: 10/14/2019

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Hannah Watson

This bright and colourful book is ready to be filledwith

sticker dinosaurs, including favourites the toothy T-Rex

and the powerfulDiplodocus.Childrenwill learn how the

Maiasaura protected her eggs, who escaped the T-Rex by

speeding awayon two legs, and whichgiganticprehistoric

animals livedunderwater, through creativeplay and

sticker fun. Stickerbooks are brilliant for developing

essenti...

First Sticker Book: Dinosaurs

9781474968249

Pub Date: 6/2/2020

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Kristie Pickersgill

This fun and varied stickerbook is packed with all kinds of 

animals from around the world. Little childrenwill love

using the reusable stickers to bringeach scene to life, 

includinga wateringhole, a rainforest, and a coral reef.

With the animals labelled on every page, there’s lots to

learn and talk about. Stickerbooks are brilliant for

developingessential fine motor skills. They encourage ...

Little First Stickers Animals

9781474969260

Little First Stickers: Football

Sam Smith

Young football fans will enjoy bringing the game to life in

this entertainingsticker book full of players, kit, fans and

more to add to the busy scenes. The stickerseasily peel 

off the pages and can be parked on the gatefoldat the

back of the book, ready for re-use. Stickerbooks are

brilliant for developingessential fine motor skillsand

creativity as childrencarefully choose stickers for ea... 9781474968232

Pub Date: 3/9/2020

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Pub Date: 11/11/2019

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little First Stickers: FunnyFaces

Krysia Ellis

This activity book is full of faces for children to complete

using the sticker facial features inside.They can dream up

their own faces, create faces that look like their friends, or

mix up the features to make funny faces– the choice is

theirs!Stickerbooks are brilliant for developingessential 

fine motor skillsand creativity as childrencarefully choose

stickers for each scene. The compact ...



9781474969277

Pub Date: 10/16/2019

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little First Stickers: Halloween

KirsteenRobson

Add spooky stickers to bring the Halloween scenes in this

book to life. Fill haunted houses with ghosts and ghouls, 

show witchescooking up sinister concoctions in their

cauldrons, and terrify ghost-train riders with screeching

bats, menacingmonsters and more. Perfect for keeping

childrenentertainedat weekends, on journeys, or in the

holidays.Stickerbooks are brilliant for developing

essentia...

9781474969253

Pub Date: 11/11/2019

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little First Stickers: Horses & Ponies

KirsteenRogers

Add stickers to complete the scenesand jump right into

the livelyworldof horses and ponies.Enjoy the bustle of 

the stables, the challengeof a riding lesson, the drama of 

a dressage competitionand the magicof a moonlit pony

camp.This book is ideal for keepingpony-lovers

entertainedat weekends, on journeys, or in the holidays. 

Stickerbooks are brilliant for developingessential fine

motor...

9781474964425

Pub Date: 9/17/2019

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

Add stickers to bring the rainforest scenes to life. Fill the

branches with bright bugs, brilliantbirds, swinging

monkeys and lazing tigers,while leopardsprowl, elephants

parade and crocodiles lurk in the undergrowth, pools and

creeks below.This book is ideal for keeping children

entertainedat weekends, on journeys, or in the holidays.

Stickerbooks are brilliant for developingessential fine...

Little First Stickers: Jungle

9781474968225

Pub Date: 7/28/2020

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

JessicaGreenwell

This beautifully illustrated book is packed with things you’d

expect to find along a seashore; from familiar shells, crabs

and seaweed to more unusual creatures and plants.

Childrencan use the stickers to bring each page to life. 

Themes includea sandy beach, crabs and starfish in

rockpools, sea birds, seals, puffins, sea otters and turtles. 

Stickerbooks are brilliant for developingessential fi...

Little First Stickers: Seashore

9781474971355

Pub Date: 7/27/2020

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

Add stickers to complete the scenesand let your

imagination take you to South Americaon a sloth-spotting

trip.See these easy-goinganimalsby night and day, 

sleeping, swimming in a river, snuggling their babiesor just

lazingamong the leaves.Thisbook is ideal for keeping

animal-loversentertainedat weekends, on journeys, or in

the holidays.Stickerbooks are brilliant for developing

essenti...

Little First Stickers: Sloths

9781474968188

Pub Date: 12/9/2019

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Hannah Watson

The perfect book for any childwho is fascinatedby big

machines. Childrenwill enjoy bringingscenes to life and

seeing their favourite vehicles in action. Hundredsof 

stickersare provided to fill scenes such as ‘Monster trucks’, 

‘Mountain rescue’and ‘Harvest time’,with characterful 

animalsbusy at work driving tractors and trucks. Sticker

books are brilliant for developingessential finemoto...

Little First Stickers: Tractors and Trucks

9781474981156

Sam Taplin

Childrencan learn how to draw lots of farm animals, 

plants and vehicles in this colourfulbook with simple

step-by-step instructionsand lots of space to draw in.

Even little childrenwill be able to follow the step-by-step

instructionsas they show exactly whichshapes they need

to add to their drawing. A perfect book for childrenwho

Poppy and Sam's Step-By-Step Drawing

Book

9781474919005

Pub Date: 10/13/2020

$9.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Pub Date: 8/1/2017

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

want to develop their drawing skillsand for those who

aren’t...

WIPE CLEAN GARDENACTIVITIES

KirsteenRobson

Young childrenneed plenty of practicewhen it comes to

pen-control - an essential skillwhich they need to learn

before they can write. This book encourages children to

solve mazes, join the dots and trace the dotted linesusing

the special pen provided,wipe cleanand repeat; all the

activitiesare themed in and around the garden.



9781474951029

Pub Date: 8/16/2018

$9.95 CAD
20 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little Wipe Clean Numbers

FelicityBrooks, Malu Lenzi

Wipe-cleanpages, stylish illustrationsand a wipe-clean pen

combine to provide endlessopportunities for children to

practise counting,number recognitionand number

formation.There are numbers to trace, copy and write

from 1 to 100, and the correct formations for all numbers

are shown. The new compact format is ideal to slip into a

bag when out and about and the specialwipe-cleanpen is

very s...

9781474922289

Pub Date: 5/17/2017

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

WIPE CLEAN NUMBERSTO COPY

Hannah Watson

In preparation for starting school, childrenwill have a head

start if they know their numbers, and are able to use a

pen. This book will provide hours of pen practice, number

recognitionpracticeas well as number sequencing

practice.

9781409574736

Pub Date: 3/31/2014

$9.95 CAD
112 pages • Trade

Paperback

Fiona Watt

A classic collection of fairy activities, now in a

handy paperback format

50 Rainy Day Activities includes fifty simple craft activities

suitable for rainy days, holidays, or any quiet time.Each

project is explainedwith simple, step-by-step instructions

and every stage is illustrated,as is the end result, so you

know what you're aiming for. The activitieshave all been

specifically designedand ...

50 RainyDay Activities

9781409564249

Pub Date: 1/6/2014

$9.95 CAD
128 pages • Trade

Paperback

Alex Frith

Pop this handy, pocket-sized puzzle book into a

school bag, handbag, suitcase, or glove

compartment to ensure that kids are never bored

again!

The Usborne Pirate Pocket Puzzle Book features over one

hundred picture puzzles including mazes, picture puzzles,

word searches, number problems, and much more, with

all of the answers at the back of the book.

Pirate Pocket Puzzles

9781474922326

Pub Date: 7/20/2017

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Jane Bingham

UnderstandingEnglishgrammar is an essential skill to

have and will be useful throughout a child's life, aswell as

in the adult world.Give children the opportunity to have a

head-start with thisbook that will help them practice the

"rules" of the English language through hours and hours

of exercizes and fun!

WIPE CLEAN STARTING GRAMMARAND

PUNCTUATION

9781474951012

Pub Date: 8/16/2018

$9.95 CAD
20 pages • Trade

Paperback

FelicityBrooks, Malu Lenzi

Wipe-cleanpages, stylish illustrationsand a wipe-clean

pen combine to provide endlessopportunities for children

to practise readingand writingeasy three-letter words. 

Formations for both upper and lower-case lettersare

shown, and there is advice about helpingchildren learn to

read and write at the Usborne Quicklinkswebsite.The

new compact format is ideal to slip into a bag when out

and ab...

Little Wipe Clean First Words

First Sticker Book: Sports Day

JessicaGreenwell

Bring sports day to life in this excitingstickerbook. 

Themes includean egg and spoon race, an obstacle

course, mini athletics, running races, a tug-of-warand an

awards ceremony at the end of the day. Childrenwill have

fun poringover the bright illustrations, selectingwhere to

put the stickersand choosing the winning teams.Sticker

CollinsEasy Learning

9781474968270

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$9.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

9780008387860

Pub Date: 9/8/2020

$9.99 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

books are brilliant for developingessential finemotor ski... activities to help boost confidence.

Level: EYFSSubject:MathsIntroduce young learners to

countingwith this fun and engagingactivity book.• Lots of 

practiceopportunities to help children learn to count from

1 to 20.•Wipe-cleanpages and pen so that children can

try simple sums again and again.•Colourful,motivating

CollinsEasy Learning Preschool–First

CountingAge 3-5 Wipe Clean Activity Book



9781474974905

Pub Date: 5/26/2020

$10.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Farmyard Tales: Poppy and Sam's Farm

AnimalsMagic Painting

Sam Taplin

BringPoppy and Sam’s animal friends to life by adding

water to the black and whitepictures in this charming

book. Create beautiful colour scenes of Rusty the dog, 

Woolly the sheep, Clucky the hen and all the other

favourites.A new title in the hugely successful relaunch of 

Farmyard Tales Poppy and Sam. Another gorgeous

addition to the bestsellingUsborne Magic Paintingseries. 

Witha laminated ...

9781474973342

Pub Date: 10/13/2020

$10.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Greek Myths

AbigailWheatley

An activity book filledwith scenes of well-knownGreek

myths, from famous heroes and enchantresses to

magical, many-headedmonsters.Dip the brush in water

and sweep it across the pages to reveal stunning colours, 

from golden fruit on KingMidas’s table to rainbow feathers

on Pegasus’swings. Book includesa quality brush and a

laminatedgatefold board at the back to slipunder the

page you are p...

9781474952774

Pub Date: 4/11/2019

$10.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

Sam Taplin

Childrenwill love fillingAppleTree Farm with animal 

stickers,as they followPoppy and Sam through scenes

including “Muddy pigs”, “Summer show”, “Snowy fields”

and “Baby animals”. All the Farmyard Tales favouritesare

there, includingDaisy the cow, Ears the donkey and

Woolly the sheep. Part of the relaunch of the classicbrand

Farmyard Tales. Loved by families for over 30 years, 

Usborne are de...

Poppy & Sam's AnimalsSticker Book

9781409582793

Pub Date: 2/3/2016

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Sam Taplin

Part of a best-sellingseries, providing the opportunity for

the essential repeated practicewith pen control that

childrenneed before they can learn to write.Children can

complete the various activitiesagain and again, using the

specialwipe-clean pen provided. Includesmazes,

dot-to-dot, things to draw and more.

Wipe-Clean Pirate Activities

9781474951654

Pub Date: 2/5/2019

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

Young childrenneed plenty of practice in pen control– an

essential skill they must learn before starting to form

letters and numbers. This fun activity book is full of 

building-site-themedactivities,encouraging children to join

the dots, spot differences, solve mazes and trace the

dotted lineswith the special pen provided, then wipe clean

and repeat. Part of the hugely successfulUsborne Wipe...

Wipe-Clean BuildingSite

9781474941051

Pub Date: 7/25/2018

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

CarolineYoung

Joina group of friendlymonsters and learn how to start

joining letters up when writing.Childrencan write,wipe

the page clean,and write again until they feel fully

confident.An approachable introduction to an important

skill, this book provides a sound start to joined-up

handwriting.Children are Introduced to a vital skill in a

carefully-paced,encouragingway. Part of a hugely

successfulU...

Wipe Clean Joined Up Handwriting

WIPE-CLEANDINOSAUR ACTIVITIES

KIRSTEEN ROBSON

Young childrenneed plenty of practicewhen it comes to

pen-control - an essential skillwhich they need to learn

before they can write. This book encourages children to

solve mazes, join the dots and trace the dotted linesusing

the special pen provided,wipe cleanand repeat; all the

activitiesare themed around dinosaurs. Part of the hugely

Wipe-Clean Farm Activities/Wipe-Clean

KirsteenRobson, Maria Néradova

9781474919012

Pub Date: 3/20/2017

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781409582779

Pub Date: 1/12/2015

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

successfulUsborne Wipe-cleanseries, offering little ... tracingand drawingactivitiesare combined in thismul...

This fun book isa perfect way for young children to

practisepen control, one of a few indispensible skills that

will give children a head start at school. Like other

wipe-cleanbooks from Usborne, it comeswith a special 

wipe-cleanpen which is really satisfying to writewith, yet

easy to wipe off the shinypages. Dot-to-Dot, spotting, line



9781474922319

Pub Date: 5/16/2018

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe-Clean UnderTheSea Activities

KirsteenRobson

Young childrenneed plenty of practice in pen-control –an

essential skill they must learn before starting to form

letters and numbers. This fun activity book is full of ocean-

themed activities, encouraging children to join the dots, 

spot differences,solve mazes and trace the dotted lines

with the special pen provided, then wipe cleanand repeat. 

Part of the hugely successfulUsborne Wipe-cleans... 9781474903516

Pub Date: 6/10/2016

$10.95 CAD

Trade Paperback

HOLIDAY ACTIVITIES

Various

Fun and excitingbook with lots of ideas and activities to

do on your holidays.

HOLIDAY ACTIVITIES
ComparableTitles: Christmas

Activity Book | 9781409539711 | $13.95 Travel

Activity Book | 9781409563471 | $13.95

9781474947626

Pub Date: 5/31/2018

$10.95 CAD
16 pages • Trade

Paperback

Hannah Watson

Helpa group of friendly animal charactersenjoy their

summer on the beach, at the campsite, by the lake or at

a picnicby adding stickers to every scene. Perfect

preparation for fun-filleddays of swimming,sandcastles, 

fun fairs and ice lollies, or for providingengaging

entertainmenton a rainyday or long journey.

Little First Stickers Summer

9781474959995

Pub Date: 5/13/2019

$10.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Fiona Watt

A delightful sticker book perfect for any pet lover which

has lots of dolls to dress and pages to decorate using the

stickersprovided. Dress the dolls and add their puppies

and their accessories for a walk in a wood, a day on the

beach, a visit to the vet and go to training classes.

Little Sticker Dolly Dressing Puppies

9781474953764

Pub Date: 8/1/2019

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

AbigailWheatley

This chaming little book provides full-colour scenes ready

to be decorated with rub-down transfers and pages to

colour too. Featuringbold knights doing everything from

joustingat a tournament and besieginga castle to hunting

in a forest and relaxing in a garden; not to mention

learninghow to ride and fight and beingknighted by the

king.

Little Transfer Book Knights

9781474969147

Pub Date: 4/3/2020

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Fiona Patchett,Mark Ruffle

This book is packed with beautifully illustratedunder the

sea scenes, from a bright coral reef to an icy coldPolar

ocean. Fill the scenes with transfers of fascinating fish and

sea creatures, usinga pencil or ballpointpen to press

them on. Beautiful, colourful illustrations.Over 200

transfers to press on. Lots of fascinating facts about the

different creatures that liveunder the sea.

Little Transfer Book Under theSea

Magic PaintingAnimals

AbigailWheatley

This book is packed with animals for you to bring to life. 

Simplydip the brush in water and sweep it across the

black and whitepages to fill the animalswithglorious

colours– from the patterned scaleson jungle snakes to

the rich fur on wildbears.

Fiona Watt

9781474960465

Pub Date: 5/13/2019

$10.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474979610

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$10.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

The laminatedback cover foldsout so you can place it

between the pages and prevent colours runningonto the

...

Narwhals fans will adore this new addition to Usborne’s

Magic Paintingseries.Simply brush water over the pages

and watch as they burst into colour, revealingan array of 

magical scenes. The book comes with a brush – just dip it

in water, sweep over the page, and the colourswill appear.

Magic Painting:Narwhalsand Other Sea

Creatures



9781474948524

Pub Date: 8/24/2020

$10.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Magic Painting:Zoo

Usborne Publishing

Brush water over the beautiful blackand white illustrations

and watch the zoo scenes burst into colourful life.See a

snake get its green scales, a flamingo’s feathers turn pink, 

a giraffe’spatterns appear as you paint, and much more. 

The book comes with a brush – just dip it in water, sweep

over the page, and the colourswill appear. The laminated

back cover foldsout so you can place it betwee... 9781409564508

Pub Date: 3/31/2014

$10.95 CAD
96 pages • Trade

Paperback

Pirate Activity Pad

PhillipClarke, Collectif

A substantialwrite-on, tear-off activity pad containing lots

of puzzles, colouring,doodling,drawingand games.Great

for keeping childrenoccupiedon journeys, rainydays or

duringother quiet moments. The tear-off pages make this

pad perfect for sharingwith a friend. A lovely gift, or split

the pad up between a group of friendsat sleepoversand

birthday parties.

9781474952675

Pub Date: 6/19/2019

$10.95 CAD
112 pages • Trade

Paperback

PlanetEarth Crosswords

PhillipClarke, THE POPE TWINS

From riversand volcanoes to capitals and coral reefs, test

your knowledge of our amazingworldwith these fun

crosswords.

9781409524489

Pub Date: 3/29/2011

$10.95 CAD
16 pages • Trade

Paperback

Poppy & Sam's Sticker Book

Stephen Cartwright

Young childrenwill love exploringApple Tree Farm in this

delightful stickerbook, containingover 130 stickers.

Scenes to completeusing the colourful stickersprovided

includeDolly the horse’s field,Curly the pig’spen, Mrs

Boot’s hen house and more, and there’s a Little Yellow

Duck to spot on every page too. Part of the relaunch of 

the classicbrand Farmyard Tales. Loved by families for

over...

9781474937542

Pub Date: 5/3/2018

$10.95 CAD
112 pages • Trade

Paperback

PhillipClarke, Pope Twins

With four sectionsof travel-themedcrosswordsof 

increasingdifficulty, children can puzzle their way through

over 150 crosswords.A brilliantway to practiseand

expand children'sspellingand vocabulary,while teaching

them how to think cryptically and cognitively. This is the

perfect, compact travel companion for bright young

crossword enthusiastsand is sure to keep kids engaged

and entertain...

Travel Crosswords

9781474973335

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$10.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

tbc tbc

Simply sweepa wet paintbrush over the black and white

illustrations to fill the pages withvibrant colour. The

Unworry Magic PaintingBook serves as a calming

distraction from any worriesand anxieties. It includes15

patterns and scenes to paint, and tips for how to paint

mindfully along the way. It’s an addition to the Unworry

series– an ‘unworry toolkit’ to helppeople of all ages

understand,...

Unworry Magic PaintingBook

WIPE CLEAN CAPITAL LETTERS

Greenwell Jessica

Using the special pen provided, preschool childrencan

trace over the capital letters,wipe off and repeat. Little

ones need lots of practice controllinga pen as they start

writingand this book allowsendlessopportunities for that. 

Friendly monsters take children through the whole

alphabet, one step at a time.

WIPE CLEAN PHONICS BOOK 1

Mackinnon Mairi

9781409582632

Pub Date: 2/10/2016

$10.95 CAD

Trade Paperback

9781409597759

Pub Date: 2/10/2016

$10.95 CAD

Trade Paperback

WIPE-CLEAN PHONICS BOOK 1

ComparableTitles:

Wipe-CleanMazes | 9781409524724 | $8.95

BigWipe-CleanActivityBook | 9781409551577 | $14.95

WIPE-CLEAN CAPITAL LETTERS

ComparableTitles:
Wipe-CleanMazes | 9781409524724 | $8.95

Bi...

Childrenneed to learn to hold and manipulatea pen

effectively before they can start writing, and this

wipe-cleanbook will provide them with plenty of practice. 

This series teaches them about their letters and sounds, 

whilst learninghow to write.



9781409596882

Pub Date: 3/1/2016

$10.95 CAD

Trade Paperback

WIPE CLEAN PHONICS BOOK 4

Mackinnon Mairi

Childrenneed to learn to hold and manipulatea pen

effectively before they can start writing, and this

wipe-cleanbook will provide them with plenty of practice. 

This series teaches them about their lettersand sounds, 

whilst learninghow to write.

WIPE-CLEAN PHONICS BOOK 4

ComparableTitles:

Wipe-CleanMazes | 9781409524724 | $8.95

BigWipe-CleanActivityBook | 9781409551577 | $14.95

9781474968393

Pub Date: 3/10/2020

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe Clean Three Letter Words to Copy

Jane Bingham

This lively book is the idealway for children to practise

early readingand writingskillswhilst having fun. With the

help of friendlymonsters, children can trace and write a

range of simpleCVC (consonant, vowel, consonant)

words, and the durable,wipe-cleanpages allow children

to copy the words again and again, learningas they go. 

Offerspractice in important skills in a humorous, playful 

w...

9781474950916

Pub Date: 2/5/2019

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

JessicaGreenwell

This delightful book is a perfect way for young children to

learn all about additionand develop their essentialmaths

skills. The host of friendlymonster characters and

engaging scenes encourage children to complete the fun

activitieson each page. Scenes includea monster bug

hunt, the littlemonsters’ classroomand a TV maths

competition. Children canpractise simpleadding sums

usingnumbers ...

Wipe-Clean Adding

9781474951326

Pub Date: 12/9/2019

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe-Clean AnimalActivities

KirsteenRobson

Young childrenneed plenty of practice in pen-control –an

essential skill they must learn before starting to form

letters and numbers. This fun book is full of animal-

themed activities, encouraging children to join dots, spot

differences,solve mazes,match objects and trace dotted

lineswith the special pen provided, then wipe cleanand

repeat. Part of the hugely successfulUsborne Wipe-clean

se...

9781409563280

Pub Date: 1/6/2014

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

JessicaGreenwell, Stacey Lamb

This fun book is a perfect way for young children

to practise pen control.

Use the special pen to draw simplepictures following the

step-by-step instructionsprovided.Each page iswipe-clean

so new drawings can be made over and over again, and

mistakes just don't matter.

Not suitable for childrenunder 36 months because of 

small parts.

Wipe-Clean First Drawing

9781409584346

Pub Date: 6/15/2015

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Sam Smith

For preschool children. Before they can learn to write, little

childrenneed lots of practicewith pen control, and this

book provides plenty of opportunities for that, as they can

complete the various activitiesagain and again, using the

specialwipe-clean pen provided. Includesmazes,

dot-to-dot, things to draw and more. Perfect for children

who are about to start school, and who will be expect...

Wipe-Clean First Pen Control

Wipe-Clean Jungle Activities

KirsteenRobson

Young childrenneed plenty of practice in pen-control –an

essential skill they must learn before starting to form

letters and numbers. This fun activity book is full of jungle-

themed activities, encouraging children to join the dots, 

spot differences,solve mazes and trace the dotted lines

with the special pen provided, then wipe cleanand repeat.

Wipe-clean Lower-case Letters

JessicaGreenwell

9781474951319

Pub Date: 5/16/2019

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781409582618

Pub Date: 12/8/2015

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

A fantasticnew titlewith wipe-cleanpages and a special 

pen, loaded with special activities to help children learn

their letters.



9781474936934

Pub Date: 2/21/2018

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe-Clean Money

Jane Bingham

This interactiveWipe-Clean Activity books will introduce

children to the concept of exchanginggoods and services

for money. The monsters will exchange coins (Puggs) and

childrenwill have to work out how much they can get for

their money.

9781474950923

Pub Date: 10/1/2019

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe-Clean Taking Away

Hannah Watson

Learn all about subtraction with this fun activity book. The

host of friendlymonster characters encourage children to

completeactivities includinga monster rocket launch,a

monster fairgroundand a monster feast. Childrencan

practise subtractionusingnumbers up to 10 while

improving their pen control, number recognition and

countingskills.Activities includenumbers to trace, sums

to complet...

9781474922302

Pub Date: 4/17/2018

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe-Clean Travel Activities

KirsteenRobson

Contains lots of differentactivitieson a travel theme for

young children, includingmazes, dot-to-dotsand doodling

on wipe-cleanpages so the activitiescan be done again

and again with the wipe-clean pen provided. This is a fun

way to helppractice essential pen control skills that

childrenneed to master before they start school.
9781474970815

Pub Date: 1/22/2020

$10.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Sam Taplin

This book is packed with beautifulwoodland scenes for

you to bring to life.Simply dip the brush in water and

sweep it across the blackand whitepages to fill the scenes

with glorious colours - from squirrelsplaying in a tree, a

badger out at night, a deer and her fawns and lots more.

Clear instructionsat the front of the book show you

exactly what to do. Another title in the hugely successful...

Woodland Magic Painting

9781474967983

Pub Date: 10/17/2019

$10.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Fiona Watt

Enter the eerie world of Halloweenwith this amazing

magicpaintingbook. Simplydip the brush intowater and

brush it over the blackand whitepatterns to see spooky

things magically transform into colour.Haunted houses, 

witches, trick or treaters, grimacingpumpkins,bats and

cats are amongst the things to ‘paint’. Clear instructionsat

the front of the book show you exactly what to do.

Another...

Halloween Magic PaintingBook

9781474968195

Pub Date: 2/20/2020

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Holly Bathie,ADDY RIVIERA SONDA

The perfect book for any childwho dreams of being a

mermaid!Childrenwill love bringing the beautiful 

underwater scenes to life– decorating the palace, styling

the mermaids in the lagoon and burying treasure at the

shipwreck–with hundreds of reusable stickers,whichcan

be rearranged again and again. Stickerbooks are brilliant

for developingessential fine motor skillsand creativity as

chil...

Little First Stickers: Mermaids

Little Sticker Dolly Dressing Christmas

Fiona Watt

This festiveactivity book for little children is full of 

Christmasscenes to decorate. Dress the dolls for a

Christmasmarket, ice skating, buildinga snowman and

lots more.Withover 200 stickersof festiveoutfitsand

Christmasdecorations.New edition of9781474927970. 

Witha new foiledcover, for added festiveappeal. Stylish

Little Sticker Dolly Dressing Parties

Fiona Watt

9781474989084

Pub Date: 11/3/2020

$10.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474986915

Pub Date: 11/10/2020

$10.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

illustrationsand simple text makes it perfect for

Christmas.

A delightful addition to the LittleDolly Dressingseries.Use

the stickers to dress the dolls for lots of differentparties

and add fun decorations to complete the scenes.A new

title in the bestsellingLittleSticker DollyDressingseries, 

aimedat childrenage four and up. With stylish illustrations

and simple text.



9781474960007

Pub Date: 9/17/2019

$10.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little Sticker Dolly Dressing:Kittens

Fiona Watt

This delightful sticker book is purr-fect for any pet lover. 

Dress the dollsas they choose a new kitten, play with

them in the garden, take them to see a vet and helpout

at a rehomingcentre. There are lots of extra stickers to

decorate the pages, too. A new title in the best-selling

LittleDollyDressing serieswhich includes fairies, pixies, 

unicornsand puppies.Stylish illustrations, accompa... 9781474978330

Pub Date: 7/28/2020

$10.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little Sticker Dolly Dressing:Rainbow Fairy

Fiona Watt

A delightful addition to the LittleDolly Dressingseries. 

Follow Ruby the Rainbow fairy as she fluttersaround

Fairyland in search of colourful fairy dust. Use the stickers

to dress the fairiesand decorate the pages. Scenes include

a garden filledwith red flowers, an orange orchard and a

yellow meadow and lotsmore. A new title in the

bestsellingLittleSticker DollyDressing series,aimedat c...

9781474967839

Pub Date: 11/8/2019

$10.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Fiona Watt

A delightful addition to the LittleStickerDolly Dressing

series, filledwith fairies, pixies,woodland creatures,plants

and trees. Dress the dolls and decorate the pages using

the stickersprovided. Enchantingscenes includea bluebell 

wood, gathering fairy dust from flowersand little fairy tree

houses. A new title in the bestsellingLittleStickerDolly

Dressingseries, aimedat childrenage ...

Little Sticker Dolly Dressing:Woodland Fairy

9781474975155

Pub Date: 8/24/2020

$10.95 CAD
112 pages • Trade

Paperback

PhillipClarke

Packed with funwordsearches about the world’samazing

animals, from aardvarks to sharks and from tree frogs to

zombie worms.Bright, cartoon-style illustrations. Helps

young readers to recognize letter patterns. Level of 

challenge increasesgradually through the book.

AnimalWordsearches

9781409582601

Pub Date: 7/8/2015

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

FelicityBrooks

Before they can learn to write, little children need lotsof 

practicewith pen control, and this book provides plentyof 

opportunities for that, as they can complete the various

activitiesagain and again, using the specialwipe-clean

pen provided. Includesmazes, dot-to-dot, things to draw

and more.

Wipe-Clean Pen Control

9781409582649

Pub Date: 5/16/2016

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

JESSICA GREENWELL

This fun book isa perfect way for young children to

improve their basicnumber recognitionand counting

skills.Using the special pen provided, young children can

practisewritingnumbers,wipe off and repeat.

WIPLE-CLEAN WRITING NUMBERS

Wipe-Clean Counting

Hanna Watson

In preparation for starting school, childrenwill have a head

start if they know their numbers, are able to count and

can use a pen. This interactivewipe-clean book comes

with a specialwipe-cleanpen which is easy to write with, 

yet easy to wipe off the shinypages.

Wipe-Clean Summer Activities

KirsteenRobson

9781474937153

Pub Date: 2/22/2018

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474968577

Pub Date: 7/28/2020

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

repeat. Part of the hugely successfulUsborne Wipe-clean

se...

Young childrenneed plenty of practice in pen-control –an

essential skill they must learn before starting to form

letters and numbers. This fun book is full of summer-

themed activities, encouraging children to join dots, spot

differences,solve mazes,match objects and trace dotted

lineswith the special pen provided, then wipe cleanand



9781474936941

Pub Date: 11/6/2018

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe Clean ReadyFor Reading Phonics

Jane Bingham

This interactivebook is the perfect introduction to phonics

for young children.With the help of friendlymonsters, 

childrenprepare for readingby tracing letter shapes and

saying their sounds out loud.The durable,wipe-clean

pages allow children to write again and again, as they

practisephonicsand combine their sounds to form simple

words. Introduces young children to the complete set of 

pho...

9781474974967

Pub Date: 11/10/2020

$10.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Enchanted Christmas

Fiona Watt

Brush water over the beautiful blackand white illustrations

and watch the magical festive scenes burst into colourful 

life. The book comes with a brush – just dip it in water, 

sweepover the page, and the colourswill appear. The

laminatedback cover foldsout so you can place it

between the pages and prevent colours runningonto the

page beneath. Featuring a range of festive scenes, this

book is...

9781409584629

Pub Date: 4/13/2015

$10.95 CAD
112 pages • Trade

Paperback

Sarah Khan

A handy, paperback book perfect for popping into a

pocket or school bag, packed with puzzles, games and

activities that will put your powers of logic to the test. It is

a well-known fact that you can exerciseyour brain just as

you mightexerciseyour body; this book will keep

children'sgrey cells in tip-topcondition.A great book to

take on journeys or holidays, featuring some puzzles to

solve ...

100 Logic Puzzles

9781409582786

Pub Date: 1/29/2016

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

Before they can learn to write, little children need lotsof 

practicewith pen control, and this book provides plentyof 

opportunities for that, as childrencan complete the

various activitiesagain and again, using the special

wipe-cleanpen provided. Includesmazes, dot-to-dot, 

things to draw and more.

Wipe-Clean Holiday Activities

9781474974523

Pub Date: 7/7/2020

$10.95 CAD
52 pages • Trade

Paperback

Fiona Watt

A new addition to the range of Usborne Snap cards. The

box contains52 snap cards (13 matchingsets of 4), with

labelledpicturesof differentwild animals, includinga sloth, 

monkeys and hippos.Simple instructionson how to play

snap are printed on the box, alongwith the suggestion of 

playingwith few cards to make it easier for younger

players.Animalsare perennially popular. Snap is an

excit...

AnimalSnap

9781474981316

Pub Date: 8/24/2020

$10.95 CAD

50 pages •Hardcover

Usborne Publishing

Snap isan easy, much-loved first card game where young

childrencan practice their readingand matchingskills. The

pack includes13 sets of four identical cards,whichadapt

equally well as matchingand memory games.

Poppy and Sam's Snap Cards

99 MathsPuzzles

Sam Smith

Childrencan keep their brainsactive and practise their

number skillswith this handy paperback book, packed

with full-colourpuzzles to test your numeracy. This is

entertainingpractice to help support maths lessonsat

school.A fun way to engage childrenwith maths— pop

into a school bag or handbag for a quick, on-the-gopuzzle

Memory Puzzles and Games

PhillipClarke

9781409584605

Pub Date: 6/3/2015

$10.95 CAD
112 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474969369

Pub Date: 12/1/2020

$10.95 CAD
112 pages • Trade

Paperback

fix.Or sit down on a rainyday and do the lot in one go! 

Part of ...

Put your memory to the test with these fun puzzles and

games.Containsa wide range of visual and verbal 

puzzles, alongwith word and actiongames to exercise

your memory skills. Includeshints and tips to improve

your memorization.Quirky, charming illustrationsby the

Pope Twins.



9781409584551

Pub Date: 8/29/2014

$10.95 CAD
112 pages • Trade

Paperback

Over 80 Brain Puzzles

Various

A neat, pocket-sizedbook packed full of memory games, 

word searches, codes to break, logicpuzzles, spot-the-

differenceand other picture puzzles to solve.

9781409584544

Pub Date: 8/29/2014

$10.95 CAD
112 pages • Trade

Paperback

Over 80 NumberPuzzles

Various

An interactiveway to learn and practicebasicmaths skills. 

This little book is packed with brain-bendingpuzzles, all 

based around numbers and how they work.

9781474921459

Pub Date: 7/31/2019

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe-Clean Travel Puzzles

Jane Bingham

This lively book is the ideal companion for holidaysand

journeys, allowingyoung children to practise their early

learning skillswhilst having fun. Children find their way

through mazes, match and recognize patterns, draw and

trace shapes and more. Durable,wipe-cleanpages allow

children to enjoy the puzzles again and again. Offers

practice in a range of important skills in a humorous, 

playful ...

9781474969345

Pub Date: 4/20/2020

$10.95 CAD
112 pages • Trade

Paperback

Word Puzzles and Games

PhillipClarke, The Pope Twins

Test your word-power with this entertainingbook packed

with original puzzles and classicgames.Containsa huge

variety of puzzles, from crosswordsand wordsearches to

anagrams,word jigsaws, riddles,word sudokus and

coded messages. Includes clear, step-by-step instructions

for word games, both spoken and written.Quirky, 

charming illustrationsby the Pope Twins.

9781474981170

Pub Date: 8/24/2020

$10.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Fiona Watt

A delightful addition to the LittleDolly Dressingseries, 

featuringa range of fun-filled carnival scenes.Use the

stickers to dress the fairiesand decorate the pages. A new

title in the bestsellingLittleSticker DollyDressingseries, 

aimedat childrenage four and up.

Little Sticker Dolly Dressing:Carnival

9781474981187

Pub Date: 10/6/2020

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

Young childrenneed plenty of practice in pen-control –an

essential skill they must learn before starting to form

letters and numbers. This fun activity book is full of 

Halloween-themedactivities,encouraging children to join

the dots, spot differences, solvemazes and trace the

dotted lineswith the special pen provided, then wipe clean

and repeat. Part of the hugely successfulUsborne

Wipe-cle...

Halloween Activities

Jane Bingham

Young childrencan start to grasp the basicsof spelling

from an early age. Thisdurable,wipe-cleanbook allows

children to trace over the dotted lettersand fill in the

spaces again and again, helping them gain confidence in

spellingsimplewords. Comes with a specialwipe-clean

WIPE-CLEAN/WIPE-CLEANSTARTING

SPELLING

Wipe-Clean Starting Times Tables

JessicaGreenwell, KimberleyScott

9781474922340

Pub Date: 8/31/2017

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781409564805

Pub Date: 3/31/2014

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

help them understand how timestables work.pen which is very satisfying to write with, and easy to

wipe off the shiny pages. Part of the hugely successful

Usborn...

This fun book isa perfect way to help young children

begin to learn about times tables. The book concentrates

on the 2 x and 10 x tableswhich is how tables are usually

introducedat school. Practise timeand timeagain using

the specialwipe-cleanpen. Childrenwill love helping the

friendlymonsters witha variety of tasks, all designed to



9781474969338

Pub Date: 7/27/2020

$10.95 CAD
112 pages • Trade

Paperback

NumberPuzzles and Games

PhillipClarke

Test your number skillswith this fun-filledbook, packed

with original puzzles and classicgames.Containsa wide

range of puzzles, from countingchallengesand

times-table teasers to number mazes, sudokus and magic

squares. Includesclear, step-by-step instructions for

number games, both spoken and written.Quirky, 

charming illustrationsby the Pope Twins. 9781474922296

Pub Date: 8/22/2018

$10.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

WIPE-CLEANSPACE ACTIVITIES

KirsteenRobson

Contains lots of differentactivitieson a space theme for

young children, includingmazes, dot-to-dotsand

doodling.Wipe-cleanpages mean that the activitiescan

be done again and again,with the wipe-cleanpen

provided, providing lotsof repeat practice in pen control.

9781474968584

Pub Date: 8/22/2019

$10.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe-Clean Airport Activities

KirsteenRobson

Young childrenneed plenty of practice in pen-control –an

essential skill they must learn before starting to form

letters and numbers. This fun book is full of airport-

themed activities, encouraging children to join dots, spot

differences,solve mazes,match objects and trace dotted

lineswith the special pen provided, then wipe cleanand

repeat. Part of the hugely successfulUsborne Wipe-clean

s...

9781474975162

Pub Date: 7/27/2020

$10.95 CAD
112 pages • Trade

Paperback

PhillipClarke

Packed with funwordsearches about travel, people and

places, from capital citiesand famous landmarks to

modes of transport. Bright, cartoon-style illustrations. 

Helpsyoung readers to recognize letter patterns. Level of 

challenge increasesgradually through the book.

Travel Wordsearches

9781474968430

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

JessicaGreenwell

This engagingbook provides lotsof practice for children

who are learninghow to count. The numbers are

introducedone by one and there is a gentle progression

through the book allowing children to practisewhat they

already know before movingon to more challenging

activities. The wipe-cleanpages allow children to practise

again and again. Titles in the increasingly popular Early

Years seriesa...

EarlyYears Wipe-Clean: Starting to Count

9781474951050

Pub Date: 3/27/2019

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Hannah Watson, Suessbauer Anna

An educationalwipe-cleanbook for childrenwho are

beginning to read, givingopportunities to develop crucial 

comprehensionskills.Coveringkey areas of the KS1

English curriculum,such as reading instructions, familiar

phrases, fictionand nonfictionwriting,with fun activities to

introduce new conceptsand build confidence.Part of the

increasingly popular Key Skills series,which supports th...

Wipe-Clean Comprehension5-6

Wipe-Clean Creative Writing 6-7

CarolineYoung, Marta Cabrol

This book offers plenty of opportunity for young writers to

practisedifferent styles of creativewriting.All activitiesare

accessible, andmany are based on familiar themes such

as home and friends.A book to increase children’s

confidenceboth withwords, and withwriting.The bright, 

friendly jungle animalsmake the writingactivities inviting

Wipe-Clean Subtracting 5-6

Holly Bathie,Maddie Frost

9781474951067

Pub Date: 3/27/2019

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474937221

Pub Date: 5/31/2018

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

and fun. Young writers can practisea range of wr... practicepage, answers and notes for grown-ups insidea

gatef...

Joina group of woodland animals,draw over the dotted

linesand fill in the boxes with the wipe-cleanpen provided

to practise subtraction,based on the UK National 

Curriculum for 5-6 year olds. The durable,wipe-clean

pages allow children to practise again and again, which is

key to masteringessentialmaths skills. Includesa quiz, a



9781474937245

Pub Date: 5/31/2018

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe-Clean Telling TheTime 7-8

Holly Bathie,ElisaPaganelli

This comprehensivebook provides an enjoyable way for

children to learn how to tell the time. Join a group of 

friendly animal characters and learn to tell the time to the

nearest 5 minutes, recognizea.m and p.m times,and

record minutespast the hour. The durable,wipe-clean

pages mean children canpractiseagain and again.

Includesa quiz, a practicepage, answers and notes for

grown-ups inside ...

9781474953412

Pub Date: 8/7/2019

$11.95 CAD
150 pages • Trade

Paperback

Key SkillsGrammar and Punctuation

Practice Pad 7-8

KirsteenRobson

Joina group of friendly animals to discover the difference

between suffixesand prefixesand mainand subordinate

clauses.The book covers the formation of compound

nouns, conjunctions,prepositions, linkingclauses, the

present perfect tense, paragraphs and inverted commas. 

The durable,wipe-cleanpages allow children to practise

again and again.

9781474953214

Pub Date: 3/3/2020

$11.95 CAD
160 pages • Trade

Paperback

Key SkillsTime Practice Pad 8-9

Holly Bathie

Includesa wide range of activities to practiseand

consolidate skills in interpreting times,dates and lengths

of time, in context. Compact and easy to pack in a bag, 

it’s ideal forweekends and the school holidays for children

to practise their skills.Supports the UK National 

Curriculumas part of the successfulUsborne Key Skills

series that gives children the opportunity to practise the

basic...

9781474952279

Pub Date: 7/2/2019

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

CarolineYoung, Anna Suessbauer

This lively, colourful book givesyoung writers lots of 

opportunities to try out different kinds of creativewriting. 

Based around familiar scenariossuch as friendship and

days out, a group of friendly woodlandanimals invite

children to help them writepoems, letters, storiesand

more in an enjoyable, approachableway.

Key SkillsWipe-Clean Creative Writing 5-6

9781474951180

Pub Date: 7/2/2019

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Jane Bingham,Magda Brol

This easy-to-usebook provides an enjoyable way for

children to improve their understandingof grammar and

punctuation.Childrenwill learn to spot a fronted

adbverbial, use direct and indirect speech, use

determiners, pronouns and possessivesand recognize the

importance of standard written English.Durable,

wipe-cleanpages for endlesspractise.

Key SkillsWipe-Clean Grammar and

Punctuation8-9

9781474970501

Pub Date: 4/9/2020

$11.95 CAD

Trade Paperback

Andrew Prentice

A set of fiftywipe-clean cards that is the ideal treat for any

plane journey. Filledwith hours and hours of fun, the cards

are packed with great games, brain-bendingpuzzles and

cool activities to make a long journey fly by. The

wipe-clean, reusable cards will allow families to enjoy the

fun again and again. Part of the hugely successful, Never

Get Bored Series that always findsquirky and innov...

Never GetBored on a Plane

Numbers1-10

JessicaGreenwell

This wipe-cleanbook is a perfect way for children to

practise their numbers from 1 to 10 and learn about

number order and sequences.The activitiesprovide

endlesspen control practicewith numbers to trace, routes

to follow,and things to draw in every picture, and the

wipe-cleanpages allow children to re-visit the activities

Play Pads Jungle

KirsteenRobson, CHRISTINE SHELDON

9781474951241

Pub Date: 2/5/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474952095

Pub Date: 6/19/2019

$11.95 CAD

32 pages •Hardcover

again and again. Part of the increasingly popular Key Skills

series, ...

colour. Tear-off sheets are packed with attractively

illustratedpuzzles...

This fun tear-off pad is teemingwith jungle-themed

puzzles and activities for young children.They are invited

to join the dots, draw paths through mazes, spot

differences, findand count all kindsof animals, and

completepicturesby drawingover dotted lines.On the

back of each sheet is a black and white junglepicture to



9781474951210

Pub Date: 2/12/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Shapesand Patterns 3-4

JessicaGreenwell

This book is a perfect way for children to learn all about

shapes and patterns. Eight common shapes are

introducedwith their names and features and there are

lots of ideas for addingpatterns to pictures. The activities

provide endlesspen control practice, and the wipe-clean

pages allow children to re-visit each activity again and

again. Part of the increasingly popular Key Skills series, 

the Ea...

9781474951258

Pub Date: 2/12/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Starting to Add 4-5

JessicaGreenwell, Sally Payne

This engagingwipe-cleanbook provides plenty of practice

for children learninghow to add. The lively illustrations

make every page fun, with activities includingcounting, 

comparingquantities, doubling, adding1 more and

adding together withnumbers up to 10. Wipe-clean

pages mean the book can be used again and again. Part

of the increasingly popular Key Skills series, the Early

Years titlessu...

9781474965248

Pub Date: 4/9/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Holly Bathie

This comprehensivebook provides an enjoyable way for

children to improve their understandingof place value, 

and with the help of a group of friendly animal characters

they learn how to add and subtract 2-digit and 3-digit

numbers in columns.The durable,wipe-cleanpages allow

children to practise calculationsuntil they feel confident.

Supports the UK NationalCurriculum. Includesa quiz, a

pra...

Wipe Clean Adding and Subtraction 7-8

9781474965217

Pub Date: 4/9/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe Clean Animals5-6

Hannah Watson

This fun, interactivebook is the perfect introduction to

simple science. Its durable,wipe-cleanpages allow

children to draw and write again and again as they to

learn recognize differentanimalgroups, practice labelling

body parts, and investigate some key characteristics for a

range of creatures. Supports the UK school curriculum. 

Includesa quiz, a practicepage and notes for grown-ups, 

hidd...

9781474965255

Pub Date: 4/14/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Holly Bathie

This lively book isa great practical introduction to weather

and seasons, set in a woodlandwith a group of friendly

animals.Topics include spottingseasonal changes, and

using rain gauges and weather vanes. The wipe-clean

pages provide plenty of drawing, numbering, labellingand

matchingactivities,whichchildrencan practiseagain and

again. Supports the UK NationalCurriculum. Includesa

qui...

Wipe Clean Weather and Seasons 5-6

9781474951197

Pub Date: 3/10/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

CarolineYoung, Anna Suessbauer

The writingactivities in this book are all based around a

birthday party. A group of friendly woodlandanimalsoffer

writers the opportunity to practisea wide variety of writing

tasks such as writing invitations, shopping lists, poems, 

directions,storiesand thank you letters.All the activities

are presented in an approachable,engaging way. All 

activities reinforceEnglish teaching in schools...

Wipe Clean Writing Skills5-6

Holly Bathie

Join five animal friends for lots of fun activitiesbased

around the school day, includingmazes, spot the

differenceand dot-to-dot. The activitiescover early years

concepts includingcolours,numbers, namingshapes and

counting,and the pages are wipe-cleanso the activities

Wipe-Clean AllYou Need to Know Before

You Start School Activity Book

Wipe-Clean Grammar And Punctuation7-8

Hannah Watson

9781474968379

Pub Date: 7/27/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474922388

Pub Date: 1/9/2018

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

again and again.can be enjoyed over and over again.Helps prepare

children for school by introducingessential early years

concepts such ...

Joina group of friendly animals to discover the difference

between suffixesand prefixesand mainand subordinate

clauses.The book covers the formation of compound

nouns, conjunctions,prepositions, linkingclauses, the

present perfect tense, paragraphs and inverted commas. 

The durable,wipe-cleanpages allow children to practise



9781409564850

Pub Date: 2/21/2018

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe-Clean Spelling5-6

Jane Bingham,Marta Cabrol

This fun, interactive introduction isperfect for children

learning to writewords correctly. The durable,wipe-clean

pages allow children to fill in spaces and trace over lines

again and again to help a group of woodlandanimals.

They are fully reusable with a new thinner, branded pen

attached to the covers. At the back of each book there are

answers and a sectionwith notes and tips for parents,... 9781409564867

Pub Date: 2/22/2018

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe-Clean Spelling6-7

Jane Bingham,Marta Cabrol

Joina group of jungle animals to discoverhow to spell 

essential and tricky words.Wipe-cleanpages allow

children to fill in the spaces and trace over the dotted

letters and punctuation marks again and again. They are

fully reusablewith a new thinner, branded pen attached to

the covers. At the back of each book there are answers

and a sectionwith notes and tips for parents, teachers and

caregi...

9781474922401

Pub Date: 12/22/2017

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe-Clean Times Tables 7-8

Holly Bathie

Wipe-cleanTimesTables 7-8 is the third title in our

excitingnew 'Key Skills' series that supports Maths and

English learning for the 5 to 8 age group. These

workbooks are wipe-cleanso fully reusable and a new

thinner, branded pen is attached to the covers. At the

back of each book there are answers and a sectionwith

notes and tips for parents, teachers and caregivers. Each

age group across t...

9781474969291

Pub Date: 4/9/2020

$11.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

This fun tear-off pad is teemingwith jungle-themed

puzzles and activities for young children.They are invited

to join the dots, draw paths through mazes, spot

differences, findand count all kindsof animals, and

completepicturesby drawingover dotted lines.On the

back of each sheet is a black and white junglepicture to

colour. Tear-off sheets are packed with attractively

illustratedpuzzles...

Zoo Play Pad

9781474951104

Pub Date: 1/23/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Hannah Watson, Marta Cabrol

This lively, colourful book givesyoung writers lots of 

opportunities to try findout about differentkinds of 

animalsand living things. Join this group of friendly

woodlandanimals to start to learn more about all the

differentanimalsaround us.

Key SkillsWipe Clean FindingOutAbout

Animals6-7

9781474983181

Pub Date: 12/8/2020

$11.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

Young childrenwill have fun completing the dinosaur-

themed activities in this tear-off pad. They are invited to

spot differences, findand count all kinds of animals, draw

paths through mazes, and completepicturesby joining

the dots, or drawingover dotted lines.On the back of 

each sheet they can learn about the dinosaursand colour

a simpleblackand white dinosaurpicture. There is a

guide t...

DinosaurPlay Pad

Hannah Watson, Anna Suessbauer

This easy-to-usebook provides an enjoyable way for

children to improve their understandingof science. 

Childrenwill learnhow plants grow, they willget an

understandingof simplebiology.Durable,wipe-clean

pages for endlesspractise.

Key SkillsWipe-Clean How Do PlantsGrow?

5-6

Key SkillsWipe-Clean:Comprehension7-8

CarolineYoung

9781474951128

Pub Date: 1/7/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474968515

Pub Date: 8/24/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

writing. All activities reinforceEnglish teaching in sch...

This book is packed with enjoyable activitiesdesigned to

develop skills in reading, understandingand interpreting

different styles of writing.Guidedby a group of friendly

animals, children will gain confidenceas they work their

way through the activities,which includewriting lists, 

diaries,poems and stories, and analysinga piece of



9781474968546

Pub Date: 8/24/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Key SkillsWipe-Clean:Comprehension8-9

CarolineYoung

This book offers children the opportunity to analyse and

respond to many types of writing. It elicits their ideas in a

supportiveway and encourages them to re-draft their

work until they are happy. Each activity is based on

comprehensionskills taught in schoolsand there is ample

scope for the developmentof ideas, and for extension

activities.All activities reinforceEnglish teaching in school... 9781474968416

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

EarlyYears Wipe-Clean: Big Letters

JessicaGreenwell

This book is perfect for childrenwho are starting to learn

how to write capital letters. The letters are grouped by

shape whichhelps children remember where to start each

one, and the imagesare linked to each letter sound to

reinforce the linkbetween handwritingand phonics. The

wipe-cleanpages allow children to practiseagain and

again. Titles in the increasingly popular Early Years series

a...

9781474951203

Pub Date: 2/5/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

JessicaGreenwell, Sally Payne

This fun book isperfect for young childrenwho are

learning to write lower-case letters. The letters are

grouped by shape, helpingchildren remember where to

start each one, and the imagesare linked to each letter

sound to reinforce the linkbetween handwriting and

phonics. Wipe-cleanpages allow children to practiseagain

and again. Part of the increasingly popular Key Skills

series, the Early ...

Little Letters 4-5

9781474986656

Pub Date: 10/13/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Numbers1-20

JessicaGreenwell

This fun book isperfect for children who are learning

about numbers up to 20. The lively illustrationsand

friendly characters keep children engaged,with things to

spot and count on every page and numbers and pictures

to trace with the special pen. The wipe-clean activities

provide endlesspracticeof essential early maths skills, 

such as number recognition,number formation, knowing

the order o...

9781474951081

Pub Date: 2/25/2019

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Holly Bathie,Magda Brol

This enjoyablebook helps children understand how to tell 

the timeusinganalogue and digital clocks.With the help

of friendly animal characters, children learn about the

24-hour clock; duration in hours, minutesand seconds;

and how to use a timetable and calendar.Durable,

wipe-cleanpages allow them to practiseagain and again. 

Supports the UK NationalCurriculum. Includesa quiz, a

practicep...

Wipe Clean Time 8-9

9781474951043

Pub Date: 10/1/2018

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Holly Bathie,Maddie Frost

Joina group of woodland animals to draw lines, shade in

amounts and fill in the boxes with the pen provided to

practise comparingand measuring,based on the UK

NationalCurriculum for 5-6 year olds. The durable,

wipe-cleanpages allow children to practiseagain and

again,which is key to masteringessentialmaths skills. 

Supports the UK NationalCurriculum. Includesa fold-out

wipe-clean ruler, ...

Wipe Clean Measuring 5-6

Never GetBored Wipe-Clean Cards: Mazes

Lucy Bowman

50 cards packed with fun mazes to solve. The cards are

wipe-clean andcome with a pen, so you can write and

rub out as many timesas you want. Explore all kinds of 

mazes with fun themes, everything from animals to

robots. Ideal for long journeys and holidays. The pack

containseverything you need to play–wipe-clean cards,

Maze Pad

KirsteenRobson

9781474952828

Pub Date: 9/17/2019

$11.95 CAD
50 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474985499

Pub Date: 1/5/2021

$11.95 CAD
64 pages • Trade

Paperback

a pen and answer cards. Fun, stylish illustrationsbring the

cards to life...

with space for children to completeand colour mazes of 

their own.

From exploringBeattieBunny’s underground burrow to

steeringa spaceship through an aliengalaxy, this

interactivepad offers something to capture the

imaginationof any child. Each tear-off sheet features a

satisfyingly challengingmaze withplenty of objects and

details to spot, while the reverse has outline illustrations



9781474968522

Pub Date: 6/15/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Key SkillsWipe-Clean:Creative Writing 8-9

CarolineYoung

This engagingbook is full of activitiesdesigned to get

childrenexperimentingwith words and writing creatively. 

Each activity introducesand reinforcesa specific type of 

writing in a fun, accessibleway and young writersare

given the opportunity to practisewritingstories, recipes, 

descriptionsof their friends,plays, poems and more. All 

activities reinforceEnglish teaching in schools. The... 9781474965231

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Key SkillsWipe-Clean:Writing Skills7-8

CarolineYoung, ElisaPaganelli

Young writers can learn a range of writingskillswith this

fun activity book. Join a group of friendly animalsat the

fairgroundand designa ride, describehow to make an ice

cream sundae and write a blog post about the bigday

out. The activitiesare presented in an approachable, 

engagingway and each focuseson a differentwritingskill. 

Cartoons, comicstripsand diagramsoffer simple

explana...

9781474951098

Pub Date: 12/18/2018

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

CarolineYoung

This easy-to-usebook provides an enjoyable way to

experiment with creativewritingstyles.With the help of a

group of friendly animal characters, childrencan learn

about startinga story, how to devise a plot, introduce

characters,write comicstripsand more. The durable, 

wipe-cleanpages encourage re-draftingand trying out

different ideas.Supports the NationalCurriculum and

includesa prac...

Wipe Clean Creative Writing 7-8

9781474965224

Pub Date: 9/17/2019

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

CarolineYoung

Young writerswill finda wealthof writingactivities in this

book, all designed to give them the confidenceand skills

they need to become better writers.Guidedby a group of 

animals settingoff for summer camp, activities include

writing stories, letters, diaries, poems, directionsand

instructions for putting upa tent!

Wipe-Clean Writing Skills8-9

9781474922371

Pub Date: 7/20/2017

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

JessicaGreenwell

Alongside the two Maths skills collections, an EnglishSkills

collection is introduced: in each age-group, childrenwill 

meet up with the now-familiar characters from the math

seriesand will be introduced to exercises to practise their

knowledge of grammar and punctuation.Each level 

introduces childrenwith more complexaspects of the

English language and will give tons of opportunities to

pract...

WIPE CLEAN GRAMMAR& PUNCTUATION 5

6

9781409564911

Pub Date: 7/20/2017

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

JessicaGreenwell

Alongside the two Maths skills collections, an EnglishSkills

collection is introduced: in each age-group, childrenwill 

meet up with the now-familiar characters from the math

seriesand will be introduced to exercises to practise their

knowledge of grammar and punctuation.Each level 

introduces childrenwith more complexaspects of the

English language and will give tons of opportunities to

pract...

WIPE CLEAN GRAMMAR& PUNCTUATION 6

7

EarlyYears Wipe-Clean: First Pen Control

JessicaGreenwell

Withbright illustrationsand friendly animal characters, this

lively book is a perfect way for children to develop their

fine motor skills. The fun activitiesencourage pen control, 

and there are lines, loops, swirlsand trails to trace or copy, 

all shapes childrenwill need to make when they come to

write their first letters. Titles in the increasingly popular

EarlyYears Wipe-Clean: Starting to Write

JessicaGreenwell

9781474968454

Pub Date: 7/27/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474968447

Pub Date: 7/27/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Early Years seriesare perfect for ... again. Titles in the increasingly popular Early Years serie...

A fun book for childrenwho are just starting to write,with

lots of activities that encourage letter formationand

handwritingpracticeas well as writing firstwords and

buildingsentences.Witha host of friendly animal 

characters, the lively illustrationskeep children engaged. 

The wipe-cleanpages allow children to practiseagain and



9781474951173

Pub Date: 6/19/2019

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Key SkillsWipe-Clean Writing Skills6-7

CarolineYoung, Marta Cabrol

This book offers plenty of opportunity for young writers to

practisedifferent styles of creativewriting.All activitiesare

accessible, andmany are based on familiar themes such

as home and friends.A book to increase children’s

confidenceboth withwords, and withwriting.The bright, 

friendly jungle animalsmake the writingactivities inviting

and fun. Young writers can practisea range of wr... 9781474968492

Pub Date: 5/26/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Key SkillWipe-Clean:Comprehension6-7

CarolineYoung, Marta Cabrol

Friendly jungle animalsguide children through lotsof fun

activities in thiswipe-cleanbook, all designed to reinforce

comprehensionskills.With the focus on fun, young writers

can practiseall kinds of writing, from listsand recipes to

storiesand poems. Each activity is clearly presented and

childrenare encouraged to extend their writingskills.All 

activities reinforceEnglish teaching in ...

9781474968539

Pub Date: 5/26/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Key SkillsWipe-Clean:Spelling8-9

CarolineYoung

This interactivebook isan enjoyable way for children to

learn spelling rulesand patterns. With the help of some

friendly animals,young spellersadd prefixesand suffixes

to root words, practiseusingapostrophes, and spot

spellingmistakes.The durable,wipe-cleanpages allow

children to spellwords again and again until they feel 

confident.Supports the school curriculum. Includesa quiz, 

a p...

9781409564874

Pub Date: 3/22/2018

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Jane Bingham,ElisaPaganelli

Joina group of friendly animals to discoverhow to spell 

essential and tricky words.Wipe-cleanpages allow

children to fill in the spaces and trace over the dotted

letters and punctuation marks again and again. They are

fully reusablewith a new thinner, branded pen attached to

the covers. At the back of each book there are answers

and a sectionwith notes and tips for parents, teachers and

care...

Wipe-Clean Spelling7-8

9781409564881

Pub Date: 7/20/2017

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Holly Bathie

Wipe-cleanAdding5-6 is the very first title in our exciting

new 'Key Skills' series that supports Math and English

learning for the 5 to 8 age group. These workbooks are

wipe-clean so fully reusable and a new thinner, branded

pen is attached to the covers. At the back of each book

there are answers and a sectionwith notes and tips for

parents, teachers and caregivers.Each age group across

the...

WIPE CLEAN ADDING 5 6

9781474951036

Pub Date: 12/10/2019

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Holly Bathie,Marta Cabrol

Draw and fill in tally charts, bar graphs and pictograms

with the pen provided, to understand and present

information visually, based on the UK NationalCurriculum

for 6-7 year olds. The durable,wipe-cleanpages allow

children to investigate lots of further questionsabout each

graph or chart. Supports the UK NationalCurriculum.

Includesa quiz, a practicepage, answers and notes for

grown-ups i...

Wipe Clean Charts & Graphs6-7

WIPE CLEAN MULTIPLYING 6 7

Holly Bathie

Wipe-cleanMultiplying6-7 is the second title in our

excitingnew 'Key Skills' series that supports Math and

English learning for the 5 to 8 age group. These

workbooks are wipe-cleanso fully reusable and a new

thinner, branded pen is attached to the covers. At the

back of each book there are answers and a sectionwith

WIPE CLEAN TIMESTABLES 5 6

Holly Bathie

9781409564898

Pub Date: 7/17/2017

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474922395

Pub Date: 7/20/2017

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

notes and tips for parents, teachers and caregivers. Each

age group across th...

animals.

In the Wipe-Clean "Key Skills" series, this is a new

collectionof three books to help childrenunderstand and

practice their times tables.Each level is structured in the

right way for the age group. Childrenwill love to join the

same animalspresent in Wipe-Clean Math Skills:5-6

woodlandanimals, 6-7: jungleanimals, 7-8: park



9781409564928

Pub Date: 7/20/2017

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

WIPE CLEAN TIMESTABLES 6 7

Holly Bathie

In the Wipe-Clean "Key Skills" series, this is a new

collectionof three books to help childrenunderstand and

practice their times tables.Each level is structured in the

right way for the age group. Childrenwill love to join the

same animalspresent in Wipe-Clean Math Skills:5-6

woodlandanimals, 6-7: jungleanimals, 7-8: park

animals. 9781474951135

Pub Date: 6/15/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Key SkillsWipe-Clean:Multiplying7-8

Holly Bathie

This book is an enjoyableway to improve children’s

understandingof multiplyinga 2-digit number by a 1-digit

number.With the help of some friendly animal characters, 

children learn how to use partitioning, roundingand the

columnmethod to multiply numbers. The durable,

wipe-cleanpages allow them to practiseuntil they feel 

confident.Supports the UK NationalCurriculum. Includes

a quiz, a pra...

9781474968423

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Starting to Take Away

JessicaGreenwell

This engagingwipe-cleanbook provides lotsof practice for

childrenwho are starting to learn how to subtract. The

lively illustrationsand animal charactersmake every page

fun, withmaths activities including counting, comparing

quantities, taking 1 away and simple sums.The

wipe-cleanpages allow children to practiseagain and

again. Titles in the increasingly popular Early Years series

are pe...

9781474937238

Pub Date: 9/6/2018

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Holly Bathie

Joina group of jungle animals to discoverhow to spell 

essential and tricky words.Wipe-cleanpages allow

children to fill in the spaces and trace over the dotted

letters and punctuation marks again and again. They are

fully reusablewith a new thinner, branded pen attached to

the covers. At the back of each book there are answers

and a sectionwith notes and tips for parents, teachers and

caregi...

Wipe-Clean Dividing6-7

9781409564904

Pub Date: 12/3/2018

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Holly Bathie

Wipe-cleanFractions7-8 is the third title in our exciting

new 'Key Skills' series that supports Maths and English

learning for the 5 to 8 age group. These workbooks are

wipe-clean so fully reusable and a new thinner, branded

pen is attached to the covers. At the back of each book

there are answers and a sectionwith notes and tips for

parents, teachers and caregivers.Each age group across

the w...

Wipe-Clean Fractions 7-8

9781474982733

Pub Date: 10/13/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Kristie Pickersgill

With the help of a team of friendly animals, the activities

in this book will build confidence in understanding the

concept of fractionsand provide plenty of practice. It

includessecret notes for grown-ups,and all the answers

are at the back of the book. Part of the Usborne Key Skills

series that supports the maths children learn at school.

Concepts covered includewriting fractions, adding fra...

Wipe-Clean Fractions 8-9

Wipe-Clean Geometry 8-9

Holly Bathie

This educational activity book helps children learn about a

variety of 2D shapes, and learn how to draw, reflect and

move them on a coordinate grid. With the help of a group

of friendly animal characters, childrencan learn about

triangles, rectangles, parallelogramsand quadrilaterals.

Withdurable,wipe-cleanpages for endlesspractise.

Key SkillsWipe-Clean:Materials 6-7

Kristie Pickersgill

9781474951074

Pub Date: 2/5/2019

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474968508

Pub Date: 8/24/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Supports the NationalCurriculum. Includes ideas for

furthe...

Supports the UK NationalCurriculum. Includesa glossar...

This interactivebook is full of fun activities that explore the

scienceof materials.Guidedby a group of friendly animal 

characters, children learn the key vocabulary they need to

describematerials in the world around them. Durable, 

wipe-cleanpages allow endlesspractice, and if children

make a mistake, they can wipe-cleanand try again.



9781474951111

Pub Date: 3/24/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe Clean Investigating Living Things7-8

Hannah Watson

This easy-to-use, interactivebook helps children to

develop their understandingof human, animaland plant

biology. Friendly animal characters encourage children to

investigate topics such as pollination, seed dispersal and

food groups. Clearly labelleddiagramshelp children to

create their own charts and diagramsto record their

results. Includesa quiz, a practicepage and notes for

grown-ups,...

9781474965262

Pub Date: 6/9/2020

$11.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wipe Clean FindingOutAbout Plants6-7

Hannah Watson, Marta Cabrol

This interactivebook helps childrenunderstand plants and

how they grow. Childrencan use their pen to label 

diagramsof plants, findout what plantsneed to grow, 

look at reproduction,pollinationand habitatsand identify

differentplants. The durable,wipe-cleanpages allow

children to practiseagain and again, as they learn valuable

skills. Includesa quiz, a practicepage and notes for

grown...

9781474985871

Pub Date: 10/13/2020

$11.95 CAD

50 pages •Hardcover

Poppy and Sam's Telling TheTime

Flashcards

Sam Taplin

Contains50 colourful cards showing the time in words, 

numbers and on a clear clock face. The reverse of each

card illustratesa scene of what is happeningon AppleTree

Farm at that time. Includes15 extra wipe-clean cards and

pen, for children to fill in the time themselves. Full 

instructionson how to use the cards are included.Part of 

the growing range of Poppy and Sam titles.New editionof

...

9781474952804

Pub Date: 5/3/2019

$11.99 CAD
50 pages • Trade

Paperback

Lucy Bowman

50 cards packed with pen and paper games to play. The

cards are wipe-cleanand come witha pen, so you can

write and rub out as many timesas you want. There are

classicgames like Boxes and Four in a Row, as well as

less-well known games like Snakes, Treasure Hunt and

Puzzle Sudoku. Ideal for long journeys and holidays.

Pencil and Paper Games

9781474952811

Pub Date: 7/10/2019

$11.99 CAD
50 pages • Trade

Paperback

Lucy Bowman

50 cards of unique, mind-bendingpuzzles. Each card has

amazing replayability, as with the wipe-cleanpen you can

have as many goes as you like.The pack includes travel 

adventures, dangerous mazes, cunningword games and

so much more. You can even design your own puzzles

and challengeyour friends. Ideal for long journeys and

holidays.The pack containseverything you need to play–

wipe-clean ca...

Travel Puzzles Cards

9780062914842

Pub Date: 5/7/2019

$12.50 CAD

128 pages • Paperback

Cara J. Stevens

Learn more about who you are and where you come

from!

This brightly colored, stylish fill-inbook encourages children

to learn about themselvesby learningabout their families.

MY FAMILY AND ME teaches children the basics of

genealogy and family records by having them interview a

familymember. The inclusivewording and expansive

definitionof family alsoensure that every child canuse

this book,...

My Family and Me

9780310769309

Sally Lloyd-Jones, Jago

Withover 60 pages of coloring fun, little ones will delight

in experiencingThe Jesus Storybook Bible as never

before, unleashing their creativity as they absorb the

words that whisper Jesus'name in this one-of-a-kind

coloringbook.

The Jesus Storybook BibleColoring Book for

Kids

9780310770244

Pub Date: 2/4/2020

$12.50 CAD

64 pages • Paperback

Pub Date: 9/15/2020

$12.50 CAD

24 pages • Board Book

For the past ten years, with over three million copies sold

and translated intoover 30 languages, The Jesus

Storybook Bible has been the trusted and preferred

starti...

Ultimately, The Begi...

The Beginner's Bible Learn Your Letters

Zondervan

Using an interactivewipe-off format that young readers

love, children can practicewritinguppercase and

lowercase letters again and again alongsidehe signature

The Beginner's Bible illustrationstyle.

Parents love the easy-to-read, easy-to-understand biblical

concepts that appear on every page introducing their little

learners to God, characters, and words found in the Bible.



9781474952101

Pub Date: 3/27/2019

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Build Your Own Fantasy Warriors Sticker

Book

SimonTudhope

Build18 of the strongest, bravest, most powerful warriors

from the landof Ravenhold. There are ten pages of 

stickers to help you build a dragon rider, a sorcerer, a

four-armedwarrior, and many other fearsome fighters. 

Includesa map of Ravenhold, and statisticsof each

warrior’s strength, intelligenceand magic force.Using the

sticker pages at the end of the book, build eachwarrior by

stickin...

9781474969314

Pub Date: 8/24/2020

$12.95 CAD
204 pages • Trade

Paperback

UnicornsPuzzle Pad

Kate Nolan

This beautiful pad is packed full of puzzles,wordsearches, 

spot-the-differenceand mazes, all set in the magicalworld

of unicorns. Journey through the stars to the cloud castle, 

escape from the spooky forest and help the unicornswith

their rainbow apple harvest. The handy tear-off sheets are

ideal for keeping childrenentertained on the go. Magical 

unicorn illustrationswill capture children’s ...

9781474960069

Pub Date: 3/20/2019

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Struan Reid

Discover the story of KingArthur in thismagical activity

book, from his first encounter with the sword in the stone, 

to his marriage to Guinevere and the quest for the Holy

Grail. Readers willmeet beloved characters including

Merlin the magician,Morgan le Fay and the Green Knight, 

and there are over 100 stickers to use to decorate the

pages. Activity book introduction to the hugely popular

sto...

Sticker KingArthur

9781474973434

Pub Date: 7/27/2020

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Fiona Watt

Enter the undersea worldwhere mermaidsgather pearls, 

meet a mermaidqueen, find a treasure chest laden with

gold and jewelsand dive with sleek seals.This is a

delightful addition to the bestsellingStickerDolly dressing

series.Dress the dolls,and add decorative tails and

accessories from the stickerpages. The cover and one

double page of stickersare foiledwhichadds extra sparkle

to the ...

Sticker DollyDressing:Mermaids

9781474937689

Pub Date: 8/13/2018

$12.95 CAD
50 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson, EmiOrdas

These bold, bright flashcards are a great way to help

children learn to tell the time.They can write their

answers with the special pen provided, then wipe clean

and repeat. Cards are arranged by difficulty, so children

can begin with easier times,but can be shuffledand

selected randomlyas their confidencegrows. 50 cards

includea range of times to tell on both clock faces and

digital clocks...

Telling The Time Flash Cards

9781474952118

Pub Date: 8/12/2019

$12.95 CAD
42 pages • Trade

Paperback

SimonTudhope

Build11 of the fiercest,mightiest,most awe-inspiring

dragons from the land of Ravenhold. There are ten pages

of stickers to help you build fire-breathing fiends, lightning-

streaked storm dragons and many more. The book also

includesa map of Ravenhold,and statistics to compare for

each dragon.

Build YourOwn Dragons Sticker Book

9781474960618

Pub Date: 7/2/2019

Build YourOwn Motorbikes Sticker Book

SimonTudhope

A construction toy in stickerbook form, with lotsof 

different types of motorbikes to buildusing the stickers

provided. Satisfyingly stylishand detailedartwork will 

appeal to children ofall ages and each motorbike is

accompaniedby its specifications, includingdimensions

and top speed.
9781474969093

Pub Date: 3/10/2020

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

$12.95 CAD
44 pages • Trade

Paperback

Build YourOwn Space Warriors Sticker Book

SimonTudhope

Build11 of the fiercest, toughest, most dangerous

warriors in the galaxy. There are ten pages of stickers to

help you builda space pirate, a cyborg bounty hunter, a

time-travellingassassin, and many other fearsome

fighters. Includes statisticsof each warrior's skill, 

intelligenceand bravery. Using the stickerpages at the

end of the book, buildeach warrior by sticking on their

missingweapon...



9781474937665

Pub Date: 4/1/2019

$12.95 CAD
150 pages • Trade

Paperback

Fractions Practice Pad 7-8

SimonTughope

Joina group of friendly animalsand practise fractions

based on the UK NationalCurriculum for7-8 year olds. 

This handy tear-off pad helps children to refresh, improve

and increase confidence in their abilitiesas they work

through the sheets and build up to trickier activities.

9781474942362

Pub Date: 4/17/2019

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Garden CentreSticker Book

Struan Reid

Take a tour through a beautiful garden centre in this

detailedstickerbook. Discovereverything from outdoor

plants, a flower shop, exotic indoor plants, garden statues

and furniture to garden tools and clothing for gardeners. 

There’s alsoan outdoor cafe to visit and a children’splay

area with swings, slidesand tree houses. Contains stickers

of a huge range of trees, shrubs, plants, pots, stat...



9781474953443

Pub Date: 3/3/2020

$12.95 CAD
160 pages • Trade

Paperback

Key SkillsSpellingPractice Pad 7-8

KirsteenRobson

75 tear-off sheets full of opportunities for children to

practise spelling– addingprefixesand suffixes, tackling

tricky startingand ending sounds and choosing the right

homophones in their writing. The pad also includes

awkward spellingsand high-frequency words, gradually

increasing indifficulty to build up children’s confidenceas

they go. 9781474953344

Pub Date: 3/3/2020

$12.95 CAD
160 pages • Trade

Paperback

Key SkillsTimes Table Practice Pad 6-7

RosamundSmith

This handy tear-off pad is full of calculations for young

children to practise their times tablesbased on the

NationalCurriculum for 6-7 year olds. Children can

refresh, improveand buildup confidence in their abilities

as they work through the sheets, and learn their 3, 4, 6

and 8 times tables.

9781474966627

Pub Date: 10/16/2019

$12.95 CAD
64 pages • Trade

Paperback

Rebecca Gilpin

An action-packed,write-inactivity book for little children, 

full of lots of different things to do. There are things to

spot, mazes to follow, colouring,drawingand lots more. 

Factual informationabout the life aboard a pirate ship are

incorporated into the activities. All you need is some pens

or pencils to complete the activitiesso this is a perfect

book for holidays, rainydays or journeys....

Little Children's Pirate Activity Book

9781474971331

Pub Date: 3/25/2020

$12.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little Sparkly Princess Sticker Book

KirsteenRobson

Create a magical, sparkly world for the princesses to

enjoy. Fill castle scenes,woodlandwalks, ice skating

outingsand tea partieswith colour and sparkle. Text

prompts on every page help improvevocabulary and the

detailedstickersprovide plenty of things to talk about.

Witheight pages of stickers, including fourpages of 

sparkly holographicstickers, this is a handy activity book

for a holid...

9781474967990

Pub Date: 7/28/2020

$10.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Fiona Watt

Dragon fans will adore this new addition to Usborne’s

Magic Paintingseries.Simply brush water over the pages

and watch as they burst into colour, revealingan array of 

magical scenes.Witha laminatedgatefoldboard at the

back to slipunder the page you are paintingand stop

water seeping through. Completedpaintings can be kept

as a keepsake. Another gorgeous addition to the

bestsellingUsborn...

Magic Painting:Dragons

9781409581444

Pub Date: 8/9/2016

$12.95 CAD
204 pages • Trade

Paperback

KIRSTEEN ROBSON

An excitingactivity tear-off pad designedespecially for

children to take on their travels. Lots of fun pencil and

paper activities to help pass the timeon long journeys of 

all kinds while learningand practisingkey math skills.

MATHS PUZZLES PAD

Measuring ThingsActivity Book

Lara Bryan

Packed withpuzzles and activities, this entertainingactivity

book covers all kindsof measuring, from usinga ruler to

reading scales.Discover the differentunits and toolsused

for length, area, volume,mass and more - then write, 

draw, colouror stickeryour answers onto the page.

Sparkly Fairies Sticker Book

KirsteenRobson

9781474933810

Pub Date: 8/16/2018

$12.95 CAD
64 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474960359

Pub Date: 6/19/2019

$12.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

in the holidays.

Add stickers to the scenes to help the fairy friendsenjoy

some magical funas they enjoy a maskedball, explorea

fairy castle, splash in an enchanted waterfall,gather

acorns withelves in the woods, and dance with

snowflakes in a winter wonderland.Thisbook is ideal for

keeping childrenentertainedat weekends, on journeys, or



9781474953184

Pub Date: 4/1/2019

$12.95 CAD
150 pages • Trade

Paperback

SpellingPractice Pad 6-7

KirsteenRobson

100 tear-off sheets full of opportunities for children to

practise spelling, adding suffixes to root words, forming

contractionsand possessivesand findingout how to use

silent letters.Thepad also includes tricky spellingsand high

frequency words. The spellingsgradually increase in

difficulty so childrencan buildup confidence.
9781474973373

Pub Date: 2/5/2020

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Sticker DollyDressing Fairies

Fiona Watt

Dress the stickerdolliesas they flutter their way through

fairyland in this gorgeous activity book in the Sticker Dolly

Dressingseries. There are over 400 reusable stickerswith

which to dress the dolls in gorgeous flowery dresses, and

beautiful shoes and garlands for a moonlight flight, a fairy

tea party and even a visit to the FairyQueen. This is a

new editionof 9781409595304. Part of the b...

9781474973380

Pub Date: 3/30/2020

$12.95 CAD
250 pages • Trade

Paperback

Fiona Watt

Dress the princesses for royal occasions includinga

maskedball,a trip in a golden carriage, a horse ride

through an enchanted forest and lots more. Withover

400 stickers includingclothing,bags, shoes, hats and

jewellery. The reusable stickers can be liftedand

repositioned,and there's a fold-out back cover to 'park'

stickerswhen not in use. 2020 sees the launch of an

excitingnew range of ...

Sticker DollyDressing Princesses

9781474966931

Pub Date: 8/14/2019

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Megan Cullis

Travel back in timeand findout what people wore long

ago, from Tutankhamun's elaborate body ornaments to

LouisXIV's velvet robes.

Sticker Long Ago

9781474966924

Pub Date: 8/1/2019

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Louie Stowell

An action-packedstickerbook full of ancientRoman

actors, gladiators, chariot racers, politicians, schoolchildren

and soldiers,which childrencan dress in historically

accurate clothingusing the 180-plusstickersprovided.

Also features lotsof fascinating facts about life in ancient

Rome,written in conjunctionwith an expert on the period.

Sticker Romans

9781474953337

Pub Date: 4/1/2019

$12.95 CAD
150 pages • Trade

Paperback

RosamundSmith

This handy tear-off pad is full of calculations for young

children to practise their times tablesbased on the

NationalCurriculum for 5-6 year olds. Children can

refresh, improveand buildup confidence in their abilities

as they work through the sheets, and learn their 2, 5 and

10 timestables.

Times Tables Practice Pad 5-6

Build YourOwn AliensSticker Book

SimonTudhope

Build11 of the strangest, deadliest,most awesomealiens

in the galaxy. There are ten pages of stickers to help you

build a giant alien that floats through the clouds, trailing

tentacles that cracklewith lightning,a mysteriouswarrior

from another dimension,and lots more. Includes statistics

for each alien’ssize, intelligence and attack force. Using

Sparkly Sticker Book Summer

Fiona Patchett

9781474969086

Pub Date: 10/13/2020

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474968652

Pub Date: 7/28/2020

$12.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

the sticker pages at the end of the book, b... ‘park’ stickerswhilst they’re not in use.

From sandcastleson the beach and dolphinsplaying in the

waves, to butterflies flitting from flower to flower in a

pretty garden, add sparkly stickers to these summer

scenes and make them shine.Withbeautiful illustrations

throughout. Over 200 reusable stickers, includingover

100 extra-special sparkly stickers. A fold-outback cover to



9781474973410

Pub Date: 10/13/2020

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Sticker DollyDressing Around The World

EmilyBone

Dress the girl and boy dolls in wonderful traditional 

costumes for festivalsand ceremoniesaround the world, 

includingbeautiful silk saris at an Indian wedding, fabulous

flamencodresses in Spain, a Mexican carnival andharvest

festival in Tibet. There’s over 250 stickersof outfits and

accessories, and a stickerworldmap of all the countries. 

The cover and one double page of stickersare foile... 9781474973427

Pub Date: 10/6/2020

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Sticker DollyDressing Ballerinas

Leonie Pratt

A beautiful stickerbook full of stunning costumesand

dramaticdance scenes to enchant buddingballerinas. 

Dress the ballerinas for their performances in famous

ballets such as Sleeping Beautyand The Nutcracker, as

well as backstage scenes, rehearsals and more.New

editionof 9781409595281. Withover 400 stickersof 

gorgeous tutus, headdresses and ballet shoes, as well as

bags and jewellery to c...

9781474973441

Pub Date: 2/2/2021

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Sticker DollyDressing DancingFairies

Fiona Watt

Dress the stickerdolliesas they flutter their way through

fairyland in this gorgeous new activity book in the Sticker

Dolly Dressingseries. There are lots of stickerswith which

to dress the dolls in gorgeous clothesand accessories, and

decorations to complete the magical scenes.The cover is

foiledwhichadds extra sparkle to the colourful illustrations.

The stylish illustrationsand descript... 9781474986922

Pub Date: 10/6/2020

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Fiona Watt

Dress the stickerdollies in a range of Halloween

costumers in this spooky addition to the StickerDolly

Dressingseries. There are lotsof stickerswithwhich to

dress the dolls in brilliant costumesand accessories, and

decorations to complete the magical scenes.2020 sees

the launch of an excitingnew range of Sticker Dolly

DressingStories, plusgorgeous new additions to the

activity book seri...

Sticker DollyDressing Halloween

9781474973403

Pub Date: 8/24/2020

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Lucy Bowman

The dolls love travelling the world in their girl band. Use

the stickers to dress them for a dance rehearsal, a day in

the recording studio, a big performance and their

jet-settingworld tour. Withover 400 stickersof glamorous

dresses, cool costumes, instruments,microphonesand

more. The cover and one double page of stickersare

foiledwhichadds extra sparkle to the colourful illustrations.

Pa...

Sticker DollyDressing:Popstars

9781474967822

Pub Date: 9/13/2019

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Fiona Watt, Antonia Miller

Unicorn fans will adore this addition to the bestselling

StickerDolly Dressingseries.Each page is filledwith

unicornsand fairies to dress and accessorise, and scenes

to decorate includeat the pond, in the orchard, painting

rainbows, secret meadow and lots more. Withover 300

stickersof clothesand accessories to complete their

outfits. Part of the bestsellingStickerDollyDressing series,

...

Sticker DollyDressing:Unicorns

Sticker DollyDressing:Weddings

Fiona Watt

Dressand accessorisebrides,bridesmaids, and grooms

for a range of stylish weddings in this gorgeous sticker

book. Withover 300 stickers to dress the brides and

grooms as they prepare for their big day - trying on

weddingdresses, choosing the cake, and dressing for the

bigday and the first dance. 2020 sees the launch ofan

ART ACTIVITY PAD

RosieHore

9781474973397

Pub Date: 6/2/2020

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474922715

Pub Date: 8/7/2017

$12.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

excitingnew range of StickerDollyDressing Stories,plus

gorgeous ne...

Large-format, tear-off pads that will keep children

entertainedduring their vacationand down-time: rainy

days and other quiet timeswill now be filledwith fun

thanks to these books! The scaleof these books makes it

suitable for sharingamongst childrenat partiesor

mealtimes.



9781474933780

Pub Date: 3/31/2020

$12.95 CAD
96 pages • Trade

Paperback

Step-By-Step Drawing Horses and Ponies

Fiona Watt, CandiceWhatmore

Simple step-by-stepvisual instructions for drawinghorses

and poniesmean that even completebeginners can

achieve satisfying results.There’s lotsof space in the book

to draw horses galloping, trotting, canteringand walking, 

as well as carriagesand carts, jockeys and cowboys,a

stable yard, show jumpingarena and horses grazing in a

paddock. Even little childrenwillbe able to follow the ste... 9781474968973

Pub Date: 5/26/2020

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Art Gallery Sticker Book

AbigailWheatley,HéloïseMab

This charmingly illustratedbook takes you on a guided

tour of your very own art gallery. Plan your visit in the

foyer, choosing from themed displays, a special exhibition

and a rooftop sculpturegarden. Then stop off at the café, 

try out your art skills in the children’splay room, or

browse in the well-stockedgift shop. Each double page

spread gives you one or more rooms to fillwith stickers

o...

9781474951265

Pub Date: 3/20/2019

$12.95 CAD
208 pages • Trade

Paperback

ManagingYour Money

Jane Bingham

Why does nobody talk about money? This very helpful 

book is designed to take the mystery out of money. Filled

with practical adviceon such topicsas how to save

money, how to be a smart shopper, and how to budget, it

will equip young people with the skills they need to

survive in the world of money – now and in the future.

Financial terms are explained in clear, friendly language. 

Everyday money...

9781409582816

Pub Date: 2/3/2016

$12.95 CAD

Trade Paperback

FIRSTENGLISHWORDS STICKERAND

COLOURING BOOK

CandiceWhatmore,MélisandeLuthringer

A useful and entertainingword book for English language

learners witha range of scenes for young children to

sticker and colour in.

FIRST ENGLISH WORDS STICKER AND

COLOURING BOOK

ComparableTitles: ABC

Sticker& ColouringBook | 9781409564614 | $12.95

FairiesColouring& StickerBook | 9781409551362 |

$12.95

9781474969321

Pub Date: 7/27/2020

$12.95 CAD
204 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

Help find lost friendson a biking trip, see whose splashing

sprinklerswill be switchedoff, and guide a crab across the

beach between the sandcastles to the rock pool.Have a

go at these puzzles and many more in this delightful pad. 

There are over 130 summer-themedpuzzles, covering

everything from spot the difference to crosswords. A

puzzle book that’s perfect for the summer holidays.With

tear...

Summer Puzzle Pad

9781474937481

Pub Date: 9/26/2018

$12.95 CAD
204 pages • Trade

Paperback

SimonTudhope

HelpClaireget to the gymkhana on time, find the lost key

to the stable, and guide Hugo across the prairie and back

to his herd. Have a go at these puzzles and many more in

this delightful pad. There are over 130 puzzles, covering

everything from spot the difference to crosswords, all 

based around horses and ponies.A puzzle book that’s

perfect for horse and pony lovers.With tear-off pages to

sh...

Horses And PoniesPuzzles Pad

First Sticker Sparkly Christmas

Various

From Santa loadinghis sleighwith gifts to penguins

whizzingaround a glistening ice rink, add sparkly stickers

to these magicalChristmasscenes and bring them to life. 

Beautiful illustrations.Over 200 reusable stickers, including

over 100 extra-special sparkly stickers.A fold-outback

cover to ‘park’ stickerswhilst they’re not in use.

Graphs And ChartsActivity Book

Darran Stobbart

9781474953740

Pub Date: 10/9/2019

$12.95 CAD
16 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474960472

Pub Date: 6/9/2020

$12.95 CAD
68 pages • Trade

Paperback

Supports foundationmaths skills taught in school.T...

This activity book aimsto encourage children to discover

data handlingas a key maths tool in everyday life. The

book talks through how to collect,display, and analyse

data in a range of differentways. It focuseson how data

can be useful,what graphs work best for different types of 

data, and how to tellwhat statisticsmightbe tellingyou.



9781474968003

Pub Date: 7/27/2020

$12.95 CAD

Trade Paperback

Little Children's Holiday Activity Book

Rebecca Gilpin,Various

A holiday themed, write-inactivity book for little children, 

full of lots of different things to do. There are things to

spot, mazes to follow, colouring,drawingand lots more. 

All you need is some pens or pencils to complete the

activitiesso this is a perfect book for holidays, rainydays

or journeys. Readers won’t realise that they are learning

information and practisingvaluable skillswhile... 9781474980517

Pub Date: 7/27/2020

$12.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

Sticker DollyDressing:Travel

Fiona Watt

Children will love to dress the dollies as they travel around

the world, checking in at the airport, boarding an inter-city

train, enjoyinga cycling tour, pony trekking and more.

Withover 250 reusable stickersof sunhats, snowsuits, 

suitcases,hikingboots, summerdresses and more, plus a

fold-out cover to ‘park’ stickerswhen not in use.New

editionof 9781474917216. Part of the bestsellingSti...

9780008372668

Pub Date: 8/4/2020

$12.99 CAD
96 pages • Trade

Paperback

Maria Herbert-Liew

Get doodling,get drawingand get creative!Always

wondered if you coulddraw likea pro? This book is what

you need to get great at drawing in no timeat all. It’s

easy to understand and tellsyou exactly what you need

to know step-by-step. It offers easy-peasy tips on how to

sketch, shade, and color in your designs;has plenty of 

space to scribble—makenotes, keep track of what you

have doodled ...

You Can Draw BrilliantPictures

9781443460347

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$12.99 CAD
192 pages • Trade

Paperback

Hockey Word Search Puzzles

HarperCollinsPublishersCanada

Hours of hockey word-hunting fun!

Score a hat trick with this collection of more than 120

word search puzzles, all about hockey, sports and Canada, 

that's just right for on-the-go fun! Look up, look down and

all around-puzzles start out easy and get trickier as you

go. Challengeyourselfwith extra bonus riddles for even

more fun, all in a package that's perfect to toss in a

backpack or a hockey ba...

9781443460330

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$12.99 CAD
192 pages • Trade

Paperback

HarperCollinsPublishersCanada

Hours of word-hunting fun, perfect for puzzle

lovers!

Searching for fun? You've found it right here! This

collectionof more than 120 word search puzzles is just

right for grab-and-goplay. Look up, look down and all 

around-puzzles start out easy and get trickier as you go. 

Challengeyourselfwith extra bonus riddles for even more

fun, all in a package that's just the right size to toss in a

backpa...

Word Search Puzzles

9780008372699

Pub Date: 8/4/2020

$12.99 CAD
96 pages • Trade

Paperback

Annabelle Padwick

Get muddy, get green fingersand get growing! Always

wondered if you couldmake things grow? This book is

what you need to get great at gardening in no timeat all. 

It’s easy to understand and tells you exactlywhat you

need to know step-by-step. It offers easy-peasy tips on

how to grow all kinds of fruit, vegetablesand herbs

outsideand indoors;has plenty of space to scribble—

make notes, keep t...

You Can Grow YourOwn Food

You Can Write AwesomeStories

Joanne Owen

Get thinking,get scribblingand get inspired!Always

wondered if you couldbe the next bestsellingauthor? This

book is what you need to get great at writing in no timeat

all. It’s easy to understand and tells you exactly what you

need to know step-by-step.This book offers easy-peasy

tips on how to create characters, set the scene, and

You Can Take Amazing Photos

LillianSpibey

9780008372651

Pub Date: 8/4/2020

$12.99 CAD
96 pages • Trade

Paperback

9780008372682

Pub Date: 8/4/2020

$12.99 CAD
96 pages • Trade

Paperback

design the perfect ending. It givesyou space to

scribble—m...

editingyour photo; has plenty of space to scribble—make

no...

Get steady, get focusedand get snapping!Alwayswanted

to capture imagesof the world around you? Thisbook is

what you need to get great at photography in no time at

all. It’s easy to understand and tells you exactly what you

need to know step-by-step. It offers easy-peasy tips on

the basicsof photography from setting upyour camera to



9780008374563

Pub Date: 8/4/2020

$12.99 CAD
96 pages • Trade

Paperback

You Can Save thePlanet

Lucy Bell

Get reducing,get reusingand get resourceful!Always

wanted to save the world but didn’t know where to start?

This book shows how you can help save our planet one

step at a time. It’s easy to understand and explains

exactly what you need to know. It offers easy-peasy tips

on how to reduce waste, reuse what you’ve got and be

kind to all sorts of life on our planet;has plenty of space to

scribble—...

9780008372675

Pub Date: 8/4/2020

$12.99 CAD
96 pages • Trade

Paperback

You Can Have an Outdoor Adventure

Alex Gregory

Get active,get outdoors and get adventurous! Always

dreaming about your next great adventure? This book is

what you need to plan your expedition into the great

outdoors in no timeat all. It’s easy to understand and tells

you exactly what you need to know step-by-step. It offers

easy-peasy tips on how to prepare, what to bring and

how to make the most of your timeoutdoors; has plenty

of space to...

9780062802736

Pub Date: 7/7/2020

$13.50 CAD

100 pages • StickerBook

Jane O'Connor, Robin PreissGlasser

In this new format, Fancy Nancy fans everywhere can let

their creative side sparkle, dazzle, and shine!A

combination ofa doodle & draw book and stickerbook, 

Fancy Nancy’s Sticker-Doodle is the ultimate collection:

perfect for hours of imaginative, artisticand glamourous

fun.

This collection includes: sectionsof Fancy Nancy’s

Absolutely Stupendous Sticker Book (withover 450

full-color stickers...

Fancy Nancy's Sticker-Doodle Book

9781474956727

Pub Date: 12/14/2018

$13.95 CAD
28 pages • Trade

Paperback

Fiona Watt

A magical, super sparkly activity book with lotsof 

enchantingmermaidscenes. Follow the mermaidsas

they gambole in the ocean, playingwith otters and

seahorses and other playmates in the ocean. Enhanced

by CamillaGarafano's delicateartwork, this is a very

attractive,appealingstickerbook for mermaid fans.

Includesover 250 stickers, some sparkly.

Mermaids Sticker Book

9781409581260

Pub Date: 3/9/2015

$13.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

Lots of satisfyingly challengingdot-to-dot puzzles in a

large-format,write-in, tear-off pad. The perfect size to be

used as placemats. Individual mazescan be torn off and

handed out to a group of childrenduringquiet moments

or to entertain them at parties.

Big Dot-To-dot Pad

9781409581376

Pub Date: 8/26/2015

$13.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

This oversized,write-in, tear-off pad is packed full of brain-

bendingpuzzles, includingcrosswords, sudoku, 

wordsearches, riddles, codebreakers, dot-to-dot, odd one

out, memory games, spot-the-difference,and lots more. 

Perfect for sharingbetween a group of children at parties. 

The scaleof this pad makes it suitable for use as a

placematpad. Perfect for toy shops and gift shops as well 

as boo...

Big Puzzle Pad

Christmas Sticker Book

Fiona Watt

An enchantingstickerbook filledwith Christmassy scenes

includingSanta's busy workshop, winter fun on a frozen

lake, building funny snowmen,decoratinga Christmas

tree and fillingSanta's sack with presents. There are over

800 stickers to use to complete the scenes, including

shiny foil stickers.Perfect for keeping children occupied in

Dragons Sticker Book

Fiona Watt

9781474971669

Pub Date: 10/23/2019

$13.95 CAD
34 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474966641

Pub Date: 2/5/2020

$13.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

the leadup to Christmas.New edition of9781409525219. 

I...

(9781474940979). Perfect for fans of dragons, myths...

Enter a magicalworldwhere dragons fly by moonlight, 

guard treasure, sleep in a castle and live in a crystal cave. 

Withhundreds of stickersof dragons, treasure and other

creatures, includinga double-page of extra-special sparkly

stickers to decorate the pages. From the same illustrator

and author as the hugely successfulUnicornsStickerBook



9781474921367

Pub Date: 6/13/2017

$13.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

HOLIDAY ACTIVITY PAD

KirsteenRobson

Large-format, tear-off pads that will keep children

entertainedduring their vacationand down-time: rainy

days and other quiet timeswill now be filledwith fun

thanks to these books! The scaleof these books makes it

suitable for sharingamongst childrenat partiesor

mealtimes.
9781474969185

Pub Date: 4/9/2020

$13.95 CAD
100 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little ChildrensFairies Pad

KirsteenRobson

This entertainingpad is packed with nearly 200 fairy-

themed activities, includingpuzzles, drawing,dot-to-dots, 

spot the differences,wordsearches and simple logic

games. Its format makes it ideal for journeys, school 

holidaysand days out or an excellentway to keep children

happy on a rainyday. A lovely gift and no cutting or

sticking required - all you need isa pen or pencil. Pad can

be spl...

9781474969208

Pub Date: 3/10/2020

$13.95 CAD
100 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson, Various

This entertainingpad is packed with nearly 200 unicorn-

themed activities, includingpuzzles, drawing,dot-to-dots, 

spot the differences,wordsearches and simple logic

games. Its format makes it ideal for journeys, school 

holidaysand days out or an excellentway to keep children

happy on a rainyday. A lovely gift and no cutting or

sticking required - all you need isa pen or pencil. Pad can

be s...

Little ChildrensUnicornsPad

9781474964067

Pub Date: 4/9/2019

$13.95 CAD

Trade Paperback

PompeiiSticker Book

Struan Reid

Discover the history of the bustlingRoman city of Pompeii, 

the eruption of Mount Vesuvius, and the wealthof 

historical information that was left behind. There are over

100 stickers to bring the story to life, alongwith detailed

facts, photographs and illustrations. Includes links to

specially selectedwebsiteswith more information.

9781474969451

Pub Date: 7/28/2020

$14.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

Kate Nolan

With36 colourful game cards and 4 bingoboards, this

matchinggame isan idealway for young children to have

fun whiledeveloping recognition,memory and

communicationskills. The games are complementedby a

beautifully-illustratedbook that includes instructionsand

fascinating facts about each bug. Highly visual games

developkey cognitive skills and will keep children

interested for hours. Ch...

Matching Games:BugsMatching Games

9781474969475

Pub Date: 5/26/2020

$13.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

RosamundSmith,Gareth Lucas

This delightfully illustratedpack contains18 pairs of 

matchingcards of various sea creatures for young children

to play with in a number of fun and engaginggames. The

cards come with four bingoboards and a 12-page book

that gives ideasand instructions for matchingand

memory games, as well as a fascinating fact about each of

the animals. Matchinggames provide enjoyable ways to

help children...

Matching Games:UndertheSea Matching

Games

ImpressionistsSticker Book

Sarah Courtauld,HollySurplice

A fascinating introduction to the Impressionists’most

famous paintings. Learn about the paintersand their

inspirationwhilematching the stickersof famous

Impressionist paintings to their frames.Withover 100

stickers,and links to specially selectedwebsites for more

information.Published in associationwith The National

Story of Art Sticker Book

Sarah Courtauld, KarineBernadou

9781474953108

Pub Date: 7/10/2019

$13.95 CAD
42 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474953092

Pub Date: 1/15/2019

$13.95 CAD
42 pages • Trade

Paperback

Gallery, London. Each frame and painting is accompanied

by a plaque of ...

Arranged by period, includinga timeline for reference. ...

A beautiful introduction to the story of western painting, 

with over 100 stickers. From cave paintings to modern

masterpieces, each double page includes fascinating facts

and storiesabout the picturesand artists, plus internet

links to specially selectedwebsites to findout more.

Published in associationwith The NationalGallery, London.



9781474969284

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$13.95 CAD
100 pages • Trade

Paperback

Lots of Thingsfor Little Children To Do on a

Journey

KirsteenRobson

This entertainingpad is packed with nearly 200 assorted

activities, includingpuzzles, drawing,dot-to-dots, spot the

differences,wordsearchesand simple spottinggames. Its

format makes it ideal for journeys, and it’salsogreat for

school holidaysand days out or an excellentway to keep

childrenhappy on a rainy day. A lovely gift and no cutting

or sticking required– all you need isa pen or...

9781474921480

Pub Date: 6/21/2017

$13.95 CAD
100 pages • Trade

Paperback

LITTLE CHILDRENSPUZZLE PAD

KirsteenRobson

A new tear-off pad withover a hundred simplepuzzles

that little childrenwill love to do. There are mazes,

dot-to-dots, spot the differencesand word puzzles to

solve, as well as all kinds of objects to spot,match and

count. This younger format will complementour older

tear-off pads perfectly so that every siblinghas their own

activity pads!

9781443460583

Pub Date: 5/12/2020

$13.99 CAD

304 pages • Paperback

Class Clown Joke Book

HarperCollinsPublishersCanada

Why did the teacher jump into the lake? Because

she wanted to test the water!

Why did the police arrest the chicken? They

suspected fowl play!

Go straight to the head of the classwith the Class Clown

Joke Book! This timelesscollectionof wacky and

wonderful knee-slappers isperfect for buddingyoung

comediansand those who are young at heart. Featuring

more than 500 jokes, from knock-knocks and zi...

9781409586654

Pub Date: 11/17/2014

$14.95 CAD
96 pages • Trade

Paperback

Various

An originalwrite-inactivity book packed full of tricky

puzzles, doodling, ideas for things to make and do, 

stories, facts, jokes and word games - all brightly and

stylishly illustrated.There's a wide variety of mazes and

puzzles to solve, codes to crack, things to spot, pictures

and stories to complete,easy-to-follow instructions for

makingballoon rockets, green slimeand a bubbling

potion, f...

Amazing Activity Book

9781474937672

Pub Date: 5/16/2018

$14.95 CAD
144 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

These bold, bright flashcards are a great way to help

children learn their times tables.Childrencan write their

answers with the special pen provided, then wipe clean

and repeat. Cards are colour-coded to help children finda

particular table, and the cards can be shuffledand

selected randomlyas children’s confidencegrows. 132

cards includeall the timestables up to 12x12.

Opportunities to ...

Times Tables Flash Cards

9781474959988

Pub Date: 7/31/2019

$14.95 CAD

96 pages •Hardcover

Minna Lacey

This charmingly illustrated journal is perfect for creative

ideas, sketchingand doodling or jottingnotes about things

you see and do during your holidays.With inspiring quotes

and ideas for things to do in the holidays, from making

lemonade to beachcombingand identifyingbees. Features

beautiful illustrations,curious facts and tips about things to

spot on holiday, includingshootingstars, dr...

Holiday Journal

DinosaurMatching Games

Sam Smith

With36 colourful game cards, 4 bingo boards and a

beautifully illustratedbook, thispack is an ideal way for

young children to have fun whiledevelopingvisual 

recognition,memory and communicationskills. Little ones

will love the engagingpicturesand different levelsof 

gameplay, and the book includes instructionsand

100 SuperplanesTo Fold and Fly

AbigailWheatley

9781474969468

Pub Date: 7/28/2020

$14.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

9781474986250

Pub Date: 1/5/2021

$14.95 CAD
100 pages • Trade

Paperback

dinosaur facts. RodrigoCordeiro and Andy Tudor. Simple, fail-safe, 

step-by-step folding ins...

Featuringbrand new paper plane models, simple
step-by-step folding instructionsand a suiteof futuristic

designs inspiredby next-generation planesand

spaceplanes, thisbook is perfect for young and old fans of 

other Usborne paper planesbooks. Featuringnew and

improvedpaper plane models. Strikingoriginal artwork by



9781474937757

Pub Date: 10/14/2019

$14.95 CAD
64 pages • Trade

Paperback

Forest Mazes

Sam Smith

From hungry hummingbirds to zipwireadventures, and

from tropical jungles to fairy-filled forests, childrencan

explore a variety of wonderfulworldswithin the trees as

they find their way through the superbly illustrated scenes

in this book. Each maze ismore challenging than the last, 

and all the answers are given at the back. Full of exciting

and magical worlds for children to discoverwithin ... 9781474971607

Pub Date: 9/8/2020

$14.95 CAD
64 pages • Trade

Paperback

PlanetEarth Mazes

Zanna Davidson

From rainforests to recycling,mountains to monsoons, 

childrencan discover the wonders and challengesof life

on Earth as they find their way through the superbly

illustratedscenes in this book. Each of the mazes ismore

challenging than the last, and all the answers are given at

the back. A wonderful introduction to our planet and the

ways we try to preserve it. Contains45 highly visual 

mazes ...

9781474969383

Pub Date: 12/8/2020

$14.95 CAD
64 pages • Trade

Paperback

UnderThe Sea Mazes

Sam Smith

From polar penguins to Poseidon’spalace, and from coral 

conservation to the kraken, children can explorea variety

of wonderful worldsbeneath the waves as they find their

way through the superbly illustratedscenes in thisbook. 

Each maze is more challenging than the last, and all the

answers are given at the back. Full of excitingand magical 

worlds for children to discoverbeneath the waves.C... 9781409583912

Pub Date: 9/2/2014

$15.95 CAD
100 pages • Trade

Paperback

Various

Reduced versionsof Phonics Workbooks 1-4

Starting School Wipe-Clean Activity Pack

9781474952842

Pub Date: 10/11/2019

$15.95 CAD
80 pages • Trade

Paperback

Various Various

Broaden your horizons with this map-filledactivity book! 

Explore the world’s continentswhile completingpuzzles

and activities, then travel further afieldwith maps that

reveal the ocean floor, stars in the night sky and imaginary

worlds.You’ll alsodiscoverhow maps can be used to

forecast the weather, represent timezones and solve

crimes.

Maps Activity Book

9781474922647

Pub Date: 9/1/2017

$15.95 CAD
64 pages • Trade

Paperback

Various

Explore the excitingworld of museumswith this write-in

activity book and discover dozens of exhibits through

puzzles, doodles, stickers, colouring in, things to spot and

quizzes. Spreads are themed around different types of 

museums- including fashion, technology, natural history

and design - or on places in the museum, such as the

entrance hall, the gift shop, the storage room and the

restore...

MUSEUMACTIVITY BOOK

Nature Activity Book

Various

This activity book isa brilliantly detailed, funand interactive

way to learn about differenthabitats, animals and plants.

Take quizzes about woodlandcreatures, colour beautiful

butterfliesand beetles, spot sea creatures washedup on a

seashore, do a maze to help beaver pups find their way

back home, identify garden bugs, and lots,

PhonicsActivity Pack

Various

9781474952835

Pub Date: 8/28/2019

$15.95 CAD
80 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781409583929

Pub Date: 8/12/2014

$15.95 CAD
100 pages • Trade

Paperback

lots more. 80 pages packed with lots of fun, interactive

activ...

Reduced versionsof Wipe-Clean Alphabet, Wipe-Clean

123, Wipe-Clean First Letters & Wipe-Clean Ready for

Writing. Plus 1 Wipe-Cleanpen.



9781409584391

Pub Date: 9/2/2014

$15.95 CAD
100 pages • Trade

Paperback

Puzzle Activity Pack

Various

Reduced versionsof Wipe-Clean First Words, Wipe-Clean

First Sums, Wipe-Clean Starting Times Tables &

Wipe-Clean Telling the Time. Plus 1 Wipe-Cleanpen.

9781474915977

Pub Date: 3/25/2019

$15.95 CAD
30 pages • Trade

Paperback

My First Body Book

Matthew Oldham

This engagingpicturebook for little childrenexplainshow

the body works, coveringeverything from bloodand

bones to dreams and digestion.Simple, friendly

illustrations take you through basicbody parts and

processes.Discoverhow your heart works, what happens

as you grow up, whichpart of your brain controls

coughingand sneezing, and more. Charmingoriginal 

artwork by Tony Neal featuring fr...

9781409564522

Pub Date: 7/14/2014

$15.95 CAD
376 pages • Trade

Paperback

PhillipClarke

A write-in, tear-off pad containinga differentpuzzle for

each day of the year, plus an extra one for leapyears. 

Includeswordsearches, crosswords,picture puzzles and

more. Perfect for keeping childrenentertained in

restaurants, on planes, trains or wherever they happen to

be. Also suitable for sharingbetween a group of children

at partiesand sleepovers.

Puzzle A Day

9781409582847

Pub Date: 5/13/2014

$15.95 CAD
100 pages • Trade

Paperback

Farmyard Tales Activity Pack

Various

Will include reduced format versionsof FYT StickerBk, 

FYT ColouringBk, 24 pages of the FYT ActivityBk and an

FYT StickerStory Bk (title tbc). Childrenwill love to help

their favourite Farmyard Tales characters Poppy and Sam, 

Rusty, Curly and Woolly to complete their tasks.

9780062954107

Pub Date: 11/5/2019

$15.99 CAD

224 pages • Paperback

Katty Kay, ClaireShipman,JillEllyn Riley

More than 200,000 girls across the country have

embraced the confidence code and now they can apply it

to their own lives! This journal takes the meticulous,

in-depth research and guidanceof THE CONFIDENCE

CODE FORGIRLS and breaks it down step-by-step, 

making it fun and easy to build confidence into your

everyday life!

This book isn’t just a journal—it’sa way for girls to create

a toolbox for co...

The Confidence Code for Girls Journal

9780062977137

Pub Date: 7/7/2020

$15.99 CAD

144 pages • Paperback

Tracey West, AlicePotter

Are you on a creative quest to stand out likea unicorn?

Are you a born leader who’s loyal to the herd likea

llamacorn?Or are you chill andgo-with-the-flow like a

narwhal? Take the quiz at the beginningof the book to

findout!

We all take after one legendary creature most of all but it’s

when you finda balance between your unicorn, llamacorn,

and narwhal energies that the world truly becomes a...

You Are Magic

Terri Libenson

Internationally bestsellingauthor Terri Libenson has

become known for creating relatable characters readers

strongly identifywith.And all of her books are ultimately

about girls discoveringwho they are—as friends, 

daughter, and sisters.

You-niquelyYou:An Emmie & Friends

Interactive Journal

Lucy Bowman

9780062998385

Pub Date: 9/29/2020

$15.99 CAD

144 pages • Paperback

9781474971621

Pub Date: 3/24/2020

$16.95 CAD
58 pages • Trade

Paperback

use. 2020 sees the launchof an excitingnew range of 

StickerDolly DressingStories, plus gorgeous new ad...
In this guided journal and activity book, fans of Emmie&

Friendscan take personality and friendshipquizzes, create

secret codes,make a door hanger, invent a...

Horse and pony fans will love dressing the dolls as they

care for their horses and take part in lots of showjumping

and riding events in this excitingstickerbook. With over

700 reusable stickersof ridingclothes, accessoriesand kit, 

and a fold-outback cover to 'park' stickerswhen not in

Sticker DollyDressing Horse Show and at

the Stables



9781474971614

Pub Date: 12/4/2019

$16.95 CAD
58 pages • Trade

Paperback

Sticker DollyDressing Puppiesand Kittens

Fiona Watt

A delightful sticker book perfect for any pet lover which

has lots of dolls to dress and pages to decorate using the

stickersprovided.. The book combines the delightsof 

StickerDolly DressingDogs and Puppieswith StickerDolly

DressingCats and Kittens.Dress the dollsas they go on a

walk in the countryside with their puppies, take their

pampered pups to a groomingparlour, go to a dog

boutiqu...

9780008372644

Pub Date: 5/26/2020

$16.99 CAD
128 pages • Trade

Paperback

My Awesome Year Being 10

HarperCollinsUK

Being10 is awesome!This book will help any 10-year-old

have even more fun as well as making it easy to record

and share their amazing year with family and friends.

With tons of fun activities to try and prompts to jot down

day-to-day experiences, this is the perfect place for a

10-year-old to record all the awesome things they do

throughout the year. From going stargazing to burying a

timecapsu...

9780008372606

Pub Date: 5/26/2020

$16.99 CAD
128 pages • Trade

Paperback

HarperCollinsUK

Being six is awesome!This book will help any six-year-old

have even more fun as well as making it easy to record

and share their amazing year with family and friends.

With tons of fun activities to try and prompts to jot down

day-to-day experiences, this is the perfect place for a

six-year-old to record all the awesome things they do

throughout the year. From going stargazing to burying a

timeca...

My Awesome Year Being 6

9780008372613

Pub Date: 5/26/2020

$16.99 CAD
128 pages • Trade

Paperback

HarperCollinsUK

Being seven is awesome!This book will help any seven-

year-oldhave even more fun as well as making it easy to

record and share their amazingyear with family and

friends.With tons of fun activities to try and prompts to jot

down day-to-day experiences, this is the perfect place for

a seven-year-old to record all the awesome things they do

throughout the year. From going stargazing to burying a

t...

My Awesome Year Being 7

9780008372620

Pub Date: 5/26/2020

$16.99 CAD
128 pages • Trade

Paperback

HarperCollinsUK

Beingeight is awesome!This book will help any eight-

year-oldhave even more fun as well as making it easy to

record and share their amazingyear with family and

friends.With tons of fun activities to try and prompts to jot

down day-to-day experiences, this is the perfect place for

an eight-year-old to record all the awesome things they do

throughout the year. From going stargazing to burying a ...

My Awesome Year Being 8

9780008372637

Pub Date: 5/26/2020

$16.99 CAD
128 pages • Trade

Paperback

HarperCollinsUK

Beingnine is awesome!This book will help any
nine-year-oldhave even more fun as well as making it

easy to record and share their amazingyear with family

and friends.With tons of fun activities to try and prompts

to jot down day-to-day experiences, this is the perfect

place for a nine-year-old to record all the awesome things

they do throughout the year. From going stargazing to

burying a time...

My Awesome Year Being 9

Create Your Own Calm

Becky Goddard-Hill, Clare Forrest

In a world that’s increasingly chaoticand fast-paced, this

book sets kids on a path to becomingemotionally resilient

and helps them to take practical,positive steps towards

being calm and happy. It's full of simple,practical ideas to

helpmanage feelingsof stress, anger and anxiety with

activities to fill-in themselves—from creatinga collageand

Little InventorsGo Green!

DominicWilcox, KatherineMengardon

9780008367589

Pub Date: 11/10/2020

$16.99 CAD
160 pages • Trade

Paperback

9780008382896

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$16.99 CAD
152 pages • Trade

Paperback

journaling, to unpackingemotionsand cloudwa... spinningspiders, astounding trees, and many more cool 

fact...

Get inventing for a greener planet! Thisbook is full of ideas

to help you come up with new inventions to make our

world better. Can you think of an invention that would help

protect animals?A new way to create energy? How to

cool the earth down? No problem is too big or too small to

invent for! Findout about banana-eatingT-rex, canvas-



9780008382902

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$16.99 CAD
152 pages • Trade

Paperback

Little InventorsIn Space!

Katherine Mengardon, DominicWilcox

This book encourages budding inventors to think big and

have fun with their imaginations!Be inspiredby drawings

of scarf helicopters, ladybug umbrellas,and ghost

wash’n’dry machines!Check out toothbrush maraccas, 

square peas, and nose scratchers!What will YOU invent?

With this step by step guide, Chief Inventor Dominic

Wilcox talk Little Inventors through the process of coming

up with new ide...

9781474950749

Pub Date: 3/27/2019

$17.95 CAD

Trade Paperback

Lift the Flap Multiplyingand Dividing

Lara Bryan

Packed with tips, tricks and techniques, thisbook will 

enable readers to understand how multiplyingand dividing

works, and solvemaths puzzles with ease. At the end,

they can test their skills on a pirate map with clues to

buried treasure.

9781474922418

Pub Date: 12/1/2016

$17.95 CAD
30 pages • Trade

Paperback

FelicityBrooks, Malu Lenzi

This fun book isa perfect way for young children to learn

pen control, at the same timeas learning the letters of the

alphabet. Childrenare encouraged to draw over the

dotted lines to finish the letters in each brightly-illustrated

scene.Wipe-cleancards mean that childrencan writeon

them with the specialpen over and over again.

WIPE-CLEANALPHABETCARDS

9781474940160

Pub Date: 3/22/2018

$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

LOUIE STOWELL

A beautiful 30-piece jigsaw and Beauty and the Beast

picture book, both stunningly illustratedby VictorTavares. 

Beauty’s father stealsa rose from a mysteriousand

magical garden and is kidnapped by a terrifying Beast.

Only Beauty can save him... but what fate awaitsher at

the castle of the Beast? Presented in a sturdy, attractive

box, the book and puzzle set makes a lovely gift. A superb

combi...

Beauty And TheBeast

9781474937603

Pub Date: 10/16/2017

$17.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

LesleySims

A beautiful 30-piece jigsaw accompanied by a picture

book with the full text of the classic poem. Wonderful

illustrationsby John Joven bring new life to this

much-loved tale of one very special visitor on a magical 

ChristmasEve. Presented in a sturdy, attractivebox, the

book and puzzle set makes the perfect gift. A superb

combination of readingand interaction, and a delightful 

way for children...

Twas the NightBefore Christmas Jigsaw

9781474922432

Pub Date: 3/8/2017

$17.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

FelicityBrooks, Malu Lenzi

A practical box of wipe-cleancards childrencan practise

writing the alphabet on. Includesa wipe-cleanpen, so

childrencan rub out any mistakesand practiseover and

over again. Includesa card for every letter of the

alphabet; on each card, childrencan trace the words

provided and label the picture in the space provided. Also

includesa 'games card'with suggested games children

can play with...

WIPE-CLEANNUMBER CARDS

KIRSTEEN ROBSON

Contains lots of differentactivities for young children, 

includingmazes, dot-to-dots and doodling on wipe-clean

pages so the activities can be done again and again. A fun

way to practiceessential pen control skills.Wipe-cleanpen

provided. Familiar illustrations from the Farmyard Tales by

BIG WIPE-CLEANFARMYARDTALES

ACTIVITY BOOK

Embroidery KitFairy

Lara Bryan

9781474907248

Pub Date: 3/17/2016

$17.95 CAD
36 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474973311

Pub Date: 4/9/2020

$17.95 CAD

16 pages •Hardcover

commissionedembroidery designby fabricdesigner

Bethan J...
Stephen Cartwright.

This cleverkit containseverything you need to embroider, 

frame and hang an enchanting fairy design.The 16-page

Usborne book includedgives you simple, step-by-step

instructionsshowingyou exactly what to do at every step

of the way. A gorgeous project for all ages, from complete

beginners to experiencedembroiderers.Stylish, specially



9781474973328

Pub Date: 4/9/2020

$17.95 CAD

16 pages •Hardcover

Embroidery KitOwl

Lara Bryan

This cleverkit containseverything you need to embroider, 

frame and hang a delightful owl design.The 16-page

Usborne book includedgives you simple, step-by-step

instructionsshowingyou exactly what to do at every step

of the way. A gorgeous project for all ages, from complete

beginners to experiencedembroiderers.Stylish, specially

commissionedembroidery designby fabricdesigner

Bethan Jani...

9781474957533

Pub Date: 10/17/2018

$17.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Embroidery Kit:Mermaid

Lara Bryan

This cleverkit containsall you need to embroidera

beautifulmermaid.The sturdy box includesa square of 

100% cotton fabric, an embroidery frame, three shades

of embroidery thread, two needles, a needle threader and

a step-by-stepguide book. The box can be used to store

the embroideryand materialsuntil you’re finished.

9781474957540

Pub Date: 10/11/2018

$17.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

Lara Bryan

This cleverkit containsall you need to embroidera

magical unicorn.The sturdy box includesa square of 

100% cotton fabric, an embroidery frame, three shades

of embroidery thread, two needles, a needle threader and

a step-by-stepguide book. The box can be used to store

the embroideryand materialsuntil you’re finished.

Embroidery Kit:Unicorn

9781409598374

Pub Date: 2/8/2016

$17.95 CAD

Hardcover

FARM PICTUREPUZZLE BOOK

Robson Kirsteen

A fun, challengingadventure for young childrenwith a

picture puzzle to solve on every double page, plus lots of 

stickers to add along the way. An excitingway to learn

about farm animalsand their habitats.

FARM PICTURE PUZZLE BOOK
ComparableTitles: Picture

Puzzle Book | 9781409581192 | $17.95

9781474952903

Pub Date: 8/2/2019

$17.95 CAD
16 pages • Trade

Paperback

EmilyBone, Nat Hues

Enter the world of bugs and butterflies in this visually

stimulating flapbook. Follow a caterpillar as it hatches out

of an egg, discoverwhat makes butterflies’wings shine, 

and look insidea bee hive and other incrediblebug

homes. A fantastic source of information for children

interested in the world of bugs.

Lift-the-Flap Bugsand Butterflies

9781474953030

Pub Date: 5/13/2019

$17.95 CAD
14 pages • Trade

Paperback

KatieDaynes

Where does weather comes from? Can it really rain cats

and dogs? What are rainbowsmade of? These are just

some of the 60+ questions that make Questionsand

Answers about Weather such a fascinatingbook. Children

won't be able to resist lifting the flaps to find out the

answers.

Lift-the-Flap Questions& AnswersAbout the

Weather

KatieDaynes

What's the point of belly buttons? When will I stop

growing? These are just some of the 60+ questions that

are featured in this extremely useful book. Childrenwon't

be able to resist lifting the flaps to findout the answers.

Lift-the-Flap Questionsand AnswersAbout

Growing Up

Maths Scribble Book

Alice James

9781474940122

Pub Date: 8/14/2019

$17.95 CAD
14 pages • Trade

Paperback

9781474959940

Pub Date: 8/1/2019

$17.95 CAD
80 pages • Trade

Paperback

This draw-inactivity book ispacked withpuzzles to solve, 

ideas to discoverand objects to design. It explores some

of the fundamental concepts that mathematiciansuse

every day using just the contents of a pencil case.



9781474952989

Pub Date: 8/7/2019

$17.95 CAD

128 pages •Hardcover

Never GetBored Outdoors

JamesMaclaine,Davide Ortu

Whoever opens this book will unearth an amazinghoard

of fun things to do outdoors, throughout summer– and

the other seasons too. Whether you’re in a garden or at

the park, up a hill or by the sea, walking through a forest

or down a city street, there’ll never be a dullmoment

outdoors again if you have thisbook.
9781474921336

Pub Date: 11/8/2016

$17.95 CAD

32 pages •Hardcover

PICTUREPUZZLES/CATS AND DOGS

PICTUREPUZZLE BOOK

KIRSTEEN ROBSON

Each page of this stylishpicture book is packed full of 

picture puzzles - similarities to spot, differences to detect, 

and humorous details to pick out - as well as hundreds of 

other things to identify talk about. Helps childrendevelop

their powers of observation, and their number and

language skills.

9781474937627

Pub Date: 11/16/2018

$17.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

UsborneAtlas and Jigsaw Britain And

Ireland

Sam Smith

This fantasticgift combination of atlasand jigsaw takes

childrenon a tour of the British Isles. With ten detailed

picture maps, children will findout about the wide range

of things to see and do as well as locating landmarks, 

famous people and animals and plants. Packedwith facts

about the natural and cultural heritage of the British Isles. 

Maps show the capital cities,major towns and natura...

9781474927918

Pub Date: 11/14/2017

$17.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

UsborneBook and Jigsaw On The Farm

KirsteenRobson

This delightful book and jigsaw boxset will keep children

entertained for hours. It containsa 100-piece jigsaw of a

vibrant farmyard scene for children to assemble,as well 

as a 24-page picturepuzzle book in whichkids can

discoveran array of colourful creatures on the farm.

Beautifully illustrated jigsaw and book makes a wonderful 

present. High quality, 100-piece jigsaw is a perfect

introducti...

9781474950862

Pub Date: 7/31/2019

$17.95 CAD

96 pages •Hardcover

Sarah Hull

A new addition to Usborne’s popular Write your own

series, this book explainshow to make homemade

magazinesor ‘zines’ from scratch.With step-by-step

instructionsand tips on everything from making comicsor

writingadvice columnsto printingmagazinesand finding

readers.

Write and DesignYourOwn Magazines

9781474952880

Pub Date: 8/14/2019

$17.95 CAD

96 pages •Hardcover

Andy Prentice

Inspire a new generationof science fictionand fantasy

writerswith this write-inbook, filledwith an excitingand

eclectic range of writingactivities, tips and advice.

Activities teach how to structure a plot, craft realistic

characters, create thrillingactionscenes and end a story

with a cunning twist.

Write YourOwn Sci Fi and Fantasy Stories

9781474968997

Pub Date: 7/27/2020

Architecture Scribble Book

Various, Petra Baan

This scribble-inactivity book explores the fascinatingworld

of architecture,with activities to encourage children to

think, draw and design likean architect. It’s full of ideas to

develop,buildings to design, and paper models to build

and test. Supports STEAM learning (Science,Technology, 

Engineering,Arts and Maths), and is part of the STEAM

seriesof Scribblebooks, which so far includesS... 9781474959643

Pub Date: 10/14/2019

$17.95 CAD

Hardcover

$17.95 CAD

16 pages •Hardcover

FlamingoEmbroidery Kit

Lara Bryan

This cleverkit containseverything you need to embroider, 

frame and hang a delightful flamingodesign.The 16-page

Usborne book includedgives you simple, step-by-step

instructionsshowingyou exactly what to do at every step

of the way. A gorgeous project for all ages, from complete

beginners to experiencedembroiderers.Stylish, specially

commissionedembroidery designby fabric designer

Bethan...



9781474959650

Pub Date: 10/14/2019

$17.95 CAD

16 pages •Hardcover

Llama Embroidery Kit

Lara Bryan

This cleverkit containseverything you need to embroider, 

frame and hang a delightful llamadesign. The 16-page

Usborne book includedgives you simple, step-by-step

instructionsshowingyou exactly what to do at every step

of the way. A gorgeous project for all ages, from complete

beginners to experiencedembroiderers.Stylish, specially

commissionedembroidery designby fabricdesigner

Bethan Ja...

9781474968904

Pub Date: 7/27/2020

$17.95 CAD

96 pages •Hardcover

Never GetBored Draw and Paint

JamesMaclaine,Sarah Hull

Discoverhow to doodle a sloth, turn pencil shavings into

picturesand draw in ways you never imagined.Then try

printing, spatteringpaintsand paintingwith dots. There

are ideas for portraits, patterns, optical illusionsand more, 

so you’ll soon have enough artworks for your own

exhibition— and thisbook will showyou how to stage

one too. Suitable for all artisticabilities,with carefully-wr...

9781474950718

Pub Date: 4/30/2020

$22.95 CAD
96 pages • Trade

Paperback

Laura Cowan

A simpleuser-friendlybook which helpscomplete

beginnersof all ages get started using the web languages, 

HTML, CSS and JavaScript.After finishing thisbook, 

readers will havebuilt their own website from scratch.

With step-by-step instructionsat every stage and quirky

illustrations throughout. • Computer coding isnow a

compulsory topicon the UK NationalPrimary Curriculum

and this book back...

Build YourOwn WebsiteFor Beginners

9781474922425

Pub Date: 6/21/2017

$17.95 CAD
30 pages • Trade

Paperback

WIPE CLEAN FIRSTWORDS CARDS

FelicityBrooks, Malu Lenzi

A practical box of wipe-cleancards childrencan practise

writingwords on. Includesa wipe-cleanpen, so children

can rub out any mistakesand practiseover and over

again. A new take on flashcardsbeautifully packaged in a

handy box.

9781474940177

Pub Date: 9/28/2017

$17.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

Sam Smith

This delightful pack containsa 100-piece jigsawof a lively

dinosaur scene for children to assemble, as well as a

24-page picture puzzle book in which kidscan discovera

colourful array of prehistoric creatures that used to roam

the earth. Beautifully illustrated jigsaw and book makes a

wonderful present. High quality, 100-piece jigsaw isa

perfect introduction to intermediate level puzzles. Usb...

BOOK AND JIGSAW/DINOSAURS

9781474937597

Pub Date: 10/20/2017

$17.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

Rob Lloyd Jones, Lorena Alvarez

LittleRed RidingHood is off to visit her Grandma, but

followingher through the forest is a very hungry wolf... 

This beautiful 30-piece jigsawand picture book are both

gorgeously illustratedby Lorena Alvarez. A superb

combination of readingand interaction, and a delightful 

way for children to enjoy this much-lovedstory. The

picture book has a lively retellingof the classic fairy tale, 

and t...

BOOK AND JIGSAW/LITTLE REDRIDING

HOOD

9781474940597

Pub Date: 9/28/2017

BOOK AND JIGSAW/THE SNOW QUEEN

LesleySims

JoinGerda on her quest to save her best friend from the

evil Snow Queen in this enchanting retellingof Hans

ChristianAndersen's fairy tale. This beautiful 30-piece

jigsaw andpicturebook are gorgeously illustratedby

Elena Selivanova.A superb combinationof readingand

interaction, and a delightfulway for children to enjoy this

classic story. The picture book has a lively retellingof the

cl...

9781474937610

Pub Date: 11/14/2017

$17.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

$17.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

MAP OF THE WORLD JIGSAW

Sam Smith

This delightful pack containsa 300-piece jigsawof a

beautifully illustratedworldmap for children to assemble, 

as well asa 32-page picture atlasof the world inwhich

kids can see and discovereach of the world’s continents in

more detailwith its highly visual maps.• Beautifully

illustrated jigsaw and richly detailedatlasmakes a

wonderful present. Kids can have hours of fun learning

where ...



9781474929042

Pub Date: 4/12/2017

$17.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

AN USBORNE JIGSAW WITH A PICTURE

BOOK CINDERELLA

Susanna Davidson

A beautiful 30-piece jigsaw puzzle with a paperback title

from the Picture Book series. The size of the completed

jigsaw is350x350mm.

9781474929059

Pub Date: 4/12/2017

$17.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

AN USBORNE JIGSAW WITH A PICTURE

BOOK SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVENDW

LesleySims

A beautiful 30-piece jigsaw puzzle with a paperback title

from the Picture Book series. The size of the completed

jigsaw is350x350mm.

9781474988773

Pub Date: 10/13/2020

$17.95 CAD

Hardcover

Sam Taplin

Contains three beautifully illustrated9-piece jigsawsof 

night-timescenesalong witha book full of busy pictures

and little details to findand talk about. Part of a growing

range of simple jigsaws for young children.The jigsaws

plus book make a perfect gift. Atmospheric artwork will 

fascinate little childrenwho ask “What’s happeningwhile

I’m fast asleepevery night?”

NightTime

9781474988841

Pub Date: 11/3/2020

$17.95 CAD

10 pages •Hardcover

Winter Wonderland

Sam Taplin

Inside thisbox are three nine-piece jigsawsof beautifully

illustratedwinter-wonderland scenesplusa book with lots

of things to spot and talk about in the winter wonderland. 

The combinationof three jigsawsand a spottingbook

make this a perfect present. Simplenine-piecepuzzles are

perfect for little childrenstarting to learn how to do jigsaws.

The latest in a growing seriesof jigsaws for...

9781474988780

Pub Date: 10/13/2020

$17.95 CAD

10 pages •Hardcover

Sam Taplin

Contains three beautifully illustrated9-piece jigsawsof 

woodland scenesalongwith a book full of busy pictures

and little details to findand talk about. Part of a growing

range of simple jigsaws for young children.The jigsaws

plus book make a perfect gift. Endearingwoodland scenes

of birds and animalsare a great way to spark little

children’s curiosity about the natural world.

Woodland

9781474927925

Pub Date: 6/21/2017

$17.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

KirsteenRobson

A fantastic100-piece Jigsaw puzzle and book packaged

together in a beautiful box, perfect for a gift.

AN USBORNE JIGSAW WITH A BOOK

UNDERTHE SEA

9781474940184

Pub Date: 5/16/2018

$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

At The Zoo

KirsteenRobson, Gareth Lucas

This delightful pack containsa 100-piece jigsawof a lively

zoo scene for children to assemble, as well as a 24-page

picture puzzle book teemingwith animalsand objects that

can be found at a zoo or wildlife park. There is alsoa black

and whiteversion of the jigsaw picture for children to fill in

with their own pens. Beautifully illustrated jigsaw and book

makes a wonderful present at any time... 9781474949927

Pub Date: 9/19/2018

$17.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

Bugs

KirsteenRobson

This delightful pack containsa 100-piece jigsawof a lively

array of insects for children to assemble, as well as a

24-page picture puzzle book teemingwith bugs and other

creepy-crawlies to spot, match and count. There is alsoa

black and white versionof the jigsaw picture for children to

fill inwith their own pens. Beautifully illustrated jigsaw and

book makes a wonderful present at any time ...



9781474948050

Pub Date: 10/22/2018

$17.95 CAD

Hardcover

Flags Of The World

Sam Smith

This delightful pack containsa 300-piece jigsawof all the

flagsof the world for children to assemble, as well as a

FlagsColoringbook in which kidscan see and discover

each of the flagsand colour them,whilst learning

somethingabout each country and itsheritage.Will spark

curiosity and wanderlust!
9781474947794

Pub Date: 5/29/2018

$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

In The Jungle

KirsteenRobson

This delightful pack containsa 100-piece jigsawof a lively

jungle scene for children to assemble,as well as a

24-page picture puzzle book teemingwith animals that

can be found in tropical rainforests. There is alsoa black

and white versionof the jigsaw picture for children to fill in

with their own pens. Beautifully illustrated jigsawand

book makes a wonderful present at any time of year. H...

9781474985291

Pub Date: 1/5/2021

$17.95 CAD

Hardcover

TBC

This delightful pack containsa colourful, labelled 100-piece

jigsaw of the human body for children to assemble. It also

includesa 24-page, highly visualbook that introducesand

explains the various systems and functionsof different

parts of the body in more detail. Richly detailed jigsaw and

book makes a fantastic, informativepresent. Kids can

have hours of fun piecing together the puzzle, an...

The Human Body Jigsaw

9781474970532

Pub Date: 1/21/2020

$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

This delightful pack containsa 100-piece jigsawof a lively

night-timescene for children to assemble, as well asa

24-page picture puzzle book teemingwith night-time

animalsand objects to spot, match and count. There is

alsoa blackand white version of the jigsaw picture for

children to fill in with their own pens. Beautifully illustrated

jigsaw and book makes a wonderful present at any time

...

Uborne Book and Jigsaw: NightTime

9781474952699

Pub Date: 10/22/2018

$17.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

Sam Smith

A fabulousgift for any fan of unicorns, this pack containsa

book and a 100-piece jigsaw,usingCamillaGarofano's

charmingartwork.

Unicorns

9781474960281

Pub Date: 11/12/2019

$17.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

Sam Smith

This delightful pack containsa 30-piece jigsaw of the

Nativity scene for children to assemble, as well as a

beautifully illustrated24-page picturebook that retells the

story of Mary and Joseph’s journey to Bethlehem,and the

birth of baby Jesus.Beautifully illustrated jigsaw and book

makes a wonderful present. High quality, 30-piece jigsaw

is a perfect introduction to beginner level puzzles. T...

UsborneBook & Jigsaw: The Nativity

9781474969420

Pub Date: 11/13/2019

$17.95 CAD

Sam Taplin

This delightful pack containsa 200-piece jigsawof a

beautifully illustratedworldmap, completewith all kinds of 

amazing creatures that can be found across the various

continentsand in Earth’s oceans. It also includesa

32-page AnimalPicture Atlas in whichchildren can learn

more about the animalsand the placeswhere they live. 

Beautifully illustrated jigsaw and richly detailedatlas

makes a...

UsborneBook & Jigsaws: Animalsof the

World

9781474969406

Pub Date: 3/5/2020

$17.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover Hardcover

UsborneBook & Jigsaws: TheGarden

Sam Taplin

There are three simplenine-piece jigsawsand a

beautifully illustratedboard book in thisbox. Little children

can enjoy a selectionof detailedgarden scenes in the

book, and then use the jigsawsto recreate three scenes

from the book. A perfect gift for younger childrengetting

to grips with jigsaws.Part of Usborne’s growing range of 

Book and Jigsaw sets, which includes9, 24, 100 and 300

piec...



9781474969413

Pub Date: 4/2/2020

$17.95 CAD

10 pages •Hardcover

UsborneBook & Jigsaws: TheJungle

Sam Taplin

There are three simplenine-piece jigsawsand a

beautifully illustratedboard book in thisbox. Little children

can enjoy a selectionof detailed jungle scenes in the

book, and then use the jigsawsto recreate three scenes

from the book. A perfect gift for younger childrengetting

to grips with jigsaws.Part of Usborne’s growing range of 

Book and Jigsaw sets, which includes9, 24, 100 and 300

piec...

9781474969437

Pub Date: 10/8/2019

$17.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

UsborneBook & Jigsaws: ThePeriodic Table

Sam Taplin

This pack containsa 300-piece jigsaw of the PeriodicTable

for children to assemble,while learning the positionsand

groupings of all 118 elements. It also includesa 16-page

book explaining the PeriodicTable in a fun and accessible

way, and is packed full of fascinating facts about and uses

of the elements that make up the world around us.

Colourful jigsaw and bright, detailedbook makes a won...

9781474960298

Pub Date: 10/8/2019

$17.95 CAD

24 pages •Hardcover

UsborneBook & Jigsaws: TheSolar System

Sam Taplin

This pack containsa beautifully illustrated200-piece

jigsaw of the Solar System and a richly detailed

double-sided fold-out that forms one continuouspictureof 

the Solar System, featuring the Sun, planets, and various

moons and spacecraft. The reverse features the same

image,annotated with facts about each of the objects

shown.Richly detailed jigsaw and book makes a fantastic, 

informativepre...

9781474969390

Pub Date: 11/13/2019

$17.95 CAD

10 pages •Hardcover

Sam Taplin

There are three simplenine-piece jigsawsand a

beautifully illustratedboard book in thisbox. Little children

can enjoy a selectionof detailedzoo scenes in the book, 

and then use the jigsawsto recreate three of the animal-

filled scenes. A perfect gift for younger childrengetting to

grips with jigsaws.Part of Usborne’s growing range of 

Book and Jigsaw sets, which includes9, 24, 100 and 300

...

UsborneBook and Jigsaws: The Zoo

9781474985406

Pub Date: 11/10/2020

$17.95 CAD
32 pages • Trade

Paperback

KirsteenRobson

From bats and cats to wizards’hats, this book is full of all 

kinds of Halloween-themedpictures to colour. The bold

outlinesare a perfect way to developpen control and

colouringskills,while simple text on each page for parents

to read encourages young children to be curiousabout the

world.Charmingoutlinesof over 30 thingsassociated with

the spooky season. Encourages mark-making and devel...

Little First Colouring:Halloween

9781474969109

Pub Date: 6/2/2020

$17.95 CAD

96 pages •Hardcover

Andrew Prentice

A write-inbook filledwith a wide range of script-writing

activities, tipsand advice. The book will inspirea new

generationof scriptwritersand playwrights to write and

perform their own shows.Simpleexercisesat the

beginning introduce all the key concepts in imaginative

ways. Later exercisesprovide the framework to put them

together in complete scripts.A livelyDIY aesthetic inspires

the ...

Write YourOwn: Write YourOwn Scripts

9781474950879

Pub Date: 9/11/2019

$17.95 CAD

Write YourOwn Poems

Jerome Martin

A write-inbook filledwith a wide range of poetry writing

activities, tipsand advice to inspirea new generation of 

young poets. Aimsto make poetry accessible and exciting

for beginners. Thisbook provides young poets with all the

tools and tips they need to write in traditional forms and

genres (such as sonnets, trioletsand odes)– but it also

encourages them to break rules, find their own st... 9781474959957

Pub Date: 11/14/2019

$17.95 CAD

96 pages •Hardcover 80 pages •Hardcover

Technology Scribble Book

Alice James

This scribble-inactivity book explores all sorts of 

technology, from creatingmoviesand games, to

transport, drones and medicine. It’s full of problems to

solve, concepts to explore, and things to invent, design

and create. Supports STEM learning,and part of a series

of scribblebooks includingEngineeringScribbleBook and

ScienceScribbleBook. A wide range of technology, from

ancient transpo...



9781474969000

Pub Date: 2/5/2020

$17.95 CAD

80 pages •Hardcover

InventionsScribble Book

Various, PETRA BAHN

This scribble-inactivity book is packed full of inventions to

design or discover, from real historical breakthroughs to

crazy contraptions to get you out of bed in the morning. 

The process of inventing is explained in detail, from initial 

ideas through to developingprototypes and applying for

patents. Supports STEM learning,and part of the STEM

seriesof Scribblebooks. Combinesreal sciencean... 9781409598442

Pub Date: 9/15/2016

$18.95 CAD
68 pages • Trade

Paperback

CHESS ACTIVITY BOOK

LUCY BOWMAN

For all those who love chess, or would like to improve their

chess game, these games and puzzles help to work and

hone a chess brain.

9781409598381

Pub Date: 5/13/2016

$18.95 CAD

32 pages •Hardcover

PICTUREPUZZLE BOOKS/UNDERTHE SEA

PICTUREPUZZLE BOOK

KIRSTEEN ROBSON

Each page of this stylish,underwater-themedbook is

packed full of picture puzzles - similarities to spot, 

differences to detect, and humorous details to pick out -

as well ashundreds of other things to identify and talk

about. Stunning illustrations, coupledwith top-of-

the-range production values, make this a beautiful gift

that will appeal to a wide range of children - as well as

adults!A lo...

9781474986908

Pub Date: 11/3/2020

$18.95 CAD

16 pages •Hardcover

DinosaurTimeline

Rachel Firth

This pack containsa beautifully illustrated jigsaw of the

dinosaur worldand a richly detaileddouble-sided fold-out

book where you can discover amazingdinosaurs, and

other incrediblepre-historic creatures that livedalong side

them. Turn over to findout when they all lived,with

fascinating facts about their habitats,what they ate and

when and how they eventually diedout. Fascinating facts

...

9781409599104

Pub Date: 7/8/2016

$19.95 CAD
64 pages • Trade

Paperback

EMILY BONE

Get adventurous with this great manual.Spiral bound for

ease of use, it is packed with ideas for outdoor activities, 

wherever you are or whatever the weather – by the sea

or on a riverbank, in the woods, in your garden, when it’s

sunny or raining,or even at night. Activities include

makinga shelter from branches and leaves,goingon a

night timenature walk, markingout trails to follow, 

making...

OUTDOOR ACTIVITY PACK

9780310770671

Pub Date: 7/21/2020

$21.99 CAD

128 pages •Hardcover

Zondervan

Creativewriting inspiration.Artistic adventures. Calming

meditations. Let your imagination run wildas you journey

through this pretty and interactive journal that will 

kickstart your imaginationand get your creative juices

flowing!

Some Find Your Voice writing, art, meditation, and

interactiveprompts include:

Create an abstract art image.Grab 3 different

colorsand just go to town! Color outs...

My Work in Progress

9781474967570

Pub Date: 11/26/2019

$23.95 CAD
20 pages • Trade

Paperback

Nursery RhymesKeyboard Book

Sam Taplin

This new title in our range of keyboard books has ten

well-loved nursery rhymes for children to learn on the

electronickeyboard in the book. Beautifully illustrated

animal scenesbring each rhyme to life, and the words are

given alongside the notes so you can singalongas you

play. Part of a growing range of Usborne musicbooks, 

includingFamous Classical Tunes Keyboard Book, Big

Keyboard Book a...

9781474941754

Pub Date: 10/19/2017

$24.95 CAD
200 pages • Trade

Paperback

Big Maths Activity Book

RosieDickens

A colourful,write-inbook featuringa multitudeof adding, 

subtracting, fractionand timestables puzzles encouraging

children to learn and improve their maths skills. This

volume containsall three activity books in a lovely, chunky

format.



9781474967587

Pub Date: 11/26/2019

$27.95 CAD
18 pages • Trade

Paperback

My First GuitarBook

Sam Taplin

By pressing the buttons in this unique and excitingsound

book, children canplay the guitaralong to music.There

are four guitar chords to play, and five tunes to play along

to, with easy-to-follow instructionsand charminganimal 

characters to explainhow to do it. A delightfulway for

children to start to make musicand learn about how it

works. Coloureddots for each chord and step-by-step in... 9780063023338

Pub Date: 6/23/2020

$37.50 CAD

288 pages •Hardcover

Roblox UltimateGuideCollection

OfficialRoblox

Whether you’re looking for your next adventure, a new

role to play, or the perfect battlefield, look no further than

the UltimateGuide Collection,which contains in-depth

profileson over 120 awesomeRobloxexperiences from

Volumes1–3 of the Top Games series.This is your source

for tips, secrets, and interviewswith the creators behind

your favoriteRobloxgames—from classics likeWork at a

Piz...

9781474974936

Pub Date: 11/10/2020

$38.95 CAD

14 pages •Hardcover

9780373135455

Pub Date: 10/4/2016

$13.99 CAD
96 pages • Trade

Paperback

ChristinaRose

ChristmasComfort and Joy by ChristinaRose releasedon

Oct 04, 2016 is availablenow for purchase.

Christmas Comfort and Joy

9780373135462

Pub Date: 10/11/2016

$15.99 CAD
96 pages • Trade

Paperback

9780373135448

Pub Date: 10/11/2016

$15.99 CAD
96 pages • Trade

Paperback

9780062916556
Pub Date: 3/25/2020

$28.50 CAD

160 pages • 
Paperback

Poppy and Sam's Wind Up Train Book

Sam Taplin

A toy and a book in one, this large, chunky board book 
comes witha wind-up toy steam train.Wind the train up 
and set in on the embedded track in each page to see it 
chugging along through the countryside.Each of the four 
tracks is removable, and together they combine to make 
one giant train track. An ideal gift for little children.Part of 
the growing range of Poppy and Sam titles.New edition ...

Color the Rainforest

Marty Woods

Color the Rainforestby Marty Woods releasedon Oct 11, 

2016 is available now for purchase.

Wild and Free Handcrafts

AinsleyArment

Wild + Free Handcrafts is a beautiful, four-color 
resource book for parents, educators, and 
caregivers to enjoy doing hands-on activities with 
kids. A handcraft engages one’s hands, requires a 
level of learned skill, encourages children to do 
their best work, and produces an end product that 
is useful.I
It is a great way for traditionally educated kids 
who are home for the summer, or in afterschool 
programs, or with their families on the weekends, 
to do fun activities that will stimulate imagination 
and creativity.

What Lifts YourHeart

KelseyMontague

From globe-trottingartistKelseyMontague, whose 
upliftingmuralshave dotted Sydney's shores, 
Manhattan's sultry streets, California's coastlineand 
everywhere in between, comes a beautiful new 
interactiveadult coloring book.

Famed for blendingstreet art and socialmedia,Kelsey 
Montague's amazing illustrations invite coloristsof 
all ages to make her unique creations their own. Her 
pen-and-ink...

Call of the Wild and Free 

AinsleyArment

Allow your children to experience the adventure, 
freedom, and wonder of childhood with this 
practical guide that provides all the information, 
inspiration, and advice you need for creating a 
modern, quality homeschool education.

The Wild + Free movement is focused on a love of 
nature, reading great books, pursuing interests 
and hobbies, making the entire world a 
classroom, and prolonging the wonder of 
childhood, an appealing philosophy that is 
unpacked in the pages of this book

9780062916518
Pub Date: 
8/25/2019
$36.99 CAD
336 pages • 
Hardcover



9781443463249
$6.99 CAD

336 pages • 
Paperback

1-MinuteCrosswords: 250 Puzzles for

Everyone

Dan Liebman,Duncan McKenzie

Carry your favourite puzzle in your pocket!

Steal a minute for some quick, on-the-go fun! Enjoy 250

mini crosswords in a range of difficulties, organized from

easy to hard, and written for Canadiansof all ages. Start

off with a warm-uppuzzle, then move on to more

challengingones—includingword scrambles. Graba pencil 

and make the most of every minute!

9781443463256
$6.99 CAD

336 pages • 
Paperback

9780063009721

Pub Date: 11/10/2020

$28.50 CAD

176 pages • Paperback

ColoringConcepts Inc.

With tens of millionsof birders in the U.S. alone and

millionsmore around the world, The Aquatic Birds

Coloring Book is designed to enhance the knowledge of 

anyone interested in learningmore about birds, their

anatomy and physiology, habitats, characteristics, mating

habits and much more.With the ColoringConcepts

approach to educating the inquisitivemind through the

use of kinestheticmethod...

The Aquatic Birds Coloring Book

9780008323875

Pub Date: 5/14/2019

$12.99 CAD

352 pages • B-format

Ultimate1-MinuteCrosswords: 250 
Puzzles for Everyone

Dan Liebman,Duncan McKenzie

Carry Your Favourite Puzzles in Your Pocket!

Enjoy 250 crosswordpuzzles in a range of difficulties, 

arranged in order from easy to hard, in the popular 
new mini format. Start off with a warm-uppuzzle for 
some quick and easy fun, then move on to more 
challenging puzzles—andmaybe even try a word 
scramble!Once you get started, you won’t be able to 
stop, so grab a pencil and take these colourful cr...

Big Book of Crosswords Book 4

CollinsPuzzles

A bumper collection of300 quick crosswordpuzzles to 
test your word knowledge and have you reaching for 
the thesaurus.

Keep your mind sharpand improveyour word power at 
the same time. Ideal for whilingaway those long 
commutes, travellingon holiday or relaxingat home.

9780008324155

Pub Date: 7/23/2019

$12.99 CAD

352 pages • Trade

Paperback

Paperback

Big Book of Crosswords Book 5

CollinsPuzzles

A bumper collection of300 quick crosswordpuzzles to test

your word knowledge and have you reaching for the

thesaurus.Keepyour mindsharp and improveyour word

power at the same time. Ideal for whilingaway those long

commutes, travellingon holiday or relaxingat home.



9780008343958

Pub Date: 8/18/2020

$12.99 CAD
352 pages • Trade

Paperback

Big Book of Crosswords Book 7

CollinsPuzzles

Quiz your family at home with

crosswords, puzzles and games.

A bumper collection of300 quick crosswordpuzzles to test

your word knowledge and have you reaching for the

thesaurus. Standard 13x13 grid size.Solutionseasily

found at the back of the book.

Keep your mind sharpand improveyour word power at

the same time. Ideal for whilingaway those long

commutes, travellingon holiday or relaxingat...

9780008323936

Pub Date: 5/21/2019

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

Coffee Break Crosswords Book 2

CollinsPuzzles

Give your minda linguisticworkout with 200 new quick

crosswordpuzzles. These will have you searching for the

dictionary!Keepyour mind sharp and improveyour word

power at the same time. Ideal for whilingaway those long

commutes, travellingon holiday or relaxingat

home.These puzzles offer a general knowledge challenge

and a test of your English language abilitiesat the same

time.

9780008343910

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

CollinsPuzzles

Stretch your powers of logical deductionwith these 200

new Su Doku puzzles, in easy, medium and difficult

categories.

Keep your mind sharpand test your powers of deductive

reasoning. Ideal for whilingaway those long commutes, 

travellingon holiday or relaxingat home.

There are puzzles here for all levels ranging from easy, 

through medium and difficult.Coffee Break Su Doku will 

satisfy on every ...

Coffee Break Crosswords Book 3

9780008279738

Pub Date: 8/28/2018

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

CollinsUK

These puzzles will have you searching for the dictionary! 

Keep your mind sharpand improveyour word power at

the same time. Ideal for whilingaway those long

commutes, traveling on vacation or relaxingat home.

Coffee Break Crosswords: Book 1

9780008323905

Pub Date: 9/10/2019

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

CollinsPuzzles

Test your linguisticabilitieswith 200 new quick crossword

puzzles, designed to challengeyour word power and

general knowledge?Keep your mind sharp and improve

your word power at the same time. Ideal for whilingaway

those long commutes, travellingon holidayor relaxingat

home. Solve the wordplay cluesusingyour general 

knowledge and language skills.

Crossword ChallengeBook 2

9780008343859

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

CollinsPuzzles

Test your linguisticabilitieswith 200 new quick crossword

puzzles, designed to challengeyour word power and

general knowledge?Keep your mind sharp and improve

your word power at the same time. Ideal for whilingaway

those long commutes, travellingon holidayor relaxingat

home. Solve the wordplay cluesusingyour general 

knowledge and language skills.

Crossword ChallengeBook 3

9780008352653

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$9.99 CAD

240 pages • Trade

OneMinuteCrosswords Book 1

CollinsPuzzles

200 quickfire crossword challenges, to keep the brain cells

alert. These minipuzzles are the ultimate short, sharp

memory workout.A compact puzzle gift book for everyone

who enjoys a word challengebut doesn’t have too much

time to spare.3 levelsof quick crosswords in smallgrid

sizes,5x5, 6x6 and 7x7 are includedwith the solutionsat

the back of the book.Ideal for solvingon your daily

commut...

9781443453486

Pub Date: 11/8/2016

$19.99 CAD

384 pages • Paperback

Paperback qui...

Collins

The bestselling Canadian favourite—expanded and

with even more holiday fun!

Is there a town called Holly in Ontario? What’s the origin

of the word toque? What percentage of Canadians stays

awake until midnight on New Year’s Eve?

Written by Canadians, for Canadiansolvers, The Great

Canadian Holiday Puzzle Book is packed with family fun. 

You’ll findword searches, crosswords,picturepuzzles, and

The Great Canadian Holiday Puzzle Book: 

DeluxeGiftEdition



9780008342890

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$12.99 CAD
368 pages • Trade

Paperback

The SunQuick Crossword Book 7

The Sun

The Sun presents this crackingcollection ofmore than

200 fun, quick crosswords so you can while away your

leisure timeor zone out on the daily commute.Wherever

you are, Britain’sbestsellingdaily ensures you will havea

quick and enjoyable brain challengealways to hand.

These 200 quick crosswordsare all new and based on the

quick clues from the pages of The Sun. Tackle them on

the train, tub...

9780008342920

Pub Date: 3/3/2020

$12.99 CAD
384 pages • Trade

Paperback

The SunTwo-Speed Crossword Collection 7

The Sun

A cracking collection of the unique two-speed crossword

puzzle from The Sun. With160 puzzles both with quick

and cryptic style clues for the same puzzle, you have all 

you need for a word workout with this fantasticpuzzle.The

two-speed crosswordpuzzles appear daily in The Sun, 

Britain’sbestsellingdaily newspaper.Providinga unique

challengeamongst crosswords, each puzzle has a set of 

cryptic ...

9780008404215

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • B-format

Paperback

The SundayTimes ConciseCrossword Book

3

The TimesMindGames, Peter Biddlecombe

A crossword to test your general knowledge with 100

puzzles of moderate difficultywith one or two more

teasingclues to tax you more fully.A satisfying challenge

to stimulate the brain cells.

Do you find cryptic crosswords too much of a chore? Do

you want your general knowledge and word power to be

tested but not put through the mill? Are you on the

lookout for something to pass the timeon a tra...

9780008343897

Pub Date: 3/24/2020

$15.99 CAD
128 pages • Trade

Paperback

The SundayTimes Jumbo General 

KnowledgeCrossword

The TimesMindGames, Peter Biddlecombe

A jumbo crosswordpuzzle workout to stimulate the brain

cellsand test your all-roundgeneral knowledge with 50

large grid puzzles from The Sunday Times.Thesepuzzles

use the 23 x 23 jumbo-size grid, and appeared in the

pages of the Sunday Times, they offer an entertaining

and stimulatingchallenge to all crossword lovers and

anyone interested in quizzes, trivia and testing their

knowledge.Contain...

9780008285821

Pub Date: 6/18/2019

$16.99 CAD
144 pages • Trade

Paperback

The TimesMindGames

A super-sized challenge for crossword lovers, selectedby

the times2CrosswordEditor John Grimshaw.

This Crossword appearsweekly in the Saturday editionof 

The Times.The puzzles offer the same challengeas The

Times2daily crosswordbut the larger grid packs an extra

punch!

The cluesare alsoa littlemore testing than the daily

times2 crossword, to stretch the crosswordenthusiast just

a bit fur...

The Times 2 Jumbo Crossword Book 14

9780008343934

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$12.99 CAD
144 pages • Trade

Paperback

The TimesMindGames, John Grimshaw

A super-sized challenge for crossword lovers, selectedby

the Times2CrosswordEditor John Grimshaw.

This Crossword appearsweekly in the Saturday editionof 

The Times.The puzzles offer the same challengeas the

times2 daily crosswordbut the larger grid packs an extra

punch!

The cluesare alsoa littlemore testing than the daily

times2 crossword, to stretch the crosswordenthusiast just

a bit fur...

The Times 2 Jumbo Crossword Book 15

9780008251017

Pub Date: 11/21/2017

$12.99 CAD

464 pages • Trade

The TimesMindGames

Challengeyourselfwith this set of cryptic puzzles from the

most famous crossword in the world compiledby the

TimesCrosswordEditors.

Following in the tradition of The Times’authoritative, 

highest-quality, challenging cryptic crosswords, this latest

collectionoffers an enjoyable and stimulatingway to while

away your free timeand exercise the grey matter with

intriguingcluesand complexword...

The Times Big Book of Cryptic Crosswords

Book 4

9780008241308

Pub Date: 6/19/2018

$12.99 CAD

192 pages • Trade

Paperback Paperback

The Times Cryptic Crossword Book 22

The TimesMindGames

The latestbook in this excitingseries continues the

traditionof providingauthoritative, challengingCryptic

Crossword,offeringan enjoyable and stimulatingway to

while away your free time.Addictive, taxing and

compelling, this book is packed with 100 high-quality

puzzles chosen by the former TimesCrosswordEditor

RichardBrowne.



9780008343941

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

The Times Cryptic Crossword Book 24

The TimesMindGames,RichardRogan

The TimesCryptic Crossword is the most famous in the

world. Test your word power with this classiccollection of 

100 cryptic puzzles compiledby the Editor of The Times

Crossword.

The latestbook in this excitingseries continues the

traditionof providingauthoritative, challengingCryptic

Crossword,offeringan enjoyable and stimulatingway to

while away your free time.

Addictive, taxing and comp...

9780008285401

Pub Date: 6/18/2019

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

The Times Cryptic Crossword: Book 23

The TimesMindGames

The latestbook in this excitingseries continues the

traditionof providingauthoritative, challengingCryptic

Crossword,offeringan enjoyable and stimulatingway to

while away your free time.Addictive, taxing and

compelling, this book is packed with 100 high-quality

puzzles.

9780008241315

Pub Date: 6/19/2018

$16.99 CAD
144 pages • Trade

Paperback

The TimesMindGames

This Crossword appearsweekly in the Saturday editionof 

The Times. The puzzles offer the same challengeas The

Times2 daily crosswordbut the larger grid packs an extra

punch! The cluesare alsoa littlemore testing than the

daily crossword, to stretch the crosswordenthusiast just a

bit further, and provide hours of entertainment.

The Times Jumbo Crossword Book 13

9780008404178

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$15.99 CAD

128 pages • Paperback

The Times Jumbo Cryptic Crossword Book

19

The TimesMindGames,RichardRogan

This supremely challengingcryptic collectioncontains50

jumbo-sizedpuzzles, conceived to really challengeyour

word skills.

Selectedby The Times'CrosswordEditor, RichardRogan, 

this original collectionwill challengeeven the most

experienced crosswordbuff.

The ultimate and only jumbo cryptic crosswords available,

these puzzles will allow you to give the grey matter a real

workout. With uniqu...

9780008343873

Pub Date: 3/3/2020

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

The TimesMindGames, John Grimshaw,Times2

Give your memory a workout, stimulateyour brain and

hone your general knowledge with 100 definition-only

puzzles from The Times.Coveringa wide range of topics, 

from geography to literature, historyand culture, this

collectionwill test both your general knowledge and your

wordpower.Compiledby the Times2CrosswordEditor

John Grimshaw, these quick accessiblepuzzles are utterly

absorbingand ad...

The Times Quick Crossword Book 24

9780008343880

Pub Date: 3/3/2020

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

The TimesMindGames, John Grimshaw,Times2

100 puzzles from The Timesadapting the cryptic puzzle

for those witha hectic lifestyle and schedule. Ideal for

those startingout with cryptic crosswords, and those

who'd like to tackle the main puzzle but feel daunted, or

who can perhaps only solvea handful of clues.Appearing

Monday to Friday in the puzzle pages of Times2, this

crossword hasa reduced 13x13 grid size and reduced

difficulty too...

The Times Quick Cryptic Crossword Book 5

9780008404185

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$12.99 CAD
288 pages • B-format

Paperback

The Times QuintagramsBook 2

The TimesMindGames

500 fun and fast, mini word

puzzles

“I love the new Quintagrams. Brilliant idea. Thank you for

all the fun I get from these puzzles.”Susan Sleight

“The Quintagram is now positivelymy favouritepuzzle.”

Gavin Heys

“Fabulous fun.” Jeffrey Shaw

Try these crossword-inspiredpuzzles for a short, sharp

brain challenge.

9780008322038

Pub Date: 4/30/2019

$9.99 CAD

104 pages • Paperback

CollinsBrain Buster Crosswords for Kids

CollinsPuzzles

Banish boredom with these quick crosswords! Sharpen

your pencils for pages of puzzles divided into easy, hard

and even harder levels.

Pocket-money perfect for rainydays, car journeys or

wherever you are!

With more than 80 puzzles for age 7 and up, this

handy-sizedbook will keep kids entertainedand having

fun as they use their brain power to think up answers to

questions in tricky crosswords.

Once ...



9780008404154

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • B-format

Paperback

The SundayTimes Brain Teasers Book 2

The TimesMindGames

200 taxing brain teasers and riddles,demanding lateral 

thinking skills to solve. Ingenious challenges– some just a

paragraph long, others with an accompanyingdiagram. 

You willneed mathematical or logical reasoning to solve

these.

These brainteasersare for puzzlers of all abilities, no

formal knowledge is required, just applicationand

imagination.

Some demand a logical approach, others a good m...

9780008190309

Pub Date: 10/25/2016

$15.99 CAD
384 pages • Trade

Paperback

The Times MindGamesNumber & Logic

Puzzles: Book 1

The TimesUK

Test your powers of logic and mental agilitywith this mixed

collectionof 500 number and logicpuzzles from the

MindGamessectionof the Times. Puzzles include the

favoritesSuko, BrainTrainer,Cell Blocks, Futoshiki, Kakuro,

Set Square, and KenKen. The perfect gift for all number

and logicpuzzle enthusiasts.

9781335286000

Pub Date: 5/5/2020

$23.99 CAD
256 pages • Trade

Paperback

The Total Brain Workout

Marcel Danesi

Didyou know that different parts of your brain control 

different functions, and that with exercise,you can make

each part of your brain stronger?

In The Total Brain Workout you'll find450 fun, challenging

and absorbingpuzzles designed to specifically target the

core parts of your brain that control language, logic, 

memory, reasoningand visual perception.Each set of 

puzzles ranges from easy ...

9780008316402

Pub Date: 10/29/2019

$19.99 CAD
288 pages • Trade

Paperback

The UK MathematicsTrust

Have you ever wanted to be a puzzle pro or logical 

luminary? Well, look no further!

The perfect way to livenup your day, The Ultimate

Mathematical Challenge has over 365 puzzles to test your

witsand excite your mind. From starter puzzles to

perplexingOlympiadproblemsdesigned to stretch even

the strongest mathematicians, thisbook is the ideal forum

to get your brain into gear and feed it with ...

The UltimateMathematicalChallenge

9781443438056

Pub Date: 5/19/2015

$18.99 CAD
384 pages • Trade

Paperback

Collins

Perfect for longafternoons and rainy days, The Great

Canadian Cottage Puzzle Book is packed with family fun:

word searches, crosswords,word ladders, quizzes and

much more. Puzzles feature Canadian cluesand use

Canadian spellingand references.With trivia, unique

Canadian placenames, and tips to make the most of a

cottagingday, The Great Canadian Cottage Puzzle Book is

a must for every Canadi...

Great CanadianCottage Puzzle Book

9780062955623

Pub Date: 10/15/2019

$18.50 CAD

96 pages • Paperback

John Bigwood

Life is odd. Peopleare odd. Things are odd. There is oddity

in the strangest places,not least in this collectionof 

extreme odd-one-out teasers that will bamboozle the

brain and test even the eagle-eyed.Whether you’re

looking for odd ones out or matchingpairs of oddities—

from strikingly similar cactuses to lluscious- llocked look-

alike llamas,keyboard kittiesand odd owls to pizza pies

and coc...

Oddities

9780008285425

Pub Date: 6/18/2019

$12.99 CAD

368 pages • Trade

The SunQuick Crossword Book 6

Sun, The

The Sun presents this crackingcollection ofover 200 fun, 

quick crosswords so you can while away your leisure time

or zone out on the daily commute.Wherever you are, 

Britain’sbestsellingdaily ensures you will have a quick and

enjoyable brain challengealways to hand.

These 200 quick crosswordsare all new and based on the

quick clues from the pages of The Sun. Tackle them on

the train, tube or ...

9780008404161

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$12.99 CAD

272 pages • B-format
strip below the grid. Each pair of numbers shouldbe u...Paperback Paperback

The SundayTimes Tetonor Book 3

The TimesMindGames

A mental workout to rival Su Doku!

Dozens of compellingand addictivemaths puzzles to

challengeyour mental arithmetic, multiplication skillsand

powers of deductive reasoning. For all number puzzles

addicts.Varying levelsof difficulty.

Tetonor rules: each number in the main grid can be

formed by addingor multiplyinga pair of numbers in the



9780008342968

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$12.99 CAD
272 pages • Trade

Paperback

The Times Codeword 11

The TimesMindGames

200 brand new compellingand addictive word and

number puzzles from The Times.Appearingdaily in the

newspaper, Codeword is the crackingalternative to Su

Doku and Crosswords.The concept is simple: each

number represents a letter, so, startingwith the solved

letters, use your logic and vocabulary to reveal more

letters, form words, and then crack the code! The most

difficult puzzles for top sol...

9780008404208

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$12.99 CAD
272 pages • B-format

Paperback

The Times Train Tracks Book 3

The TimesMindGames

A challengingvisual puzzle which will appeal to loversof 

logic and deductionbrain teasers. Use your mental agility

to complete the gridsusing the train tracks. Puzzles

includedcover three levelsof difficulty, 70 easy, 70

medium,60 hard.

How To Play:

A map grid shows two towns, typically A and B. The

objectiveof the puzzle is to laydown tracks to connect the

two towns.Numbers around the out...

9781460757376

Pub Date: 2/26/2020

$21.99 CAD
272 pages • Trade

Paperback

Geoffrey Engelstein

If you shuffle a deck of cards what are the odds that the

sequence is unique? What is the connectionbetween dice, 

platonic solidsand Newton's theory of gravity? What is

more random: a dice tower or a number generator? Can

you actually employ a strategy for a game as basic

as Rock-Paper-Scissors?

These are all questions that are thrown up in games and

life.Games involve chance, choice, competitio...

GameTek

9780008323882

Pub Date: 4/30/2019

$12.99 CAD
352 pages • B-format

Paperback

CollinsPuzzles

A bumper collection ofeasy, medium and difficultSu Doku

puzzles to test your mental dexterity, powers of logic and

deduction.100 easy, 100 medium and 100 hard puzzles. 

Solutionseasily found at the back of the book.

Keep your mind sharpand test your powers of deductive

reasoning. Ideal for whilingaway those long commutes, 

travellingon holiday or relaxingat home.

Big Book of Su Doku Book 4

9780008324179

Pub Date: 7/23/2019

$12.99 CAD
352 pages • Trade

Paperback

CollinsPuzzles

A bumper collection ofeasy, medium,and difficultSu

Doku puzzles to test your mental dexterity, powers of 

logic,and deduction.Keep your mind sharp and test your

powers of deductive reasoning. Ideal for whilingaway

those long commutes, traveling, or relaxingat home.

Big Book of Su Doku Book 5

9780008343965

Pub Date: 8/18/2020

$12.99 CAD
352 pages • Trade

Paperback

CollinsPuzzles

A bumper collection ofeasy, medium and difficultSu Doku

puzzles to test your mental dexterity, powers of logic and

deduction.100 easy, 100 medium and 100 hard puzzles. 

Solutionseasily found at the back of the book. Keep your

mindsharp and test your powers of deductive reasoning. 

Ideal for whilingaway those long commutes, travellingon

holidayor relaxingat home

Big Book of Su Doku Book 7

9780008323943

Coffee Break Su Doku Book 2

CollinsPuzzles

Stretch your powers of logical deductionwith 200 new Su

Doku puzzles, in easy, medium and difficult categories.

Keep your mind sharpand test your powers of deductive

reasoning. Ideal for whilingaway those long commutes, 

travelingon vacation, or relaxingat home. There are

puzzles here for all levels ranging from easy, through

mediumand difficult. Coffee Break Su Doku will satisfy on 9780008343903

Pub Date: 5/21/2019

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

every lev... every lev...

Coffee Break Su Doku:Book 3

CollinsPuzzles

Stretch your powers of logical deductionwith 200 new Su

Doku puzzles, in easy, medium and difficult categories.

Keep your mind sharpand test your powers of deductive

reasoning. Ideal for whilingaway those long commutes, 

travelingon vacation, or relaxingat home. There are

puzzles here for all levels ranging from easy, through

mediumand difficult. Coffee Break Su Doku will satisfy on



9780008322021

Pub Date: 4/30/2019

$9.99 CAD

104 pages • Paperback

CollinsBrain Buster Su Doku for Kids

CollinsPuzzles

Banishboredom with quick su doku puzzles! Sharpen

your pencils for pages of puzzles divided into easy, hard

and even harder levels.

Pocket-money perfect for rainydays, car journeys, or

wherever you are!

Withmore than 150 puzzles for age 7 and up, this

handy-sizedbook will keep kids entertained,having fun

and exercising logicskills as they pore over tricky su doku

puzzles.

Once you’ve completed ...

9780008352660

Pub Date: 10/20/2020

$9.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

OneMinuteSu Doku Book 1

CollinsPuzzles

These 200 minipuzzles, increasing in difficulty as you

progress, are the ultimate short, sharp number-crunching

workout. A compactpuzzle gift book for everyone who

enjoys a Su Doku challengebut doesn’t have too much

time to spare. Smallergrid sizes:4x4 and 6x6. Three

levelsof Su Doku are includedwith the solutionsat the

back of the book.

9780008279639

Pub Date: 5/1/2018

$14.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

CollinsUK

Are you up to the challengeof 200 new Su Doku puzzles, 

arranged in easy, medium and difficult categories?Keep

your mindsharp and test your powers of deductive

reasoning. Ideal for whilingaway those long commutes, 

travelingor relaxingat home.

Su Doku Challenge:Book 1

9780008343842

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

CollinsPuzzles

Are you up to the challengeof 200 new Su Doku puzzles, 

arranged in easy, medium and difficult categories?Keep

your mindsharp and test your powers of deductive

reasoning. Ideal for whilingaway those long commutes, 

travellingon holiday or relaxingat home.

Su Doku Challenge:Book 3

9780008136437

Pub Date: 2/23/2016

$12.99 CAD
320 pages • Trade

Paperback

The TimesMindGames

The 200 puzzles in this collectionof treacherously difficult

puzzles will stretch even the most advanced Su Doku

enthusiast.You will need to use all of your best solving

techniques to get to the end of this testingchallenge.The

puzzles in the collectionare of the highest quality and are

perfect for the advanced solver in need of a constant

supply of ultra-difficult puzzles. They're guaranteed...

The Times FiendishSu Doku Book 9

9780008342883

Pub Date: 3/3/2020

$12.99 CAD
272 pages • Trade

Paperback

The TimesMindGames

The latest title in The TimesFiendishSu Doku series, this

book previously unpublishedqualitySu Doku puzzles from

the puzzle providers to The Times. Includes180 Fiendish

and 20 Super Fiendishpuzzles. You don't need to be a

mathematical genius to solve the treacherous puzzles in

this collectionof Fiendishly difficult puzzles, it's simply a

questionof logic. Perfect for the advanced solver i...

The Times FiendishSu Doku:Book 13

9780008173791

The Times KillerSu Doku Book 13

TimesUK

The puzzles here use the same 9x9 grid as Su Doku, but

with an added mathematical challenge.The aim is not

only to completeevery row, column,and cube so that it

contains the numbers 1-9—it is alsonecessary to ensure

that the outlined cubesadd up to the same number as

well. With200 new Moderate, Tricky, Tough, and Deadly

KillerSu Doku puzzles, there is no chance to ease yourself 9780008285470

Pub Date: 6/20/2017

$12.99 CAD
320 pages • Trade

Paperback

Pub Date: 6/18/2019

$12.99 CAD
288 pages • Trade

Paperback

in with simp...

The Times KillerSu Doku Book 15

The TimesMindGames

The latest volume in the hugely popular Killer Su Doku

series from the puzzle suppliers to The Times, featuring

the highest-quality puzzles with an extra element of 

arithmetic. This addition to the successful TimesKillerSu

Doku serieswill test your skills to the limit, adding the

challengeof arithmeticand taking Su Doku to a new and

even deadlier level ofdifficulty.



9780008342913

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$12.99 CAD
288 pages • Trade

Paperback

The Times KillerSu Doku:Book 16

The TimesMindGames

The latest volume in the KillerSu Doku series from the

puzzle suppliers to The Times features the highest-quality

puzzles withan extra elementof arithmetic. The puzzles

use the same 9x9 grid as Su Doku but with an added

mathematical challenge.The aim isnot only to complete

every row, column and cube so that it contains the

numbers 1-9, it is alsonecessary to ensure that the

outlinedcubes ad...

9780007580774

Pub Date: 9/30/2014

$14.99 CAD
224 pages • Trade

Paperback

The Times SamuraiSu Doku 3

The TimesMindGames

With its larger and more complex grid, Samurai is Su

Doku multiplied.Witha five grid interlinkedsystem, every

column, row and 3x3 box must contain the digits1 to 9. 

Where the puzzles overlap, the rows and columnsdo not

go beyond their usual 9x9 length but the interlocking

boxes give you more clues– and more complexity.With

another 100 new Samurai puzzles to vex you for hours, 

loseyourself i...

9780008404192

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$15.99 CAD

224 pages • Paperback

The TimesMindGames

For anyone who loves the challengeof Su Doku but

manages to solve them within minutes, you can now

enjoy the extended mentalworkout and ultimate

endurance test of a five grid interlinkedsystem.

This isSu Doku multiplied: every column, row and 3x3

box must contain the digits1 to 9. Where the puzzles

overlap, the rows and columnsdo not go beyond their

usual 9x9 lengthbut the interlockingboxes...

The Times SamuraiSu Doku 9

9780007465200

Pub Date: 1/28/2013

$10.99 CAD
128 pages • Trade

Paperback

The TimesMindGames

The TimesSu Doku Book 13 containsa mix of 150

mind-bendingvariations, ranging from mercifully Mild to

the uber-challengingSuper fiendish:10 Mildpuzzles60

Difficult puzzles50Fiendishpuzzles30 Super fiendishThis

latest editionoffers completely new and unpublished

puzzles, provided by the puzzle suppliers to The Times, 

and are of the highest quality.

The Times Su Doku Book 13

9780008137267

Pub Date: 8/2/2016

$12.99 CAD
320 pages • Trade

Paperback

The Times

The 200 puzzles in this collectionof treacherously difficult

puzzles will stretch even the most advanced Su Doku

enthusiast.You will need to use all of your best solving

techniques to get to the end of this testingchallenge.The

puzzles in the collectionare of the highest quality and are

perfect for the advanced solver in need of a constant

supply of ultra-difficult puzzles.Guaranteed to prov...

The Times SuperFiendishSu Doku Book 3

9780008285487

Pub Date: 6/18/2019

$12.99 CAD
272 pages • Trade

Paperback

The TimesMindGames

These are previouslyunpublishedquality Su Doku grids

from the puzzle providers to The Times, and help to

developyou to take on Extreme Su Doku. The 200

puzzles in this collection of treacherously difficult puzzles

will stretch even the most advanced Su Doku enthusiast, 

and are guaranteed to provide hours of mind-stretching

entertainment.

The Times SuperFiendishSu Doku Book 6

9780008342951

The Times SuperFiendishSu Doku:Book 7

The TimesMindGames

These are previously unpublishedquality Su Doku grids

from The Times, andhelp to developyou to take on

Extreme Su Doku. The 200 puzzles in this collection of 

treacherously difficult puzzles will stretch even the most

advanced Su Doku enthusiast.You will need to use all of 

your best solving techniques to get to the end of this

testing challenge.The puzzles in the collection are of the 9780008342937

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$12.99 CAD
272 pages • Trade

Paperback

Pub Date: 3/3/2020

$12.99 CAD
288 pages • Trade

Paperback

highest ... you...

The Times UltimateKillerSu Doku:Book 12

The TimesMindGames

Specially compiled to provide the most deadly Su Doku

challenge, this is the only volume for Su Doku enthusiasts

who need a puzzle that really tests their mettle.Prepare

yourself for the toughest Su Doku challenge there is.

These diabolically difficultUltimateKillerSu Doku puzzles

will really put your brainpower to the test as you ‘warm

up’with the 100 Deadly Killer puzzles before steeling



9780008406226

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$18.99 CAD

512 pages • Paperback

CollinsUltimate Pub Quiz

CollinsPuzzles

A bumper quiz book designed to test your general 

knowledge, with more than 500 up-to-date quizzes and

10,000 questions. Includes30 picture rounds to get you

scratchingyour head!

Arranged in easy, medium and hard sections, these quiz

rounds offer something for everyone with new themes

and pot luck. Perfect for playingwith friendsand family!

This is the ideal gift for all buddingquizzers,whether...

9780008323899

Pub Date: 4/30/2019

$12.99 CAD
352 pages • B-format

Paperback

Big Book of Wordsearches book 4

CollinsPuzzles

Reach for your trusty pen or pencil and tackle this bumper

collectionof word challengesat your leisure. Arranged in

themes, they will provide a mental workout and relaxation

therapy at the same time.

Relax and give your brain a workout. Ideal for whiling

away those long commutes, travellingon holiday or

relaxingat home.

9780008324162

Pub Date: 7/23/2019

$12.99 CAD
352 pages • Trade

Paperback

CollinsPuzzles

Reach for your trusty pen or pencil and tackle this bumper

collectionof word challengesat your leisure. Arranged in

themes, they will provide a mental workout and relaxation

therapy at the same time.Relax and give your brain a

workout. Ideal for whiling away those long commutes, 

travelingon vacation, or relaxingat home.

Big Book of Wordsearches Book 5

9780008343972

Pub Date: 8/18/2020

$12.99 CAD
352 pages • Trade

Paperback

CollinsPuzzles

Quiz your family at home with

crosswords, puzzles and games.

Reach for your trusty pen or pencil and tackle this bumper

collectionof word challengesat your leisure. Arranged in

themes, they will provide a mental workout and relaxation

therapy at the same time.Solutionseasily found at the

back of the book.

Relax and give your brain a workout. Ideal for whiling

away those long commutes, travelling...

Big Book of Wordsearches Book 7

9780008323950

Pub Date: 5/21/2019

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

CollinsPuzzles

Keep your mind alertwith 200 new word search puzzles, 

arranged in themes, and presented in a handy format. 

Relax and give your brain a workout at the same time. 

Ideal for whilingaway those long commutes, traveling on

holidayor relaxingat home. Challengeyourself to find the

words hidden in the grids, all based on interesting themes

to provide an enjoyable pastime.

Coffee Break Wordsearches Book 2

9780008343927

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

CollinsPuzzles

Keep your mind alertwith 200 new word search puzzles, 

arranged in themes, and presented in a handy format.

Relax and give your brain a workout at the same time. 

Ideal for whilingaway those long commutes, travellingon

holidayor relaxingat home.

Challengeyourself to find the words hidden in the grids, all 

based on interesting themes to provide an enjoyable

pastime.

Coffee Break Wordsearches Book 3

9780008322007

CollinsBrain Buster Wordsearches for Kids

CollinsPuzzles

Banish boredom with these fun wordsearches! Sharpen

your pencils for pages of puzzles divided into easy, hard

and even harder levels.

Pocket-money perfect for rainydays, car journeys, or

wherever you are!

Withmore than 80 puzzles for age 7 and up, this 9780008352677

Pub Date: 4/30/2019

$9.99 CAD

104 pages • Paperback

handy-sizedbook will keep kids entertainedand having

fun as they hunt down words in tricky wordsearches.

Once you’ve completed them all, check out...

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$9.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

Solutionsare found at the...

OneMinuteWordsearch Book 1

CollinsPuzzles

200 quickfirewordsearch challenges,designed to keep

the mindoccupiedand the eyes and brain working in

sync. These mini puzzlesare the ultimate short, sharp

word workout.A compact puzzle gift book for everyone

who enjoys a word search but doesn’t have too much

time to spare.Themed word searches in small grid sizes, 

5x5, 6x6 and 7x7 take you on an enjoyable word hunt.



9780008285432

Pub Date: 6/18/2019

$12.99 CAD
368 pages • Trade

Paperback

The SunWordsearch Book 5

Sun, The

Callingallword search wizards! Here are over 300

astoundingnew puzzles that will have you hunting for

hours.

Inside you’ll find a wonderfulworld of 300 thematicword

searches to explore,with some real brain teasers along

the way. Whether you’re playingat home with a cup of 

tea, on the train, or loungingby a sunny pool: these are

the puzzles for you!

So sit back, relax, and prepare for a non-s...

9780008342944

Pub Date: 6/30/2020

$12.99 CAD
368 pages • Trade

Paperback

The SunWordsearch Book 6

The Sun

Callingallword search wizards! Here are more than 300

entertainingnew puzzles that will haveyou hunting for

hours.

Inside you’ll find a wonderfulworld of 300 thematicword

searches to explore,with some real brain teasers along

the way. Whether you’re playingat home with a cup of 

tea, on the train, or loungingby a sunny pool: these are

the puzzles for you!

So sit back, relax, and prepare for ...

9780008285418

Pub Date: 6/18/2019

$12.99 CAD
272 pages • Trade

Paperback

The TimesMindGames

Appearingdaily in the newspaper, Codeword is a popular

alternative to Su Doku and Crosswords.The concept is

simple:each number represents a letter, so, startingwith

the solved letters, use your logicand vocabulary to reveal 

more letters, form words, and then crack the code! The

Codeword series is so popular because you don’t need any

prior knowledge, unlikea crossword.You can just pick up

a...

The Times Codeword 10

9780008190316

Pub Date: 10/25/2016

$15.99 CAD
384 pages • Trade

Paperback

The Times MindGamesWord Puzzles &

Conundrums:Book 1

TimesUK

Test your word power and rack your brain with this mixed

collectionof 500 puzzles and conundrums from the

MindGamessectionof The Times. Withmore than 500

assortedword puzzles and conundrums, this collection

contains the favorites: Polygon, Lexica,Word Watch, 

Scrabble™Challenge,and Codewords. The perfect gift for

allword puzzle fans.

9780008251031

Pub Date: 11/21/2017

$10.99 CAD
384 pages • Trade

Paperback

The TimesMindGames

Test your word power and rack your brain with this latest

mixed collectionof 500 puzzles and conundrums from the

MindGamessectionof the Times. This collectioncontains

the favorites:Polygon, Lexica,Word Watch, Scrabble

Challenge,and Codewords. The perfect gift for allword

puzzle fans.

The Times MindGamesWord Puzzles &

Conundrums:Book 2

9780008323929

Pub Date: 9/10/2019

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

CollinsPuzzles

Will you accept the challengeof 200 new thematicword

searches, perfect for whilingaway your downtime, on the

commute,on holiday or relaxingat home?Relax and give

your brain a workout. Ideal for whilingaway those long

commutes, travellingon holiday or relaxingat home.Can

you findall of the words hidden in the thematicgrids?

Grab a penciland challengeyourself.

Wordsearch Challengebook 2

9780008343866

Pub Date: 10/27/2020

$12.99 CAD
240 pages • Trade

Paperback

Wordsearch Challengebook 3

CollinsPuzzles

Will you accept the challengeof 200 new thematicword

searches, perfect for whilingaway your downtime, on the

commute,on holiday or relaxingat home?Relax and give

your brain a workout. Ideal for whilingaway those long

commutes, travellingon holiday or relaxingat home.Can

you findall of the words hidden in the thematicgrids?

Grab a penciland challengeyourself.




